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ABSTRACT 
Concurrent Engineering aims to integrate design and manufacture in order to deal with 
the issue of development of the lowest cost part designs by the concurrent consideration 
of requirements (these generally exist as sets of constraints), which arise from different 
product life cycle domains during the design process. This requires organisation and 
management of these constraints in such a way that various design analyses can be 
carried out to ensure the designed product is consistent with the design and 
manufacturing requirements. However, representing complex designs in terms of 
constraints and variables is difficult and time consuming. This requires an open system 
structure, which enables new databases to be attached easily through an effective 
information exchange and communication protocols. 
The major aim of this research work was to develop an intelligent constraint-based 
design environment for supporting concurrent product development. The objectives of 
the research were (1) to develop a prototype system that integrates most of the design 
and manufacturing activities during the design process, (2) to develop a constraint-based 
system ensuring design consistency, (3) to structure a platform for product process 
optimisation, (4) to evaluate the developed prototype system through a case study. 
An intelligent constraint-based system encapsulating the expertise of product life cycle 
issues has been developed to help designers to design manufacturable products with the 
existing manufacturing facilities. The system consists of a CAD solid modelling system, 
user interface, design representation, consistency manager module, constraint-based 
system, process optimisation and manufacturability analysis module, and various 
knowledge sources. It was designed in such a way to allow designers to design low cost 
products in a consistent and systematic manner and at the same time ensure the products 
could be manufactured with the existing manufacturing facilities. It has the capability to 
check that the designed component satisfied the requirements from issues of the product 
life cycle and avoided design inconsistencies in the early design stages. The system 
enabled designers to ensure overall co-ordination, control, consistency, and data 
integrity in order to avoid costly design iterations during the design process. 
i 
Also, the system provided designers with the ability to monitor and resolve any conflicts 
that may arise, and to avoid product designs that are not economic being produced. In 
addition, it has a user-friendly interface, which included various powerful features, such 
as menus for design analyses and conflict resolution, to provide designers with an 
interactive design environment. 
The development process passed through four major stages: Firstly, an intelligent 
constraint-based design system for concurrent product and process design including a 
machining process optimisation module was developed. Secondly, the product features, 
processes, cost, time and requirements were represented in the format of constraints, 
frames, objects, and production rules in order to be utilised to accomplish different 
design tasks. Thirdly, production rules for the selection and optimisation of feasible 
processes for complex features were written, and finally, the information management 
system with a conflict resolution mechanism was developed to achieve consistency in 
information exchange and decision-making activities between the different design areas. 
The evaluation and optimisation of machining processes was one of the most important 
aspects of these issues. It required the collection of a variety of information on different 
aspects of the product's life cycle. This had a significant effect on a product cost. The 
developed system included a rule-based process optimisation module. This module used 
a combination of both mathematical methods and constraint-programming techniques. It 
provided designers with the ability to evaluate and optimise feasible machining 
processes in a consistent manner, in the early stages of the design process. 
Consequently, unexpected and costly design iterations, which resulted in wastage of a 
great amount of engineering time and effort and longer lead-time, were avoided. The 
developed design environment was tested on an automotive component. Conclusions 
drawn from the system shqwed that the developed design environment could help 
companies reduction in product cost and lead time by full integration of design and 
manufacturing activities through ensuring a high level of overall design consistency. It 
prevented designers from design conflicts, provided them with the capability of making 
final decisions on designs quickly subject to pre-defined requirements and enabled the 
maximum and economical utilisation of the available manufacturing facilities. 
ii 
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Increasing competition in the market place is challenging manufacturing industry to 
bring low cost, high quality and well-manufactured products to market in a shorter space 
of time. Today many companies all over the world have given up utilising the traditional 
product development approach to avoid product failure, loss of sales and profit, and 
declining market share. Successful product development now requires fundamentally 
improved methodologies for the organisation of the product development process, so as 
to reduce waste, and to design products in order to meet customer requirements to 
respond to the global competition (Kotler, 1994). Integrated product development 
concepts, and time-to-market are key issues in competitive success. A new product 
design approach called concurrent engineering has, therefore, been proposed to achieve 
these aims. 
The roots of Concurrent Engineering (CE) date back to World War H, when shortage of 
resources, social and political pressures, demanded the production of better weapons in 
the shortest possible time, led to the tight integration of design and manufacturing 
activities (Das et al., 1995). The Concurrent Engineering approach was again 
rediscovered in the late 1970s because of increasing global competition. Concurrent 
Engineering has become an environment of necessity for companies wanting to compete 
successfully in the 1990s and beyond (Krishnaswamy and Elshennawy, 1992). 
Concurrent engineering can help achieve and sustain a competitive advantage through 
the design of low-cost and high quality products, by the implementation of an integrated 
product and process development approach including various life cycle requirements 
such as material, processes, design requirements, optimisation, and manufacturability 
(Molina a al. 1995). The success of the CE approach is subject to the careful 
consideration of product life cycle issues at the early stages of the design process. This 
helps to eliminate high risk and cost (Figure 1-1). 
I 
This approach deals with inconsistencies between product and process related concerns, 
in early stages of the design process, and proposes solutions to conflicts during product 
development, in order to produce reliable, economical, useful and marketable products 
with the best use of the available manufacturing facilities in house. This requires that 
specialists from different departments, in an organisation, work on product and process 
design to reduce the time taken for design, and establish strong links between design and 
manufacturing. This eliminates unnecessary efforts that can cause increased use of 















Figure 1-1 Various Perspectives in the Product Life Cycle 
Thus, today a multidisciplinary team is required to achieve the implementation of CE, in 
organisations, to deal with the complexity of the product development process (Crow, 
1994). This presents problems in managing such teams, whose members must clearly 
understand how to deal with any conflicts within the team, during the design process. 
2 
Practising the CE concept, within a company, needs fundamental changes in 
organisational structure, decision-making, infonnation sharing, management, and 
conflict resolution (Wang and Wright, 1996). 
Therefore, achieving the practice of CE necessitates creating a broad model for carrying 
out such activities concurrently during the design process. Currently, a co-operative 
design environment for concurrent engineering (Gunasekaran and Sarhadi, 1997, Prasad 
et al., 1997), information modelling and management (Eversheim et al., 1997, and 
Oehlmann et al., 1997), enterprise integration and management (Prasad et al., 1997, Lim 
et al., 1998), quality management (Ismail et al., 1997), virtual manufacturing (Lyons et 
al., 1997, Korves and Loftus, 1999), and process and product optimisation, and 
design consistency (Gayretli and Abdalla, 1999), and recycling and clean machining 
(ElBaradie, 1996) are the recent important issues in concurrent engineering. 
1.1 Objectives of the Proposed Research 
The main aim of this research is to develop a design for manufacture prototype system, 
which enables designers to consider product life-cycle constraints associated with design 
in the early stages during the design session, in order to ensure higher degree of design 
consistency at less cost, in shorter times and provide greater customer satisfaction. 
The objectives of this research include the following tasks: 
1. To develop a prototype system that integrates most of the design and manufacturing 
activities during the design session. 
2. To develop a constraint-based design environment that ensures design consistency. 
3. To structure a platfon-n for product and process optimisation. 
4. To evaluate the system via a case study. 
3 
1.2 Organisation of This Thesis 
This thesis consists of eight chapters. The content of each chapter is surnmarised as 
follows. 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of related and current research areas. It starts with 
an emphasis on the necessity for the Concurrent Engineering approach in the design 
process. The survey includes a review of related areas in Concurrent Engineering and 
tools for supporting concurrent product and process design, Feature-based Systems for 
Process Selection and Evaluation, Process Time-Cost Estimation and Optimisation, 
Computer-Aided Process Planning, Expert Systems, Design Consistency in Concurrent 
Engineering. Limitations of existing approaches are discussed. 
Chapter 3 describes the structure and characteristics of the proposed approach to 
concurrent product and process design. A description of the elements of the proposed 
approach is explained briefly. A working scenario for the proposed system is also 
described in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 describes the intelligent constraint-based design system for concurrent 
product and process design. This is based on the satisfaction of constraints arising from 
different aspects of the product life cycle. The representation of design and 
manufacturing knowledge in the form of rules, frames, object-oriented representation 
and constraints is covered in detail in this chapter. 
It also describes the development of the user interface for providing an interactive 
design environment, and the consistency management system for the management of 
information exchange and decision-making activities, which are needed to ensure 
overall design consistency in the system and design output. In addition, the integration 
of problem solution techniques (production rules with forward and backward chaining 
and OOP) are explained in detail. 
4 
Chapter 5 describes the proposed approach to cost estimation, process selection and 
optimisation. The estimation of process cost and time are also discussed in this chapter. 
Finally, a rule-based algorithm for the optimisation of manufacturing processes is 
presented in detail. 
Chapter 6 presents a case study to demonstrate the current capabilities of the system and 
the significance of this research. 
In chapter 7, conclusions are drawn and the overall contribution of the system explained. 





This chapter presents a summary of previous research work, related to the theme of this 
work. Section 2.2 provides an overview of the traditional product development process. 
An approach to the integration of design with manufacturing is presented in Section 2.3. 
A definition of concurrent engineering, and reviews of research work in the area of 
Concurrent Engineering are presented in Section 2.3. 
Section 2.5 outlines the previous research in the area of feature-based manufacturing. 
process selection and optimisation. Section 2.6 describes research work carried out in 
the area of cost and time estimation of manufacturing processes. 
A review of research work in the area of computer-aided process planning (CAPP), 
expert systems, and design consistency in Concurrent Engineering is summarised in 
Section 2.7,2.8 and 2.9. 
Section 2.10 presents a critical appraisal of the previous research work, and its 
applicability to the integration of design and manufacturing activities during the design 
process. 
2.2 Traditional Product Development 
It can be seen from Figure 2-1 that the traditional product design approach is sequential. 
In this approach, the Product Design Specifications includes both product specification 
and manufacture specification. In the early stages of the design process, manufacturing 
concerns are not clearly described. 
6 
Information included in Product Design Specification usually contains the constraints of 
design and manufacture, extracted from the customer and other available resources. 
When the conceptual design is completed, the next stage is the detailed design covering 
some of the manufacturing requirements. Although there is flow of information between 
stages in the traditional product design approach, it is a sequential and an iterative 
process, which results in high product costs and long lead-times. There is often conflict 
between product and process designers. Therefore, a new integrated product design 
approach has to be developed in order to deal with this problem. 
Customer 
Need 
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Figure 2.1 Traditional Product Development Approach 
2.3 An Integrated Product Design Approach 
Feedback 
Unlike the traditional product design approach, an integrated product design approach 
enables designers to consider all requirements, associated with design and manufacture, 
at the beginning of the design process (Figure 2-2). These requirements are included in 
the PDS (Product Design Specification) and in the MDS (Manufacturing Design 
Specification). The PDS includes customer requirements and constraints, such as cost, 
operating conditions, testing, life expectancy, product modifications and diversification 
during the product life cycle, operations, maintenance, quantity, etc. The MDS includes 
product features, manufacturing capacity, product volume, and process tools 
specification. The designer evaluates the available information in order to consider 
design and manufacture constraints. Using computer based-design tools, designers can 
have full control over the design and manufacturing data so as to update it and change it 
whenever it is necessary. Design alternatives, generated by the designers, are checked to 
see if they can be economically manufactured with the existing manufacturing facilities 

















Figure 2-2 Integrated Product Development Approach 
2.4 Concurrent Engineering 
Concurrent Engineering is defined as a systematic approach to the integrated, concurrent 
design of products and their related processes, including manufacture and support. This 
approach is intended to cause the developers, from the outset, to consider all elements of 
the product life cycle from conception through to disposal. This includes quality, cost 
schedule and user requirements (Institute for Defence Analysis Report R338,1988). 
Another definition of Concurrent Engineering is that it is a systematic approach to 
integrated product development, that emphasises response to customer expectations and 
embodies team values of co-operation, trust and sharing in such a manner that decision 
making proceeds large intervals of parallel working by all life-cycle perspectives early 
in the process, synchronised comparatively brief exchanges to produce consensus 
(Cleetus, (1992)). 
8 
The benefits of the implementation of Concurrent Engineering are surnmarised as 
follows: 
9 Increasing productivity, designing products that offer high quality, reliability, less 
cost (Ranky, 1994), 
o Improved communication, quality, less design changes, shorter time to market, 
reduced development cost, effective management, and increased profit (Abdalla, 
1998). 
A study of 103 electronic companies carried out by Duffy and Salvendy (1999), in the 
USA, has demonstrated, that the use of concurrent engineering reduced the time to 
market. 
Concurrent Engineering, as a synergistic approach, aims to improve the overall design 
process by providing design engineers with knowledge about manufacturing and 
providing process engineers with what they should know about the design of product. 
This necessitates the early involvement and integration of various activities associated 
with design and manufacturing. The success of a CE approach is based on the 
concurrent integration of various engineering activities through well-founded methods, 
effective tools, dedicated teams, and effective communication (Anumba and 
Evbuomwan, (1999)). 
2.4.1 Techniques for Supporting Concurrent Engineering 
The success of a product, in the market place, necessitates concurrent consideration of 
all product life cycle perspectives to be taken into account in the early stages of the 
design process. Concurrent Engineering is a methodology for organising the product 
development process to reach this aim. This leads to shortening the product lead-time to 
the market. The integration of design with manufacture and other related concerns, such 
as maintenance, recyclability, and assembly, to satisfy customer requirements is of 
prime importance in CE. For this reason, there is a need for tools and techniques to 
support the CE approach, in order to fully implementing its goals. 
9 
Although, many researchers have developed tools, techniques, and methodologies for 
supporting CE in order to cover all product related activities and processes, the concept 
of CE is not yet fully established (Duran, 1995). 
2.4.1.1 Constraints-Based Systems 
Hashernian and Gu (1995) stated that Concurrent Engineering places emphasis on the 
downstream aspects of product design, that have to be considered concurrently at the 
design stage. A constraint-based system was developed in order to model and handle 
design requirements. This model uses a constraint network to model information about 
various life-cycle issues for its effective use during the design process. It includes a 
constraint and variable pool and a constraint management module. In the system, design 
variables have their own working constraints. When the user assigns a value to a 
variable, the constraint management module propagates the assigned value via the 
constraint network, and check for constraint violations. A valid solution is reached after 
a complete constraint satisfaction. 
This approach has some advantages. Firstly, design knowledge can be modelled to a 
great extent, as a set of constraints. These provide designers with direct and active use of 
design knowledge during the design process. Secondly, as constraints from different 
aspects of product life cycle can be included in the system, concurrent consideration of 
design activities can be accomplished. 
However, this approach has the following limitations: 
1. It is difficult and time consuming to define complex designs in terms of constraints 
and variables. 
2. There is a need for providing an open system structure so that new databases can be 
attached to the system easily. This needs further development of product information 
exchange and communication protocols. 
10 
Feng et al. (1995) developed a constraint-based system for concurrent product 
development. The system is based on the feature-based approach. It comprises of a 
feature knowledge base, a constraint knowledge base and an inference engine. 
Machining constraints and form features are represented as classes and objects. 
Xue and Dong (1993) described an approach to new feature modelling which includes 
tolerances and manufacturing process for the implementation of CE concept. The 
feature modelling consists of design, manufacturing features, and geometrical features. 
A CAD system provides an environment for controlling the design process. Design 
object information is used to generate design alternatives. By using the feature-based 
design modelling, the alternatives are changed and detailed. Eventually, optimisation of 
the design tolerances is carried out to minimise product cost. 
Abdalla and Knight (1994) developed a design environment for concurrent product and 
process design. Their approach ensured that products could be manufactured with the 
existing manufacturing facilities, in order to meet the demands of high quality and 
lowest product cost. The system comprised of an integrated feature-based CAD solid 
modelling system and an expert system, which encompassed information about 
manufacturing facilities and product features. A feature recognition system was 
developed using Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) including basic volumes, and 
Boundary Representation (B-rep) such as faces, edges, and integrated with the expert 
system tool-kit (KEE). The developed system included design and manufacturing rules 
for part features and manufacturing facilities. Capabilities of the existing manufacturing 
facilities were also represented to achieve the CE goals. The defined constraints of the 
existing manufacturing facilities helped the designer to ensure parts could be produced 
with the available manufacturing facilities. 
Alting (1992) discussed the importance of environmental-friendly product and process 
design, as environmental concerns are becoming more important than ever before. 
Since, new cost features such as disposability, ease of use, aesthetics, occupational 
health, etc., have emerged. 
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Therefore, manufacturing processes and technologies must be improved to meet 
environmental and social needs. He mentioned that the Taguchi Quality Loss Function 
could be used to estimate costs of environmental and societal requirements. He strongly 
emphasised that products, to be designed, had to be usable and readily disposed of. 
Ishii (1992) presented a model for Concurrent Engineering design that would achieve 
the CE goals of communication, early design reviews, use of Value Engineering (VE), 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), and Computer Aided Engineering. He stated the 
advantages of a computer-based system called Design Aid for Simultaneous 
Engineering (DAISIE), and a compatibility model evaluating design alternatives 
concurrently from various points of view such as process engineer, tooling engineer and 
design engineer. 
Colton (1992) presented an integrated system called Intelligent Design System (IDS) 
which consisted of a CAD system (Pro/engineer) and a knowledge-based system. The 
IDS had a knowledge base containing manufacturing and assembly information in the 
form of rules. As design information was obtained from the CAD system, the expert 
system utilised the developed rules in order to check the product's ability to be 
manufactured. The expert system informed the designer of any manufacturing constraint 
violations. This avoided difficult problems with unnecessary manufacturing steps. 
Pro/Engineer allowed the designer to make modification to the part dimensions and 
tolerances based on the suggestions given by the expert system. The C programming 
language was used to develop the system. It used iconic representations. Features, which 
were selected from an icon menu, could be utilised to generate complex objects. 
Material types and stock sizes (of standard parts) were selected from the menu. The 
expert system then examined the manufacturability of the product (object). The IDS also 
contained simple static failure analysis of parts and required three types of information: 
CAD data, a design catalogue and a knowledge base. The CAD data system contained a 
broad range of information about object length, width, height and orientation. 
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The design catalogue included cost, weight, strength features of standard parts and 
fasteners, and mechanical properties of materials and manufacturing processes. The 
knowledge-base contained rules and heuristic data related to design, and manufacturing 
methods and constraints. The expert system used these rules and heuristic data to ensure 
the manufacturability of components. To manage the huge amount of data in the system, 
a Database Management System (DMS) was needed for the effective use in the expert 
system and updating additional information about design and manufacturing. 
Dong (1992) introduced a new engineering feature-oriented CAD methodology 
providing integrated feature representation, tolerances, feature relations, relationship 
between feature and tolerances. The methodology used the accuracy graph to represent 
dimension and tolerances. 
Thurston and Carrahan (1993) introduced an intelligent system for integrating design 
and manufacturing activities into intelligence-based system in order to evaluate the 
design for its manufacturing cost. The CE concept required that various design analyses 
were carried out concurrently during the design process. To achieve this, consideration 
of activities related to design and manufacturing facilities had to be evaluated. The 
Taguchi method was a very good tool for relating design parameters and manufacturing 
process with the quality of the products. It utilised an experiment-based system for 
analysing design parameters including product geometry, material, production process, 
temperature, etc. 
The best design was the one that minimises expected loss, because of incompatible 
variations within the manufacturing process. These unavoidable variations (i. e. 
tolerances, feed-rate and customer requirements) had to affect product quality and 
robustness as little as possible. Their proposed expert system contained objective and 
subjective rules. The objective rules included design configuration concepts, materials, 
and production process meeting defined design performance requirements. The 
subjective rules were related to acceptable design values and attributes (cost, weight, 
etc. ), and trade-off between attributes and user behaviour to uncertainty. 
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Design optimisation was not only reducing weight of components but also 
determination of manufacturing planning, time/cost, and process selections. CE 
necessitates determining design and manufacturing optimisation (cost, weight, 
tolerances, features and machining). 
Constraint-Based Systems have been used for several design applications such as 
material selection for automotive components (Sapuan and Abdalla, 1997), and 
representation of life-cycle requirements in the form of constraints for effective use 
during the design process (Gayretli and Abdalla, 1998). 
2.4.1.2 Design for Manufacturability and Assembly (DFMA) 
Subramanyarn. (1989) described a model called Co-operative Product Development 
which included participants, representation and activities. Their proposed model 
included an environment that involved humans and computer-based design tools. This 
was an environment where designers used computer-based systems to represent 
development of objects such as product specification, product designs, process designs, 
etc. They outlined a conflict resolution strategy via negotiation, and emphasised the 
need for new computer-based environments to implement the CE approach. 
Schrage (1992) described a case study where Concurrent Design co-operated with Total 
Quality Management (TQM). A new model helicopter design was proposed using both 
CE and TQM. Concurrent product development required several issues to be 
considered; a top down design approach and a system engineering management plan, 
multidisciplinary team, team continuity, application of QFD (practical engineering 
optimisation), design bench-marking and soft prototyping (Design by feature), 
experiments to confirm high risk predictions (QFD, and SPC: Statistical Process 
Control), shared computer knowledge (Corporated focus on development), etc. In this 
case study, the CE approach was used to identify problems and key features of the 
design. On the QFD matrix, customer requirements, design specification, production 
requirements were shown. 
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Computer programs such as CATIA (3-D Modelling, Configuration Analysis) were used 
in the analysis of the design characteristics. The optimisation of the final configuration 
was carried out via the Taguchi parameter design optimisation method (PDOM). To 
control the design tasks and allocate resources, the critical path method was used. 
By using CATIA, 3-D model and configuration were developed to understand how the 
customer attribute matches the proposed design. Unigraphics was used to provide 3-13- 
surfaced and solid modelling of each part in the helicopter. The Taguchi PDOM 
simulations were used to simulate product performance and manufacturing, and 
minimise risk items. They concluded that CE is most effective in early stages of the 
design process and that open communication with customers was vitally important. 
Cutkosky and Tenenbaum (1990) described a methodology for concurrent product and 
process design supported by a computational framework where the designer, in a 
manufacturing department, provided manufacturing information to the product designer. 
This methodology, consisted of SE, team design and rapid prototyping, was 
implemented by a system called First-Cut using a CAD system, CNC equipment and a 
knowledge base system. They also discussed the limitations of feature-based systems. 
There are limited product features on a CAD system. They suggested that a constraint- 
based system was necessary in helping the designers to manage constraints, and 
emphasised the importance of modem computer science and AI technology to establish 
the link between design and manufacturing. 
Ellis et al (1993) developed a design for manufacture software environment for 
supporting Concurrent Engineering. The proposed model provided the designer with 
product designs by considering manufacturing requirements. They stated that the DFM* 
environment should provide the designers with reliable and timely advice on design and 
manufacture of parts to the designer, and it should also support the generation of 
manufacturing information. Therefore, the model included mechanisms for achieving 
associations between product information and manufacturing process and resource 
information. This model was limited to the turning processes. 
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Ikonopisov et al. (1994) described a CE approach to design for assembly and 
manufacture. They mentioned that Lucas plc had developed a computer-based expert 
system that asked suitable questions about functions, handling and fitting of every 
component. The system asked the designer if each component was necessary or not. The 
proposed model included a DFA&M Analysis System for providing product design- 
connected decisions, a knowledge base, an explanation system and a user interface. 
KAPPA-PC as an expert system toolkit was selected to build the knowledge-based 
system. The database provided materials data, assembly and manufacturing data. The 
explanation system was very useful to explain deductions and answers to questions. The 
designer used the expert system tool-kit KAPPA-PC via MS-Windows IX software. 
The DFA&M system was very useful to reduce number of components and production 
cost. 
Gupta et al. (1995) described the current approaches to automated manufacturability- 
analysis. He stressed that the performance criteria for manufacturability analysis should 
include: 
Scope: the scope of manufacturability analysis should cover a variety of manufacturing 
issues such as new materials and processes. 
Accuracy and reliability: if the results of manufacturability analysis were not sound 
this could cause considerable delays and iterations, and financial loses. 
Correctness and completeness: the mathematical and computational foundations using 
geometric algorithm were inadequate. 
Integration: analysis system should interact with other DFM software. 
Speed: as design is an interactive process, analysis system should generate realistic 
design analysis and give feedback in real time. 
Sophistication of feedback: feedback provided by the system should be corrected and 
effectivelY presented to the designer. 
Based on the above criteria, the DFM system should address the following issues; 
1. Ability to handle multiple processes. 
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2. Alternative manufacturing plans. 
3. Virtual enterprises and distributed manufacturing. 
4. Process models and virtual manufacturing. 
5. Manufacturability rating schemes. 
6. Accounting for design tolerances. 
7. Automatic generation of suggestions for redesign. 
8. Product life-cycle consideration. 
9. Making use of emerging technologies. 
Velay and Tabeshfar (1995) developed a computer adviser for integrated design and 
manufacture. They focused on the development of a fully integrated system 
incorporating solid modelling system and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with a 
manufacturing adviser in order to provide the designers with performing an accurate and 
rapid optimisation of design and manufacture. 
2.4.1.3 Taguchi Approach 
Ismail et al. (1997) carried out a survey of the quality management practises used in the 
manufacturing sector in Ireland. They pointed out that companies, who had 
implemented TQM, achieved better performance. The Taguchi approach focused on 
producing products, which were functionally acceptable, within both economic 
tolerance, and the available manufacturing equipment. Quality was defined as 
satisfaction of the customer expectation during the product life cycle. Failure to achieve 
this meant quality loss. Customer dissatisfaction with the product caused a decrease in 
market share, and an increase in marketing and advertising costs. This failure lead to 
companies' loss of reliability, and hence avoidance of new products by the customer. 
The Taguchi method was used during each stage of the design process. Many design 
alternatives had to be generated instead of one during the conceptual design stage 
(system design stage). 
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Each alternative was evaluated from customer point of view, the engineering 
characteristics and the manufacturing perspective. Product and process factors affecting 
product performance were taken into account during parameter design stage. Any design 
and process factors, which are difficult and costly to control, had to be considered to 
make the product robust (Dean and Unal, 1992). 
The Taguchi method combined with QFD, and FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect 
Analysis) could be used together to identify these product and process factors such as 
cutting speed, depth of cut, and feed-rate). Critical component tolerances played an 
important role in product cost. Thus, the Taguchi method considered tolerance selection 
by experimentation. 
Suri and Otto (1998) developed an integrated system model (IMS) for providing 
designers with an understanding of manufacturing capability, not in terms of 
manufacturing constraints but in terms of variation. This system could provide designers 
with the selection of combinations of design and manufacturing variables, which result 
in the minimum variation for the product. System design, parameter and tolerance 
design were the major tasks in Concurrent Engineering. They had a direct impact on 
product cost, time and quality. For this reason, Taguchi approach was a useful tool that 
should be incorporated into the concurrent product development. 
2.4.1.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
QFD is a powerful tool for analysing various design tasks such as market analysis, 
manufacturing and process planning. Engineers generally focused on more technical 
characteristics of a product rather than customer requirements. The aim of QFD was to 
establish link between these design tasks, and help identify how their requirements 
could affect each other. Customer requirements as a starting point should be translated 
into engineering characteristics. This philosophy is called " listening to the customer 
voice". Since, QFD requires increased concentration on product quality during each 
stage of the design process, QFD analysis should be carried by designers working in 
different departments of a company. 
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Kapur (1992) asserted the need to develop the right quality characteristics, which were a 
measurement for customer satisfaction. He suggested the following characteristics: 
1. Reducing the value of the quality characteristics such as noise level, harmful effect, 
etc. Ideal target value should be as close to zero. 
2. Increase the value of the quality characteristics such as strength, life, reliability, etc. 
Ideal value is as large as possible without increasing product cost. 
3. Ideal values of the quality characteristics such as dimensions, voltage, viscosity, 
clearance, etc. Ideal target value is ideal value. 
4. Dynamic values of the quality characteristics such as customer requirements. Target 
values should be changed subject to the voice of the customer. 
He also suggested that further improvement in quality could be achieved to keep 
variation to a minimum to make the product insensitive (robust) to the sources of 
variation such as environment and manufacturing imperfection and control product 
tolerances within acceptable limit and cost. 
Krishnaswamy and Elhennawy (1992) proposed a model for Concurrent Engineering 
that included the concept of Quality Function Deployment, reverse engineering and 
virtual reality. The QFD was a basic tool for transforming customer requirements into 
engineering characteristics. The use of QFD has some common problems associated 
with it: 
Customer requirements and all subsequent stages of QFD may be misinterpreted by 
different people, 
Information loss, 
* Different team work was needed to meet different requirements. 
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In order to solve these problems, Concurrent Engineering deployment was proposed. It 
comprised a product development team, a virtual reality module, a manufacturing 
module and QFD. The main aim of this approach was to enable the design team to 
translate the customer view into physical reality. 
Downlatshahi and Ashok (1997) presented a methodology for the integration of Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD), and Design of Experiment (DOE) in a concurrent 
engineering environment. They suggested that the proposed approach could lead to 
improved process, shorter lead-time and less product cost. 
2.4.1.5 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 
FMEA is a powerful tool for CE and is primarily concerned with potential events that 
could lead to product failures. FMEA should be carried out near the end of the design 
phase, either using computer programs or manually, before the product had the 
opportunity to fail in use. It is a quality tool and requires a team of engineers, managers, 
and others to get to know the actual system. Product failures can occur in various stages. 
of product life cycle such as design, manufacturing, service and assembly. Thus, FMEA 
must be incorporated into the design phase to avoid product failure. 
2.4.1.6 Value Engineering (VE) 
One of the fundamental aims of concurrent engineering is to manufacture products at the 
lowest possible cost. Value Engineering (VE) as a cost reduction technique, helps in 
achieving this aim, by redesigning and changing the existing products. The design 
process does not only deal with creating new design alternatives, but also re-designing 
and modifying the existing product designs. Important aspects of Value Engineering are 
to reduce cost without reducing product value, eliminating unnecessary components 
without adding complexity, improving on its functionality, performance, and appearance 
and reduction in weight without increasing product cost. 
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The Value Engineering method searches for cost, function and value of each component 
of a product. The method considers the elimination of any function and its components, 
reduction in the number of parts and operations, simplification of component features, 
simplicity of assembly, consideration of different materials and manufacturing process, 
and standardisation of all components if possible. 
Any components used in large numbers, such as fasteners, are also reduced to lower 
total cost. VE is a useful tool in CE and can help increase value of product without 
increasing product cost or reduce cost without reducing product value. 
2.4.1.7 Virtual Reality In Design and Manufacture 
Manufacturing systems are complex entities, which include people, products, processes, 
information systems and various data, and storage systems. The complexity requires 
systems to be modelled by using a variety of views and modelling formalisms. Design 
and proper integration of the system functions need multiple perspectives and models to 
be considered concurrently. However, existing computing environments do not allow 
this to be achieved in an effective and intelligent manner (Krishnamurthy et a], 1998). 
Virtual reality environments are increasingly used in industry for realistic simulation of 
new manufacturing processes before they are tried on the factory floor. 
Virtual reality (VR) is a way that allows human beings to visualise, manipulate and 
interact with computer systems and complex data. Loeffler and Anderson (1994) defined 
VR as "a three-dimensional, computer generated, simulated environment that is 
rendered in real time according to the behaviour of the usee,. Many applications of VR 
have been carried out in product design and manufacturing. Virtual Manufacturing 
(VM) environments as a VR application have been developed in order to facilitate 
realising potential benefits of VM in manufacturing. The aim of VM is to provide 
manufacturers with a capability to manufacture products in the computer in a way that a 
maximum sense of reality for the user can be achieved. The use of Virtual Reality in 
design and manufacturing provides the following benefits: 
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Affordability: reliable cost and process capability information that can affect design 
and management decisions. 
Quality: more producible designs, and higher quality work instruction to support 
manufacturing. 
Producibility: easily generated high quality prototypes without reworks. 
Flexibility: rapid product changes. 
Shorter cycle time: the ability to go into production directly. 
Responsiveness: rapid respond to customer requirements. 
Customer relations: increased customer participation (VM User Workshop Report, 
1994). 
VM can help to simulate the manufacture and assembly of products, including 
associated processes and tooling. It also allows consideration of all variables in the 
production environment from processes to enterprise transactions by the visualisation of 
processes, process planning, scheduling, assembly, purchasing, etc. In addition, VM can 
be used to generate many manufacturing alternatives, scenarios, and optimise the design 
of product and processes for a specific aim such as DFMA. Research work has been 
carried out, in the area of VR applications, to various manufacturing domains such as 
virtual reality for layout planning of manufacturing cells (Koryes and Loftus, 1999). 
They presented a framework of a VR approach to the planning and implementation of 
manufacturing cells in which the planner entered the modelled world of the application. 
They stressed that the visual capability of VR could help the planning process, and that 
current planning methods were limited to two-dimensional. Three-dimensional 
modelling systems provided visual representation of the cells without the full user 
interaction. 
Krishnamurthy et al (1998) developed a hybrid manufacturing system-modelling 
environment using Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML). This language used a 
file format such as HTML, which made it portable across platforms without difficulties. 
An environment for manufacturing system modelling had been developed for the 
fabrication facilities domain, which focused on machining processes. 
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It comprised of three levels: physical processing level (machines, toolings), information 
level (computers, monitors, networks), and system architecture (functional architecture 
of the manufacturing system). This environment had many useful features and was very 
suitable for the requirements of manufacturing system modelling. 
Lyons et al. (1997) emphasised that VR, for prototyping, enabled designers to generate 
digital prototypes and evaluated the products completely before a physical prototype of 
the product was made. This could significantly shorten the time to market and increase a 
company's competitiveness. They described the creation of virtual environments for 
design software systems. These systems were VEDAM (Virtual Environment for Design 
and Manufacture) and VADE (Virtual Assembly Design Environment). 
Fu and East (1999) presented an approach for supporting the design review process of 
architect/engineering (AE) offices that used technologies developed for the World Wide 
Web (WWW). This approach, called the virtual design review, provided a group of 
reviewers with the ability to work simultaneously on a three-dimensional representation 
of an incomplete building model. It helped to improve the way reviewers work in three 
significant ways as follows: 1. handling (viewing, retrieving, and storing) information, 
2. facilitating interaction between reviewers, and between reviewers and designers, 3. - 
changing the role of reviewers in the design review process by providing autonomous or 
semiautonomous agents capable of executing parts of the design review process. Also, it 
provided a flexible, open, and robust environment for interaction. 
2.4.1.8 Enterprise Integration 
Manufacturing and processing technologies are advancing rapidly. It must be recognised 
that many of these technologies will be costly to utilise and no single company will 
possess all the necessary expertise. Therefore, manufacturers and institutions are now 
undertaking co-operative technology development in order to share risks, costs and 
expertise. 
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This often requires international co-operation, which has to be properly managed in 
order to improve manufacturing operations, enhance international competitiveness, and 
lead to technological breakthroughs via market-driven research and development 
(R&D). 
The use of enterprise integration (EI) methodologies and tools in manufacturing 
companies has enhanced business competitiveness in ways such as shorter lead-times, 
higher product quality and reliability, less waste and lower product cost. This is based 
upon the principle of EI that needs enterprise functions to be organised into a unified 
whole in order to improve communication, collaboration and co-ordination, hence, 
enhancing overall enterprise perfon-nance, decision making, and delivering higher 
efficiency and competitiveness (Lim et al. 1998). 
Watts et al. (1998) examined how companies can use virtual reality (VR) technology to 
help to make them become more innovative. VR has some unique characteristics, which 
can help companies from three perspectives that are common to most innovative 
organisations: a capacity to experiment in depth; involvement of all in the innovation 
process; and an ability to capture ideas generated in the innovation process. However, 
some obstacles need to be overcome before VR performs to its potential. Since, the aim 
of concurrent engineering is to involve the integration of people, systems, and 
information into an efficient and responsive environment, integration of computerised 
systems is necessary to achieve automatic knowledge capture during the development 
and life cycle management of products, and automatic knowledge exchange between 
different computer systems of organisations. Solutions to these issues are product data 
standards and enterprise integration frameworks. The International STandard for the 
Exchange of Product model data (STEP) allows a complete, unambiguous, computer- 
readable definition of physical and functional attributes of a product during its life time. 
Concurrent engineering, via information technology (IT), and standards provide the 
power to meet this new challenge (Carver and Bloom (199 1)). 
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Stader and Jarvis (1998) described a toolset for enterprise modelling that focused on the 
use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques in order to cover the requirements of 
enterprise modelling, and the tools for supporting it. Various Al techniques were used in 
their research programme range from knowledge representation, process modelling to 
simulation techniques, intelligent workflow, and co-ordination technology. This 
research work was based on agent-based architecture. 
Kim (1999) highlighted the need for intelligent agents to help information retrieval and 
decision making. They could provide users with the support ranging from designers to 
manufacturers, and from salespersons to customers. A computer software agent should 
have greater functionality than merely data retrieval or broadcast simple information. 
In particular, an intelligent agent should execute routine tasks autonomously, extract 
new knowledge from different databases, and improve its own performance through 
experience. He also addressed critical issues related to the development of such agents 
such as general architecture, and the deployment of a learning agent for industrial 
planning. 
Murgatroyd et al (1998) developed a framework and methodology to provide dynamic 
change for manufacturing enterprises that wanted to remain competitive, and adapt their 
business processes and the associated resources and information systems. They 
proposed that there was a need for business process visualisation and an improvement. 
framework that enabled a wide range of company personnel to participate in the design 
process, so as to contribute to improved processes and significant improvement over 
previous design practice. Further research work that focused on enterprise integration 
can be found in Weston, 1998. 
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2.5 Feature-Based Systems for Process Selection and Evaluation 
Manufacturing the form features of a product usually has the highest effect on the 
consideration of machining a product. The minimising of total product cost necessitates 
that the evaluation of manufacturing cost of these features be carried out as early as 
possible during the design stage. A mechanical part cost comprises process cost, labour 
cost, machine overhead, tool cost and tool change cost. 
Manufacturing process cost is directly related to the form features of the component. For 
mass production, it is necessary to produce a very detailed manufacturing cost 
estimation. Rough manufacturing cost estimation should be sufficient for small to 
medium batch production volume to provide a useful estimate of manufacturing cost. 
Gupta et al. (1994) presented a methodology for generating and evaluating alternatives 
process plans during the design process. It used form features to generate process plans. 
Their techniques involved three major steps: 
- Generating a CAD design for a part. 
- Generating alternative operation plans for the part. 
- Evaluating the generated plans subject to: 
Machining tolerances. 
Processes cost and time (set-up times not included). 
Sheng and Srinivan (1995) developed a multi-objective process planning system in 
Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing. It was a feature-based approach. Once 
manufacturing form features were obtained, machining processes that could produce 
these features were selected. The system had two steps for process planning. The first 
step was the macro planning level in which interactions between features and their 
effects on process planning were determined. The latter step was micro planning in 
which different process paths were generated for each feature. The system enabled 
consideration of mass and energy calculations for the process sequences, and it selected 
the processes and sequences that had minimum energy consumption while at the same 
time it led to an environmentally conscious product design. 
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Han and Requicha (1995) presented a feature finder for generating a part description in 
terms of manufacturing form features by using information from a variety of sources. It 
provided designers with the description of a part through manufacturing form features 
such as holes and slots. 
Vancza and Markus (1994) developed a feature-based process planning model for the 
consideration of manufacturing processes and resources, conflict detection and 
resolution via suggestions, optimisation of the manufacturing through an algorithm, and 
generalisation of the plans by leaving out incidental detail. Process selection consisted 
of four steps: 
1. Component description. 
2. Choosing reference features. 
3. Selection of alternative processes. 
4. Generating precedence constraints. 
The model used the constraints to optimise the process plans by reducing machining 
altematives of each form feature. 
Feature-based techniques have been used in many areas of manufacturing such as fixture 
design (Pharn and Gologlu (1997)). 
Gayretli and Abdalla (1999) developed an intelligent design environment that enabled 
designers to incorporate all product and process related activities into the design phase 
at an early stage of the design process. One of the most important aspects of these 
activities was evaluation and optimisation of manufacturing processes. The developed 
model focused on manufacturing processes optimisation using a combination of 
mathematical methods, feature-based cost estimation, and constraint-programming 
techniques. This approach enabled designers to evaluate and optimise feasible 
manufacturing processes of components in a consistent manner as early as possible 
during the design session. 
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This helped to avoid unexpected design iterations that resulted in wastage of a great 
amount of engineering time and effort, which in turn resulted in longer lead-times. 
Applications of other techniques to process planning such as case-based approach and 
petri-net model can be found in Champati et al. (1996) and Kiritsis et al. (1994). 
2.6 Process Optimisation and Cost Estimation 
The total cost of engineering a product consists of design, machining, assembly, tooling, 
testing, etc. One of the main problems confronting manufacturers is the need to produce 
products at lowest cost in order to obtain more market share than their competitors. The 
cost of the product can be determined at the early stages of the design process. 
Therefore, designers' decisions on product functions and features play an important role 
in the product cost. It was pointed out that over 70% of the total product cost was 
considered during the design stage (Ou-Yang and Lin (1998)). 
Dewhurst and Boothroyd (1988) presented an early cost estimation model for product 
design for efficient manufacture (DFM). The model consisted of two steps. The first 
step was to identify the appropriate materials and manufacturing processes for the part. 
The second step was to carry out the detailed design of the individual components that is 
consistent with process and material capabilities. They suggested that availability of 
manufacturing cost information was important to make whole judgements in the choice 
of materials and processes as early as possible during the design process. 
Downlatshahi (1992) proposed a product design optimisation approach to the design of 
products in concurrent engineering environment. The approach utilised an algorithm 
which contained 5 steps; 
1. The optimisation started by dividing the design task into sub-tasks. 
2. A number of alternatives had to be generated for each sub-task. 
3. Omitting any solutions, which were inflexible, impractical, or infeasible, based on 
criteria such as friction level, friction stability, stiffness, toughness, and strength. 
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4. Attribute-based utility values were calculated. This was achieved by choosing design 
attributes. 
5. Then, weights were assigned to the attributes. The next step was to compare the 
attributes with each other in order to determine rating values of the attributes. The last 
step was the formulation of objective function and constraints to reach optimal design. 
Thurston and Carnahan (1993) developed an intelligent evaluation system to select the 
best alternative. They evaluated two materials for a bumper beam and identified the 
criteria to be weight, cost, shape restriction, stiffness and corrosion resistance. 
Manufacturing cost considerations were included in the knowledge-base system at the 
early stage of design process to evaluate alternatives concurrently in terms of 
Concurrent Engineering goals: low cost, high quality, and less lead time. 
Das et al. (1995) discussed methodologies for reducing set-up costs for machined parts. 
This approach was also based on the analysis of machining form features. 
Jha (1992) developed a mathematical cost estimation modelling for uncertain and high- 
tech industrial environment. This methodology focused on estimating the probable cost 
range and calculating expected cost. In addition, it estimated the cost of some 
manufacturing processes such as hole making process by injection moulding. 
Park and Khoshnevis (1993) presented a new CAPP system for concurrent design of 
prismatic parts and processes. The hybrid system comprised of a knowledge base expert 
system and a cost optimisation module. It selected suitable machines for each feature,. 
optimum machining parameters for each candidate process and optimised machining 
process sequences. Machine set-up time, tooling cost, and process time were calculated 
based on machinability formula and empirical data. The process planning and cost 
estimation feedback were also generated. 
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Taiber (1994) classified manufacturing cost optimisation of prismatic parts as follows: 
" Tool cost 
" Machine tool cost 
" Net machining time 
e Non-cutting tool paths 
9 Number of tool changes. 
This approach provided an effective cost calculation and optimisation of mechanical 
parts using traditional machining techniques such as milling and drilling. 
Knowledge-based systems for process planning, and cost estimation of a hole making 
process can be found in Luong and Spedding, 1995. 
Ping et al. (1996) developed a multi-agent system for cost estimation. They stressed that 
the existing cost estimation methods have two problems: 
1. They were incapable of specifying a cost estimation process for complex parts, and 
2. They did not give any idea of the uncertainty at an early stage of the design process. 
In this system, each agent represented a kind of cost estimation method. The system 
used a fuzzy classification of cost estimation methods. It included a dynamic 
optimisation structure to provide the agent with knowledge from the past. The system 
classified user requirements, made the expert agents execute the design tasks. The 
model was based on an integrative system and blackboard system. It used a combination 
of these two paradigms to reduce communication cost, and minimises disadvantages in 
information exchange bottleneck between agents. 
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A feature-based manufacturing cost estimation approach has been developed by Fen et 
al. (1996). Their system focused on machining form features such as holes, slots, flat 
surfaces, and chamfers. Manufacturing operations and time (cost) related to the 
manufacturing form features were represented in the system. 
In the model, the problem of cost evaluation was formulated to find the shortest path for 
machining activities such as processes and set-ups. Manufacturing processes for the part 
were optimised and based on the activity-based approach, in order to reach the optimum 
solution by assigning unit manufacturing cost to each activity. 
Crow (1997) presented an approach to product target cost. It consisted of three 
premises: 
1. making products affordable for customers, 
2. while defining product requirements, its cost was treated as an independent variable, 
3. working to reach target product cost during product and process development. 
Ou-Yang and Lin (1997) presented an integrated framework for early manufacturing 
cost estimation. They stressed that researchers had given little attention to 
manufacturing cost estimation in the early design stages. The proposed model was based 
on the feature-based approach in that, manufacturing form features were the key element 
in estimating manufacturing cost. The model comprised a CAD/CAM system, an 
analysis module and a reference module. 
The designer retrieved form features from the CAD/CAM system to construct the part. 
The system then carried out manufacturability analysis, process selection and time-cost 
estimation. However, the system had limitations. Firstly, alternative processes for the 
form features were not considered. 
Also, some of the features, that required more than one process due to tolerances and 
surface finishes, had not been considered. Secondly, the validity of the analysed results 
was questionable. 
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Skalak et al. (1998) presented a technique for constraint optimisation problems based on 
the genetic algorithm. They stressed that there were two approaches for handling design 
solutions subject to the defined constraints. These approaches were classified as follows: 
1. Leaving out solutions that were not feasible, 
2. Assigning penalties for lack of feasibility. 
The first approach could be applied effectively to certain specific problems. However, 
the algorithm would spend significant amount of time seeking out a few solutions that 
did not violate the constraints. 
The latter was an unconstrained optimisation problem. However, the algorithm had to be 
re-run many times in order to eliminate non valid solutions, and find a feasible one. 
Fuzzy logic based intelligent systems have been developed for the selection of cutting 
parameters in machining operations (Hashmi et al. (1998)), and the computerisation 
process of machining information included in machining handbooks (ElBaradie, 
(1997)). 
Tappeta and Renaud (1997) introduced a methodology for concurrent design 
optimisation of structural design problems (SAND). It was based on constraints and 
their impact on algorithm efficiency. The SAND approach provided concurrency 
between various life-cycle issues during the design process. 
Other research work on product and process design optimisation can be found in Palmer 
and Hall, 1992; Wujek et al., 1996; and Seif, 1998. 
Bullinger et al. (1998) described approaches to life-cycle cost estimation of a product 
designed in a Concurrent Engineering environment. Life cycle cost (LCC) aims to find 
out cost drivers and causes for various cost components during the product life cycle as 
well as to stimulate their contribution. This lead to a reduction in life cycle cost, energy 
consumption in production, and material. 
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LCC helped to consider the real cost of a product for industries where all environmental 
and product's life cycle cost had not been considered. There are tools for supporting 
LCC such as Life-cycle Assembly, Service and Recycling (LASeR), developed at Ohio 
State University and Stanford University, ReStar (Recycling Star, developed at Carnegie 
Mellon University), and RECYCLEAN (an information system for environmental staff 
and a training tool for designers). 
Asiedu and Gu (1998) stated that although there were methodologies that have proven 
to be successful in cost reduction, the criteria for design evaluation of these 
methodologies was not cost. Therefore, methodologies and tools were required to 
directly provide cost infon-nation to designers. They suggested that a framework for life 
cycle cost analysis could provide designers with the estimated total product cost from 
development to disposability. 
Gayretli and Abdalla (1998) developed a knowledge-based system using a constraint- 
based model and manufacturing form features in order to help designers to create real- 
time cost estimation and feasible process plans. The system enabled designers to define 
and modify constraints such as process cost and the time required to reach a number of. 
processes that satisfy the requirements. In addition, it helped compare possible processes 
to each other, in order to determine feasible process combinations. The manufacturing 
cost was determined by the calculation of the process cost of each feature. The cost 
model and algorithm for the estimation and optimisation of manufacturing processes 
were also presented. This methodology was a useful tool, which could be extended to 
cover other process constraints and user requirements. 
Cost optimisation was defined as minimising the total process time and cost which were 
subject to cutting speed, feed-rate, cutting force, power, and surface finish constraints 
(Chang and Wysk, 1985). 
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Manufacturability analysis was very important in order to reduce the cost of products. 
Thus, the cost estimation and optimisation of a design had to be determined after a 
detailed manufacturability analysis. Methodologies for manufacturability analysis of 
mechanical components had been developed to reduce the product cost (Shah et al., 
1990 and Feng and Kusiak, 1995). 
Marri et al (1999) pointed out that most of the existing CAPP systems had limited cost 
estimation capability. They also suggested that a CAPP system should offer an 
integrated facility for process planning and time/cost estimation in order to help medium 
sized manufacturing companies. 
2.7 Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) 
Process planning defined, as the systematic consideration of the detailed methods which 
components, can be produced from raw material to finished product. CAPP was the 
major element in computer aided manufacturing (CIM) (Marri et al., 1998). The main 
goal in process planning was to produce products in accordance with the specification to 
achieve the highest possible quality. However, economic considerations were also very 
important. Producing an optimal process plan was very desirable and then improving it 
with respect to some given criteria (Palmer et al., 1992). Process optimisation could be 
carried out at several detail levels. At the highest level, it is necessary to choose 
processes, machine tools, and sequencing of operations. At a more detailed level, there 
was the optimisation of cutting parameters such as feed-rate, cutting speed and depth of 
cut. In addition, estimation of process time and cost of processes, tools and set-ups were 
included at this level. Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) eliminated most of the 
decisions on process planning and provided a consistent plan to achieve company aims. 
It also helped to reduce the demands on the skilled process planner, planning time, and 
manufacturing cost, and enabled the creation of process plans consistently and 
accurately, and increased productivity. 
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Although, many CAPP systems have been developed, they were not effective enough as 
far as constraints of machining operations (i. e. tolerance, surface finish, feed rate), cost 
estimation capability, minimisation of manufacturing time and cost, optimum use of 
available manufacturing facilities, and uncertain nature of the shop floor were 
concerned. For these reasons, many companies had their own research groups to develop 
their own CAPP systems (Marri et al., 1998). 
2.7.1 Variant Process Planning 
This approach was one of the earliest attempts to computerise process-planning 
techniques. In this model, similar parts had similar process plans. In order to identify 
similarities between process plans, computers were used to retrieve, from the system, 
the plans that match requirements for a specific part. Coding and classifying parts were 
carried out using GT-based coding and a classification model. 
This process planning approach was good enough to improve the existing process 
planning and was easy to use. However, the limitation of components to be planned was 
a disadvantage, and details of process plans could not be generated. 
2.7.2 Generative Process Planning 
This model is defined as a system synthesising a process plan for a new part. 
Information about the generation of process plans is stored in a manufacturing database. 
Therefore, details of a plan are available in the database. Using this model, operations 
required, machine and operation sequences are generated automatically. Other process- 
functions such as machine selection, process optimisation, tool selection are also 
generated via the generative planning technique. Consistency in process planning is 
achieved by this approach. In order to execute this approach successfully and 
effectively, it is necessary to identify the logic of process planning, and define the 
component to be manufactured clearly and precisely in a computer language format, and 
incorporate the logic of process planning and component description into an integrated 
manufacturing database. Some popular methods for describing components in this 
model are codes, special descriptive language, CAD models, and methods for 
representing logic of process planning are shown as follows: 
9 Decision trees 
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* Decision tables 
e Artificial intelligence-based approaches 
9 Knowledge representation 
Zhou et al. (1995) developed a CAPP system (U-CAPP) for the flexibility of the CAPP 
system and the integration purposes. The system was user-oriented, and used an event- 
driven architecture and knowledge frames in manufacturing process planning. It was 
based on the feature-based technique, and suitable for machining process planning of 
prismatic parts. The procedure of the generative process planning approach was 
complex, and no complete generative process planning system was available up to now 
(Chang, 1990). 
Lee et al. (1991) presented an intelligent knowledge-based object-oriented process 
planning system for the manufacture of progressive dies (IKOOPPS). The system 
included a feature recognition module. Manufacturing form features were used to carry 
out process planning. Design and manufacturing knowledge were represented as rules, 
objects and procedures in the system. The system was limited to progressive die plates. 
Duda and Pobozniak (1995) developed a rule-based expert system for process planning. 
In this system process planning knowledge was represented as rules with a control 
mechanism. Based on the knowledge three stages were specified: selection of the 
generalised manufacturing process, design of the semi finished part and generation of 
the machining processes. 
Research work with more emphasis on the integration of job-shop scheduling and 
process planning by using Petri net models can be found in Kiritris et al. (1994) and 
Horvath and Rudas (1994). Recently, some research work has been carried out by using 
feature-based modelling and neural network-based techniques such that by Devireddy 
and Ghosh (1999). 
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2.8 Expert Systems 
2.8.1 Definition 
Expert systems are computer programs, which emulate human experts within a specific 
domain (Olson and Courtney (1992)). It includes artificial intelligence in which 
computers can be programmed to emulate human thinking. Expert systems have the 
ability to apply expert knowledge in order to solve problem from a specific problem 
area. The main aim of the expert system is to seek to develop the factors experts use in 
dealing with a problem and reach the same conclusions experts would have reached 
themselves. They provide a way to store valuable, but perishable expertise. For these 
reasons, expert systems have widely been developed and used for many applications- 
such as machining data selection in the manufacturing industry (ElBaradie (1997), and 
Hashmi et al. (1997)). 
2.8.2 Architecture of Expert Systems 
An expert system usually consists of three major elements; user interface, inference 
engine and knowledge base. The user interface is the means by which a user can access 
the expert system. It includes interactive answers, explanations and menus. The 
inference engine is the element, which scans facts and rules from the information stored 
in the knowledge base system. It provides answers to queries given by the system user, 
and has the ability to look through the knowledge base system, and apply the rules in 
order to solve a particular problem (Smith (1990)). The most common means of 
inference engines are forward chaining, backward chaining, and object-oriented 
programming. The knowledge base includes a series of facts and rules associated with a 
particular problem domain. These facts and rules are represented in an appropriate 
programming language such as LISP and C++, and knowledge representation techniques 
such as production rules, frames, and object-oriented programming (OOP). 
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2.8.3 Knowledge Representation Techniques 
Knowledge can be represented in different format using various techniques such as 
constraints, frames, production rules, and object-oriented programming. 
2.8.3.1 Constraints 
A design variable can be stored in a slot of a unit in the knowledge base system. The 
value of a slot can be kept within certain limits as constraints. Constraints are a very 
effective way of holding variables in a slot or a rule class, because any new value 
entered in the system has to be checked against the specified limits. 
2.8.3.2 Frames 
A frame is described as a structure for storing interconnected information about a design 
and an object. It is a very effective means of knowledge representation of objects and 
object classes (Zhou et al. (1995)). A frame consists of a name and a number of slots. 
The value of slots could be numeric (12,24), logical (yes or no), procedural (methods) 
and symbolic (e. g. steel). 
The frames also allowed designers to attach images and active values to any slots in 
order to monitor value changes. By using facets, values of slots could be controlled. 
2.8.3.3 Production Rules 
Production rules are the most commonly used knowledge representation technique. The 
rules are defined in the form of forward-chaining or backward chaining. The production 
rules are used to establish design and manufacturing constraints as rules. 
The form of production rules is: 
IF (condition) THEN (action). 
The advantage of production rules is the flexibility of changing the knowledge bases 
(Lee et al. (199 1)). 
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2.8.3.4 Object-Oriented Programming(OOP) 
Object-oriented programming is a methodology, which model real world concepts as 
objects, that groups collections of data together by the similarities in their structure and 
behaviour (Sun Common Lisp 4.0 Object System, 1990). This provides a very effective 
and most efficient way of organising design and manufacturing objects into various 
classes (Lee et al. (1991)). The object-oriented approach aims to integrate data structure 
and functional behaviour through modelling objects (Zhang and Zhang (1997)). 
2.8.4 Reasoning Methods 
When a model of an application domain is built, descriptive information is mainly used. 
However, the model should contain problem solving techniques and reasoning 
heuristics. 
Objects in knowledge bases can carry problem-solving behaviour in the form of 
methods stored in slots inside the objects. Behaviour or a function can be localised 
inside ob . ects in knowledge bases. 
The function includes inside objects, which execute a given task such as calculations. 
Methods are very flexible and can be activated in rule classes by using special 
commands. 
Production rules can be used for reasoning. Rule classes are connected to each other, 
namely the conclusion of one rule is included in the premise of another rule. This is 
called chaining. When chaining starts the conclusions of one rule class match premises 
of another rule class. Chaining is used either in a forward or backward direction. 
Forward chaining tries to find the implications of new information. It generally starts 
from the input of new data. Therefore, it is called event-driven or data driven reasoning. 
The system scans the rules whose premises include the new fact. As the backward 
chaining starts with the goal of proving something, it is called goal-driven. The system 
scans the rules whose conclusions match the fact to be verified. These reasoning 
systems can be integrated into rule classes to create more powerful rule application and 
make the system run more efficiently. 
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2.9 Design Consistency in Concurrent Engineering 
Prasad et al. (1992) stated that product development in large production companies 
needs the involvement of a number of engineers from different departments. Conflicts 
sometime existed in the objectives of different departments. This necessitated the 
critical consideration of several tasks such as overall co-ordination, control, consistency, 
and data integrity. They presented a concept of design schemata in order to support 
Concurrent Engineering from an enterprise perspective. 
Their approach focused on the use of the existing information and negotiation of 
conflicts that arose from design inconsistencies. In addition, a data dictionary for the 
conceptual centralisation of design information was proposed. CE requirements for 
information management were classified as follows: information modelling, teaming 
and sharing, planning and scheduling, networking and distribution, reasoning and 
negotiation, collaborative decision making, and organisation and management. 
Yoshimura and Yoshikawa (1998) stressed that the acquisition of new knowledge and 
sharing information between separate groups of designers are the key factors essential 
for co-operative product design. They suggested that knowledge sharing among 
designers or enterprises consisting of individuals, who have different knowledge based 
on their experience, was a very beneficial strategy for achieving advanced product 
design solutions. 
D'Ambrosia et al. (1996) developed a decision-making methodology called hierarchical- 
CE that included a general decision-making methodology and agent architecture for 
solving hierarchical CE problems. This approach was based on the distribution of the 
preferences and constraints from a supervisor agent to sub-agents, who utilised their 
local expertise within this global context provided by this global information. 
The system agent formulated a problem and defined design variables and their 
associated constraints. These were inherited to all the sub-agents. The sub-agents, with 
local expertise, could apply their preferences and constraints if they did not violate the 
supervisor agent constraints and preferences. 
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Agents tried to solve a problem by satisfying the supervisor agent and their local 
constraints to reach the best solution. A consistency violation existed if any variable 
assignments violate constraints. 
The constraint agent directed the sub-agents to change previous assignments to 
eliminate the constraint violations. When consistency violation was absent, in the 
constraint network, any possible assignment of variables lead to a feasible design. 
However, they suggested that the optimal solution for a hierarchical organisation of 
agents had firmly to be defined, to achieve overall co-ordination between agents. In 
addition, any changes in a design variable required extensive communication between 
agents, hence longer time to reach the optimum solution. 
Peter et al. (1991) presented an approach to concurrent engineering using artificial 
intelligence constraints network, which could help a designer to improve a design. The 
intelligent constraint network had a number of advantages: 
1. flexibility to allow the design problem to be analysed from different points of view. 
providing designers with the design of products with incomplete information. 
3. ability to handle large variety of life-cycle information. 
The proposed approach, called Larry, helped the designer to improve the life-cycle 
effectiveness of the product. As the model addressed the problem of hole drilling in 
printed circuit boards, the design variables were linked to the constraints. 
It used a constraint network language called SPARK. The developed system had the 
ability to handle a wide variety of variables and constraint types, domain independence 
and to explain its reasoning to the user. If Larry detected any constraint violation, 
notification was given to the designer. 
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Bowen (1997) introduced a methodology for decision-making activities between 
members of a product development team in a consistent manner. The methodology 
focused on the question of how, when team members made consistent decisions, 
suggestions could be given in order to achieve consistency. 
A constraint-based approach, including dependency records for design co-ordination, 
was implemented. In this model, design variables had their own constraints. When any 
constraints were violated, the design team were advised of the allowable values of the 
variables. 
Noble (1993) presented a conceptual framework for design consistency problems. 
Design consistency necessitated effective and timely communication between different 
design functions. One aspect of this communication was design decision consistency. 
This integrated different design areas through communication, within an organisation, in 
a consistent manner. The model used rule-based system for a specific company's design 





The constraint-based concurrent engineering approach defined a set of constraints 
associated to the various product life-cycle issues. Satisfaction of these constraints was 
the key to reach a successful design in this approach. However, pure constraint 
satisfaction could be inappropriate and not feasible because of the complexity of the 
issues and problems associated with concurrent engineering. 
To solve this problem constraint programming languages have been advanced to 
represent constraint networks to consider life-cycle-engineering issues. The availability 
of concurrent information is another issue associated with design consistency. 
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Inefficient information flow was the first issue associated with the integration of design 
with manufacturing. Heterogeneous design database and blackboard system could be a 
solution to this problem. The majority of the research into concurrent engineering has 
focused on integrated product and process design issues. However, the scope of 
integration should cover all the product life-cycle issues so that design decisions are 
totally consistent with the overall objectives of an organisation. 
The proposed approach comprised of five design functions: management, 
finance/accounting, marketing, production engineering and product engineering. The 
design consistency concept required the participation of a representative from each 
design function that had input to the design process. The design consistency approach 
aimed to provide an environment where design information from different design areas 
within an organisation could interact and affect other departments. The result of this 
process was to show what design information is consistent with other departments, and 
which was conflicting with that specified by another department. 
As the approach was a rule-based system, it had advantages and disadvantages. It was 
easy to explain design requirements in terms of rules. However, it could become very 
complex when covering all various design interactions. 
Pena-Mora et al. (1994) presented a framework called SHARED-DRIMS for resolving 
conflicts within an organisation where many different types of professionals, who must 
interact and communicate with one another. 
The proposed approach included mechanisms for checking interactions and prompting 
hypotheses about the reasons for the interaction. The system used three strategies to 
resolve conflicts. 
Firstly, it might use heuristic rules for common conflicts. Secondly, it might search 
through past designs for conflict resolution. Thirdly, the system could provide 
information for the designer to resolve the conflict. If a conflict could not be resolved by 
the first two strategies, the third case is applied. In order to resolve conflicts the system 
provided designers with recommendations and the results of any changes of values. 
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This model had two advantages. Firstly, it provided representation of design knowledge 
in terms of the reasoning process, which was used by designer to design a product that 
satisfied the requirements. Also, it provided active communication support for different 
collaborating participants. Secondly, the model provided computer support for conflict 
resolution. It could solve known conflicts when available solutions were present in the 
knowledge base. 
However, the system needed to be tested in a real working environment where there 
were organisational constraints and time pressures. Also, the user-friendliness of the 
system needed to be explored. The applicability of the system to industry was 
questionable. 
Hayes and Sun (1994) developed a system, which included a suggestion generator and 
manufacturing planner, p3' which analysed a design and generated a manufacturing 
constraint network. Decisions on design, mainly dimensions and tolerances, were 
checked by the system to prevent inconsistencies with manufacturing constraints defined 
by manufacturing planners. The suggestion generator gave advice on the design by 
analysing the manufacturing constraint network. The system suggestions were fed back 
to the designer who decided whether or not to accept and make the necessary changes. 
The system was limited to cover other life-cycle issues of products. 
Harrington et a]. (1995) addressed the issues and key variables in conflict resolution and 
presented a strategy for managing the conflict resolution process to support concurrent 
engineering. Conflict was defined as "disagreement between two or more view points on 
some decision or value proposed in a design". The aim of concurrent engineering was to 
share life-cycle perspectives and goals in the early stages of the design process, to avoid 
conflicts during the design session. They proposed negotiation, as a tool for analysing 
conflicts, applying an appropriate strategy, and observing its performance. 
The proposed approach was a knowledge-base negotiation strategy that included five 
steps: 
e identification of conflict 
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" search for cause of the conflict 
" analysing conflict situation 
" selection of conflict resolution strategy 
40 applying conflict resolution strategy 
They stressed that there was no particular strategy that could be applied to all conflict 
situations. The selection of a strategy was not a simple process, and there might be a 
situation where the user had to solve conflicts. When a solution was found there was 
also the problem of the optimality of the solution. Conflict resolution required a good 
understanding of the problem and a suitable selection of a resolution strategy to 
eliminate it. 
Susan et al. (1996) presented blackboard architecture for supporting the integration of 
heterogeneous collaborative agents. The blackboard architecture comprised of three 
major elements: the blackboard database, control mechanism and a set of experts. As 
information management of concurrent engineering was a major problem, the developed 
blackboard database system provided efficient global information management. It 
included any type of shared information needed in different design functions such as 
design specification, and process planning. 
More detailed research work on information management for concurrent engineering 
can be found in Eversheimn et al., 1997; Gadient et al., 1997; and Prasad et al., 1993. 
Balasubramanyarn and Norrie (1996) developed a multi-agent system for concurrent 
design, process planning, routing and production scheduling. The system included a 
feature-based design system for prismatic components, a shop-floor system to represent 
available manufacturing facilities, a control interface responsible for management of the 
available manufacturing resources. In this system, different design, domain information 
and responsibilities were represented by individual intelligent agents who had the 
necessary knowledge for evaluating much of the life-cycle information of the product. 
The designer generated parts by using a pre-processed blank geometry. 
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Each agent checked features and their parameters, such as dimensions and tolerances, to 
see if they were to be consistent with the available manufacturing resources. The results 
of analysis and suggestions were reported to the designer by a user interface. 
Gayretli and Abdalla (1999) introduced a consistency management system that was 
responsible for the management of the decision-making process and which dealt with 
conflict situations and justification of decisions made on design. The system detected 
conflicts arising from different life-cycle perspectives, gave warnings and explanations 
to the users and finally applied a suitable strategy for solving conflicts in order to ensure 
design consistency in the constraint network and design output. The system also allowed 
designers to solve and monitor design violations via the user interface. 
2.10 Summary of the Previous Research Work 
This chapter presented a critical analysis of previous research work in major areas 
related to this research in detail. In the area of Concurrent Engineering it was pointed 
out that the CE approach requires the early considerations and involvement of various 
activities associated with design and manufacturing in parallel rather than sequential. 
Despite the presence of many tools, techniques, and methodologies developed for 
supporting CE, to achieve the above aims, the potential of CE has not yet been fully 
exploited. There are indications that the success of CE approach was based on well- 
founded methods, effective tools, and a dedicated team. 
Advanced manufacturing technologies will be costly to implement for the 
manufacturers. No single company has all the necessary expertise. Therefore, 
manufacturers and institutions have been undertaking co-operative technology 
development in order to share risks, cost and expertise. International co-operation and 
management is thus very important. 
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The use of enterprise integration (S) methodologies and tools in manufacturing 
companies has helped to improve their business competitiveness in many ways such as 
shorter lead-time, higher product quality and reliability, less waste and lower product 
cost. 
Representation of information associated with various product life-cycle issues was very 
important for effective use during the design process to accomplish many tasks such as 
manufacturability analysis, process selection and process time and cost estimation. A 
constraint-based system was a useful tool that was used to model and handle design 
requirements. However, complex designs could not be easily represented in terms of 
constraints and variables. The system should also offer flexibility to enable designers to 
attach new databases to the system. In addition, it must be integrated with an 
information management system for avoiding from design conflicts. 
Techniques such as Value Engineering, QFD, FMEA and Taguchi have to be used in the 
design process to ensure a product design to meet customer requirements. However, 
most systems for supporting CE still lack of the use of these techniques. 
In the areas of feature-based systems for process selection and evaluation, previous 
research work has focused on form features, which are the key to selection and 
evaluation of manufacturing processes. A number of process plans were assigned to the 
part, and each plan was evaluated by using some criteria. 
A literature review, in the area of process time-cost estimation and optimisation, showed 
that the systems for supporting CE have to provide designers with process time-cost 
estimation at the early stages of the design process, to ensure a product design consistent 
with the design requirements. 
Marri et al., (1999) emphasised that most of the existing CAPP systems have limited 
functions for time/cost estimation capability. It was also suggested that a CAPP system 
had to offer an integrated facility for process planning and time/cost estimation in order 
to help medium sized companies. 
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Existing manufacturing capabilities have to be taken into account, in order to ensure 
manufacturability of the product within the available manufacturing facilities. However, 
researchers have given little attention to manufacturing cost estimation in the early 
stages of the design process (Ou-Yang and Lin (1997)). Recent research work has 
concentrated on optimisation of manufacturing processes as it plays an important role in 
cost reduction. There were mainly three main approaches for process optimisation; 
weighted objective approach, constraint optimisation based on genetic algorithm and 
activity-based approach. Asiedu and Gu (1998) stressed that methodologies and tools 
for concurrent engineering are needed to provide cost information directly to the 
designers. 
Review, in the area of design consistency in concurrent engineering, showed that 
concurrent product and process development required the involvement of a number of 
engineers from different departments. One of the most important issues in CE was to 
provide effective and timely communication within different design areas. This needed 
the critical consideration of various tasks such as overall co-ordination, control, 
consistency, and data integrity to avoid conflicts arising from different domains. 
This could be achieved through the integration of different design areas by consistent 
communication in an organisation. Such integration had to include a strategy for conflict 
resolution in order to avoid disagreements within the different areas. Manufacturing 
systems were complex entities, which included people, products, processes, information 
systems and various data, and storage systems. This complexity required systems to be 
modelled by the use of a variety of views and modelling formalisms. The state-of-the-art 
computer-based tools such as virtual reality and World Wide Web (WWW) should be 
used to visualise, manipulate and interact with manufacturing systems and complex data 
via network systems. Virtual reality environments have been used in industries for 
realistic simulation of new manufacturing processes before they were tried on the 
factory floor. 
Although, tools for supporting design consistency have been developed, such as 
blackboard systems, multi-agent systems, constraint-based systems and rule-based 
systems but they all had limitations. 
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Firstly, they were not capable of covering all product life-cycle interactions. Secondly, 
these systems became complex and time-consuming when the information flow 
increases. 
Many attempts have been made to describe a clear model for the accomplishment of 
concurrent product and process design. However, most of these existing approaches had 
not fully addressed the problem of the integration of design with manufacture and they 
had limitations as far as design optimisation, early process cost-time estimation, design 
consistency, limited product features and user interface facilities were concerned. 
The current research work proposes a novel concurrent engineering approach 
addressing these problems. It will allow sharing of information within a team, 
including effective representation of product design and manufacturing facilities 
and decision-making activities in a systematic and consistent manner. 
The proposed system will also enable the designer to access to databases, and 
monitor constraints violations via a user-friendly interface, and control the 




3 THE PROPOSED CONCURRENT PRODUCTAND PROCESS 
DESIGNAPPROACH 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the developed methodology for supporting concurrent product 
and process design. As discussed in the literature review, most of these existing 
approaches to concurrent engineering had not fully addressed the problem of the 
integration of design with manufacture. They also had limitations as far as design 
optimisation, early process cost-time estimation, design consistency, limited product 
features and user interface facilities were concerned. Developing an intelligent design 
system is proposed which will accomplish this integration for a concurrent product 
development strategy. 
3.2 Introduction 
Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the integrated, concurrent 
development of a product and its related processes in order to meet customer 
requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to achieve the concurrent involvement of 
various life-cycle perspectives into the product development process. This needs an 
environment where decision making proceeds with large amounts of parallel working. 
Concurrent engineering requires the inclusion of team values of co-operation, trust, and 
information sharing to achieve such concurrency. A multidisciplinary team, supported 
by computer-based tools has to be assembled to achieve the aims of concurrent 
engineering. Different information from different departments of an organisation should 
be available and well represented in an efficient way allowing the design team to look 
into the design from various perspectives. 
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As there is a variety of information involved in the design process, there is need for an 
effective information management system to provide the design team with effective and 
timely communication during the design process. This means that the design team must 
receive the right information at the right time and at the same time conflicts within the 
design team must be avoided. In order to avoid disagreements within the team, a conflict 
resolution strategy must be developed. It must provide the designer with feedback on 
design violations, decisions made on the design, justifications of the decisions, and 
explanations of the actions that need to be taken. 
Constraint-based systems are tools for the management of life-cycle information. These 
ensure that the design output is consistent with the design specification, and at the same 
time prevent design conflicts. Many constraints associated with part features, feature- 
process relations, machine tools, cutting tools, cost and time must be incorporated into 
the design process. Given these constraints, cost-effective product designs can be 
achieved in the early stages of design phase. Representing these constraints in efficient 
fonnat is very important to evaluate and optimise design effectively, and prevent the 
designer from time-consuming iterations. Manufacturing process optimisation is another 
area in which concurrent engineering has placed a great emphasis through its major 
effect on the product cost. Product features have a strong effect on the optimisation and 
automation of manufacturing processes. Features associated with certain processes have 
to be analysed, to estimate process cost and time, and to carry out the process- 
optimisation by considering a number of processes for each feature. The process 
optimisation covers the selection of machining processes, cutting tools, machine tools, 
optimum cutting parameters and prototype testing. 
3.3 The Proposed Approach to Concurrent Product and Process Design 
The proposed model consists of a CAD solid modelling system, design representation 
module, consistency manager module, constraint-based system, process optimisation, a 
manufacturability analysis module and various knowledge sources, user interface. 
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The architecture of the proposed concurrent product and process design paradigm is 
shown in Figure 3-1. All these elements interact one with another, subýject to the type of 
information necessary and the user requirements. It provides the designer with flexible 
access to any level of the design process. An overview of the proposed system including 
a working scenario is described briefly in the following sections. Further details of tile 
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Figure 3-1 The Architecture of the Concurrent Product and Process Design Paradigm 
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3.4 The Architecture of the Proposed System 
3.4.1 Hardware and Software Considerations 
The proposed design environment was developed using an expert system toolkit, 
Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE), the programming language LISP, and a 
CAD solid modelling system (Pro/Engineer) run on a Sun Workstation. Pro/Engineer 
enables the designer to create 3-D solid models. The programmatic interface of 
Pro/Engineer can be used to interact and exchange information with other systems. A 
user communicates with KEE, via a mouse, a specific keyboard and a display screen. 
KEE enables the use of heuristic (experimental) data to solve problems. It facilitates the 
process of acquiring and representing heuristic knowledge on a computer and using it to- 
construct expert systems. 
KEE is used to build knowledge bases, symbolic reasoning strategies and user interfaces 
for expert systems. It integrates rule-based reasoning with knowledge representation and 
mechanism allowing knowledge representation, knowledge manipulation (the ability to 
rearrange abstract concepts), reasoning, and object-oriented programming. It helps both 
human experts and machines to use and understand the same knowledge format. Also it 
represents heuristic knowledge or knowledge associated with "good guessing" and 
"experience". By using KEE, the development of a prototype system can be carried out 
rapidly. 










It accepts rules as a value of unit attributes (slots), and uses method slots to represent 
procedural knowledge. The method slots are slots whose values are pieces of LISP code. 
If knowledge bases are organised into a hierarchical family structure, then creating a 
knowledge base for an expert system becomes a simpler task. In the same way, parents 
can transmit characteristics to their children, the designer can organise knowledge, 
represented in units, into such a family structure. Inheritance in KEE allows a 
tremendous economy in data input. KEE allows users to concentrate their efforts on 
specifying differences. It also provides ready-made modules such as the rule interpreter 
and a programming environment to generate specialised representation and reasoning 
schemes for particular problems. The programming environment in KEE integrates 
LISP with object-oriented computing, rule-based reasoning and active slots. The user 
can add new data types as new units to the KEE data type knowledge base. It helps 
construct expert systems for design analyses, developing a plan or a design and an 
experiment. It is also used to build a user interface, represent experimental knowledge 
about design and manufacturing and create design and production rules. 
3.4.2 Constraint-Based System Module 
The constraint-based system is used to model and handle design requirements. The 
developed module uses constraints for modelling information on various life-cycle 
issues, for their effective use during the design process as shown in Figure 3-2. It 
includes constraints from different design domains, variables from the design model and 
a constraint propagation module, for ensuring design consistency. In the system, design 
variables are attached to constraints in order to ensure that values for the variables do 
not violate those constraints. When the user assigns a value to a variable, the constraints 
propagation is carried out to check if the assigned value violates any constraints. A valid 
solution is reached after all constraints are satisfied. In the case of constraint violation, 
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Figure 3-2 The Proposed Constraints-Ilased Module 
Constraints collected frorn different knowledge sources, such as expert people, call he 
formulated into rules, variables, values and dornain. The proposed module covers most 
of the aspects of design and manufacture constraints, such as market constraints, process 4: 1 
constraints, machine constraints, material constraints, toolm(T constraints, part 
constraints, and tolerance and surface finish constraints. The constraint-based system is 
also linked to the consistency manager module and the design representation module. 
The consistency manager ensures that there are no-violations in the system, and that 
there is constraint satisfaction in the design and manufacturing areas. 
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3.4.3 Consistency Manager Module 
The consistency manager module is responsible for managing the decision -inaki n 
process, dealing with conflict situations and justification of decisions made oil designs. 
It has a mechanism for the detection of conflicts and gives warnings and explanations to 
the designer. This module finally applies a suitable strategy for solving conflicts in 
order to ensure design consistency in the constraint network and design output. The 
consistency manager also allows designer to take necessary actions to resolvc conflicts 
and to monitor design violations via the user interface. The proposed niodcl for 
consistency management is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3 The Proposed Model for Consistency Management 
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3.4.4 Desigii Representation Module 
The knowledge-base system toolkit KEE (Knowledge Engineering Environment 
developed by Intellicorp. ) has been used to represent and model the product life cycle 
requirements and the design model. Building the design model and its requirements, in a 
systematic and well-organised way, is essential in order to provide ail effective 
interaction between the various design tasks, such as design and manufacturing. KEE 
provides various techniques for knowledge representation such as production I-Liles. 
frames, object-oriented programming via methods and production rules, as shown In 
Figure 3-4. The flexibility of these techniques enables designers to modify tile existing I 















Figure 3-4 KnoNý ledge Represewation Techniques in KFF 
3.4.5 Process Optii? tisatioiiaiidMaiitifacturabilityAiialysisModtile 
This module has a set of rule-based algorithms for analysing a component and its 
features, in order to select most suitable processes, machines and tools. The selected 
processes are then evaluated using a set of criteria. The process times and costs of' the 
components are estimated in order to ensure the component's nianufacturability with the 
available manufacturina facilities. I 
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The system analyses the processes and calculates the total machining cost of the product 
including material, tooling, machining, overhead, and labour cost. if the targeted process 
costs and times are not reached, then the user can interact with the system to modify the 
design. This process continues until a cost-effective product is obtained. Further detalls 
of this module is explained in Chapter 5. 
3.4.6 Knowledge Sources 
Knowledge sources are collections of requirements represented in the form of 
constraints from various domains in the product life cycle (Figure 3-5). Those 
constraints are modelled as sets of constraints in terms of rules, objects, and methods in 
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Figure 3-5 Various Knowledge Sources 
3.4.7 User Interface Module 
To provide the user with an interactive design environment, a user-friendly intcrfacc has 
been developed as an important part of the expert system. This enables the user to use 
the system easily and efficiently (Figure 3-6). Sorne of KEE interface features, such as 
menus and images, were implemented to create the user interface so that user-defined 
values can be obtained which will accomplish the design tasks. LI 
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To enable the user to monitor constraint violations and value changes, active images 
were also incorporated into the system. Activating methods in slots, by the use of' 11 
mouse, was made possible by using the inethod actuators included in the user interface. 
In addition, the user interface enables users to interact with the CAD solid modelling 
system (Pro/Engineer) to generate 3-D solid models, add features, modify features and 
their attributes. The user communicates with the systern using a super panel including 
menus, active images and method actuators. Results frorn the system are displayed in 













Figure 3-6 The Structure ofthe User InterLice 
3.5 A Working Scenario 
Active 
Im ages 
The procedure for designing a component, via this systern, requires that the desiOner t, 
interacts with the CAD systern to generate a component and Its features. A working zn ZI 
scenario of the systern is shown in Figure 3-7. The product inforniation obtained 1'rom 
this systern is passed to the Knowledge-Base System via tile User Interface. The KBS zn 
includes a number of rules for executing several tasks, constraints and information abOUt 





The user enters information, associated with manufacturing resources and capabilities, 
together with other areas of the design process, into the system as a set of constraints. 
Based on the information provided from the designer and other expertise, the system 
carries out various tasks, which are based on satisfaction of the life cycle constraints. It 
begins by checking the features and dimensions of the component and then the 
manufacturing facilities and capabilities. It continues with the selection of processes, 
machines, cutting tools, and then goes on to evaluate, process time and cost. The system 
provides the designer with an evaluation of all the decisions associated with part design 
by using the rules developed in the knowledge-base system. It uses information 
associated with the manufacturing of form features, manufacturing information, 
machine tool and cutting tool data, material data, criteria and goals to carry out various 
design tasks such as process selection. The system gives recommendations when the 
proposed design cannot be made with the available manufacturing facilities. This 
enables the designer to avoid unexpected consequences leading to longer lead-times and 
costs during the manufacturing phase. Also it allows the effective conflict resolution 
strategy for design inconsistencies arising from the different areas of the design process. 
It provides the designer with a user-friendly interface including visual and textural 
results from the analysis. 
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Figure 3-7 A Working Scenario of the System 
3.6 A Generic Integrated Constraint-Based Platform for CE 
Figure 3-8 illustrates the generic integrated constraint-based platform for concurrent 
product and process design. It enables designers to consider the issues of the entire 
product life cycle concurrently in the early design stages. It is made up of a number of 
elements, which interact with one another. Designers carry out various analyses such as 
manufacturing capacity checking, process selection and time/cost estimation via the user 
interface. 
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He/she has to interact with a CAD system in order to obtain the topological and 
geometrical attributes of the component so that the analysis process can begin. Design 
tasks are distributed to individual agents, who have the expert knowledge to accomplish 
their individual tasks. The agents are linked to a consistency management system and 
constraint-based system. The consistency management system deals with conflicts 
amongst the agents. It has the ability to monitor, detect and resolve inconsistencies by 
proposing solutions to designers. The constraint-based system provides constraint 
propagation by the constraint network, which is a collection of constraints. Design 
variables are linked to constraints. When a value is assigned to a variable the variable is 
propagated trough the constraint network in forward and backward direction. If the 
variable violates any constraint the consistency management system will show this 
violation and its reason to the designer and give suggestions for resolving the conflict in 
the design consistency panel and typescript window. The constraint-based system 
obtains the expert knowledge through the knowledge acquisition system from various 
knowledge sources, which represent other requirements of the life cycle issues, 
formulated in terms of constraints, rules and procedures in the knowledge base. The 
system has a process optimisation module, which includes a rule-based algorithm and 
process feature table. This module provides selection of most feasible processes for the 
component subject to criteria such as tolerances, availability, surface finish, time and 
cost. The system provides designers with design of components at low cost, in shorter 
time and higher quality in the early design stages by avoiding design conflicts, 
maximum and economical use of the available manufacturing facilities, feasible process 
selection and optimisation and satisfaction of the requirements of the life cycle issues. 
Further details of the intelligent constraint-based system and cost estimation, process 
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Figure 3-8 The Generic Integrated Platform for Supporting Concurrent Engineering 
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3.7 Sununary 
The proposed approach, which is presented in this chapter, provides a unique approach 
to concurrent product and process design. It is comprised of a CAD solid modelling. 
system, user interface, design representation module, consistency manager module, 
constraint-based system, process optimisation and manufacturability analysis module 
and various knowledge sources. 
The proposed approach presented in this chapter, has the following unique features: 
* Concurrent consideration of downstream activities in the early design stages to 
achieve product designs, producible with the available manufacturing facilities, at low 
cost, reduced lead-time and high quality. 
9 It ensures that the design model is consistent with the design and manufacturing 
requirements, by providing the designers with recommendations on the design to avoid 
unexpected consequences leading to longer lead times and higher costs in the further 
design stages. 
9 Implementation of the constraint-based approach for modelling and handling design 
and manufacturing requirements is formulated as constraints for their effective use 
during the design process. 
e Development of a consistency management module for the decision-making process 
during the design process to avoid conflicts arising from different design areas, leading 
to longer lead-times. It deals with the following tasks: constraint violation and 
satisfaction, conflict detection and resolution, consistency monitoring, and explanation 
system. 
* Using the state-of-the-art knowledge representation techniques offered by KEE, such 
as OOP and production rules, to build the design model and its requirements, in a 
systematic and well-organised way to provide an effective interaction and 
communication between design and manufacturing areas. 
*A user-friendly interface for providing the users with an interactive design 
environment to enable them to interact with the system easily via the utilisation of 
powerful features such as multiple-choice menus, images, method actuators, and design 
consistency panel. 
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9 Process selection and manufacturability analysis module, which included a rule- 
based algorithm, provided the designer with the ability to analyse the design, select and 
optimise the available processes that are feasible subject to the predefined criteria. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4 AN INTELLIGENT PROTOTYPE CONSTRAINT-BASED 
DESIGN SYSTEM 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the details of the intelligent constraint-based design system for 
supporting concurrent product and process development, in order to achieve successful 
product designs. In this system, the design model and the product life cycle issues 
including PDS, DFM, Manufacturing Capacity, Process Selection, Time/Cost 
Estimation, Cutting and Machine Tool Selection, and Prototype Selection have been 
modelled as constraints, frames, production rules and objects. This ensures that analyses 
of the design are effectively carried out. The criteria and production rules necessary for 
analysing the design are also presented in this chapter. Various problem-solving 
techniques are implemented and integrated in order to run the system fast and efficiently 
and avoid long delays in the design process. 
An information management system for design consistency was introduced to avoid 
conflicts, which may lead to unexpected and costly delays and design iterations in the 
design process. In order to achieve this, an overall design consistency approach was first 
presented. It was based on the constraint-based approach, which used a common 
database and an agent networking design representation technique. A conflict resolution 
strategy and a system for consistency monitoring were developed in order to deal with 
constraint violations. This was achieved by the development of the user-friendly 
interface. This is described in this chapter. It helped the designer to understand every 
aspect of the detailed analysis process as the design progresses. 
4.2 Introduction 
The product-life cycle process consists of several tasks such as product design 
specification (PDS), conceptual design, detail design, process selection, and 
optimisation. There are several requirements associated with these tasks. 
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These requirements have to be taken into account in the early stages of the design 
process. Current trends force manufacturers to produce low cost and high quality 
products to keep their competitiveness. This can be achieved by the best use of 
manufacturing resources such as machine tools, cutting tools, labour and processes to 
minimise the amount of time spent adding cost. In order to achieve this, manufacturing 
requirements (manufacturing resources, manufacturing capabilities) must be represented 
and modelled in a way that allows the design model to be analysed by considering all of 
these requirements. This needs an environment where decision making activities' 
proceed concurrently. 
Concurrent Engineering allows the design team to consider the factors affecting product 
cost, lead-time, manufacturability and selection and evaluation of manufacturing 
processes, in the early stages of the design process. These factors are directly related to 
product life cycle issues and have a major impact on the process cost. The requirements 
of the life cycle issues generally exist in the form of constraints related to part features, 
feature-process relations, machine tools, cutting tools, cost and time. The representation 
and modelling of those requirements are very important during the design process and 
prevent users from becoming engaged in time-consuming iterations process. Constraint- 
based systems are useful tools that are used to model and handle design requirements. 
However, they should include an information management system for effective 
information exchange and decision-making activities between design tasks, such as 
manufacturability analysis, process selection, process time and cost estimation. 
Constraint-based systems should also offer flexibility to enable designers to attach new 
databases to the system. 
Some research work has been carried out in the area of information modelling and 
management (Al-Ashaab and Young, 1995, and Al-Ashaab and Young, Unpublished 
Paper). 
To achieve an effective management of the life-cycle constraints a communication 
network system should be provided within the different design and manufacturing areas. 
This requires the critical consideration of various tasks such as overall co-ordination, 
control, consistency, and data integrity to prevent costly design iterations. 
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This can be achieved by the integration of different design areas through establishing 
Local Area Networks (LANs), within an organisation in a consistent manner. Such 
integration should include a strategy for conflict resolution, to avoid disagreements 
within the different activities or areas. Research work in this area was conducted by 
several authors including Noble, 1993; Balasubramanyam and Norrie, 1996; Lander et 
al., 1996; and O'Grady et al., 199 1. 
4.3 Feature Representation 
A feature is a generic entity, which possesses geometrical and topological information, 
which may be used for design of parts and communication between design, 
manufacturing, and other engineering tasks such as assembly, process selection, 
cost/time estimation and maintenance. Representation of features should be explicit in a 
form that matches manufacturing knowledge. Analysis of form features is directly 
associated with certain manufacturing processes, that have important effects on 
generating detailed process plans. 
In this analysis, manufacturing form features are the lynch pin of the generation and 
optimisation of manufacturing processes and provide communication between designer 
and process planners. This allows consideration of how their decisions affect the 
product and process design. The use of manufacturing form features helps designers to 
simplify process planning by allowing considerations of certain manufacturing processes 
necessary for producing the component. Therefore, a feature-based representation 
technique has been used to represent the component and features, in greater detail, so 
that designers, process and assembly planners or an expert system can use the same 
model to carry out various design tasks. Generating a cost-effective process plan 
necessitates full definition of manufacturing form features in terms of topological and 
geometrical attributes. 
For example, a slot is a form feature defined by parameters such as width, depth, 
locations, tolerance, process and surface finish. Based on these parameters, the 
manufacturing processes, set-ups, fixture and cutting tools can be chosen. 
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Some of the most common form features and 3-D solid model of an engine head are 
shown in Figure 4-1 and 4-2. The proposed model contains production rules and 
knowledge about the form features and the manufacturing processes. These rules 
manipulate the behaviour of the feature and process data, which is represented in a 
structured way, and effective format made to reach a feasible solution. Manufacturing 
environment capabilities (i. e. production size, maximum length, diameter, tolerance, 
surface finish, and tools) are contained in the rules. 
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Figure 4-1 Manufacturing Form Features 
Figure 4-2 A 3-D Solid Model for An Engine Head 
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4.4 Representation of Design and Manufacturing Knowledge 
In order to carry out necessary analysis, which will ensure the product's 
manufacturability, with the existing manufacturing facilities, the available processes, 
materials, machine tools, cutting tools and fixtures must be represented in the constraint 
forms. This will allow various analyses to be carried out in a consistent manner. The 
knowledge representation techniques, that have been used to represent the requirements 
of design and manufacturing, are described in detail in the following sections. 
4.4.1 Constraints 
Constraints are used to represent the information related to different aspects of the 
product life cycle, like the design requirements, which have to be met by the designed 
product. These requirements can be represented as constraints. For instance, from a 
process planner's point of view, the tolerance of a hole could be a constraint and the 
product cost another. Constraints represent certain limitations or restrictions on the 
design variables. Design and manufacture variables can be effectively held in a slot or a 
rule class and can be kept between certain values defined as constraints. In this research, 
design and manufacturing requirements are formulated as a set of constraints in slots of 
a unit, and in the production rules. Samples of the various types of constraints used in 
this research are illustrated below: 
1. Domain (i. e. machine tools, cutting tools, manufacturing capacity, etc. ) 
2. Equations (i. e. MRR = (irD? 14)fNor8 > dýý80mm)) 
3. Production Rules (If (feature is hole and surface roughness 2! 6 and more rules) 
then (process is drilling)) 
4. Logical constraints (Do you want to change the diameter? (YES or NO)) 
In the example of production rules, shown below, the manufacturing variables of a form 
feature are defined as diameter, depth, loweiý-tolerance, upperý_tolerance, and 
surface-finish. The lowerjolerance variable has its own constraint; >= 
? Iower)_ýtolerance 0.025 mm which means that the lower-tolerance must be equal to or 
greater than the limit 0.025mm). 
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An example of how the manufacturing requirements are formulated as constraints, in a 
rule class, is shown below. The flowchart of process selection for blind holes is shown 
in Figure 4-3. 
(Blind-hole-rule-I 
(if (? what is in blind. holes) 
(the diameters of ? what is Miameters) 
(the depth of ? what is ? depth) 
(the lower tolerance of ? what is ? Iowe)ý-tolerance) 
(the upperýjolerance of ? what is ? upperý-tolerance) 
(the surface-finish of ? what is ? surface-finish) 
(lisp ? Iowerý_tolerance 0.025) 
(lisp (> = ? upperý-tolerance 0.15) 
(lisp ? surface-finish 1.6) 
then 
(lisp (format t "****The possible processfor -d is 
drilling, endýmilling and edm.. " ? what)) 
(the volume of Mat is (lisp (* 7r 4) 
(* Miameters Miameters)) ? depth))) 
(the first. process. selection of Mat is ok) 
(the possible. process-1 of ? what is drilling1counterboring) 
_f 
Mat is milling) (the possible. proces$ 2o 
(the possible. process-3 of ? what is edm) 
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Figure 4-3 The Flowchart of Process Selection for Blind Holes 
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4.4.2 Frames 
Frames, as knowledge representation techniques, are used for storing interconnected 
information about a design. Knowledge representation of stereotypical objects can be 
achieved effectively, using the frames, which consist of a name and a number of slots. 
The frames in the KEE are very flexible. Images and active values, to any slot, can be 
attached in order to monitor value changes. Facets, as attributes of slots (i. e. value class, 
inheritance role, max. and min. cardinality), enable the user to define values of slots and 
the way they are passed down the hierarchy. The example, shown in Figure 4-4, 
demonstrates how the product design specification can be represented in the form of 
frames. 
Super class: Product Specification 
Sub-classes: Part, Manufacturing Cell Capacity, Available Machine Tools 
Properties: (part type 
(value ((lambda (self) 
(with-keeio, (setq choice (prompt-use 'choice-multiple 
xhoices '(rotational non-rotational) 
.. -prompt "Please select one: 
" 
. few-choices-mode 'menu)))))) 
(inheritance method) 
(valueclass (#[Unit: method keedatatypesl)) (default nil) 
(activeimage(#[Unit: windowpane-availability-of-machine. constraints. 
manufactureOO7]) 
. unique. values) (cardinality. min (1)) (cardinality. max (1))) 
(length ) 
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Unit: THROUGHROLES inknowledge base MANUFACTURE007 
Czeatedb7damort9-10-96 13: 43: 41 
Modified bydan on 6-10 -98 16: 25: 05 
supexclasses: TVPE. OF. HOLES 
Membez Of: CLASSES irtGENERICUNITS 
Mernbez slot: ACCESSIBILITV fzom PART. CONSTRAINTS 
Ahishramea: OVERRIDEMALUES 
va&9class: 
(ONE. OF YES NO) 
Cardivadry. Max. 3 
cardyndury. mim: I 
Values: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: APPROACH DIRECTION fzomPART. CONSTRAINTS 
Inhadranne: OVERRIDEAALUES 
va&dclass: 
(ONE. Or xYz -x -Y -Z) 
cardindlyty. A4ax. I 
cardhlauzy. b4ix: I 
Va&as: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: AXIS-DIRECTION hom PART. CONSTRAINTS 
2khopiramea: OVERRIDEMALUES 
vd&dclass: 
(ONE. OF XYZ -X -Y -Z) 
cardinality. mow 1 
cardimadzy. mia: I 
va&ds: UNKNOWN 
Mernbez slot: A-KIND-OF hom DESIGN. AND. MANUFACTURE. CONSTRAINTS 
2kharience: OVERRIDE. VALUES 
va&dclass: 






cardimalyry. mox. I 
cardinaury. mix: I 
Values: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: CONTAINED-IN fxom PART. CONSTRAINTS 
hheritance: OVERRIDE, VALUES 
Va&. 9s: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: CONTAINS-FEATURE hom PART. CONSTRAINTS 
hhadramns: OVERRIDEMALUES 
Vakas: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: COST fiom DESIGH. AND. MANUFACTURE. CONSTRAINTS 
Ahapiramne: OVERRIDEMALUES 
Vakas: UNKNOWN 
Membez slot: COST. CALCULATION fxomDESIGN. AND. MANUFACTURE. CONSTR 
AINTS 
hkerfteac OVERRIDEXALUES 
Figure 44 Frame-Based Representation 
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4.4.3 Production Rules 
Knowledge and facts, about a problem domain, can be represented as rules in the form 
'IF premises THEN' conclusion. The production rules store design and manufacturing 
constraints in the system. In the developed system, production rules have been used, as 
values of unit attributes (slots) and can be manipulated and inherited from higher classes 
to sub-classes. 
The production rules, included in the slots, enable a complex-structured rules system to 
interact with different sets of rules associated with different units. A combination of 
these rules with methods, which are LISP functions stored as a value of a slot, makes the 
rule system run quickly and efficiently. As an example, in the prototype-testing-rule-1, 
shown below, the total manufacturing cost is calculated using LISP functions. 
The Lisp command the UNITMSG sends a message to the PART unit, which passes the 
message to the TOTAL-COST method stored in a slot. The TOTAL-COST method 
performs the action for calculating the total process cost. The calculated value becomes 
the value for the TOTAIMANUFACTURINQ_COST slot. The production rules are 
used to establish design and manufacturing constraints. An example of how the 
production rules can be used for prototype testing is also shown as follows. 
(prototype-testing-rule-I 
(if (the totaLm_cosLcontrol ofpart is ? totaL m-cosLcontrol) 
(? totaL m-cosLcontrol = ok) 
then 
(the total-manufacturing-cost ofpart is (lisp (unitinsg 'part 'total-cost))))) 
(prototpye-testing-rule-2 
ýfpart is ? total- -cost ofpart) 
(if (the total manufacturing cost o manufacturing 
(the target-manufacturing-cost ofpart is ? targetLmanufacturing-cost) 
(lisp (> = ? totaLmanufacturing-cost ofpart ? targetý-manufacturing_cost)) 
then 
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(lisp (format t "-%The estimated manufacturing cost of part is higher than the 
proposed target manufacturing cost.. The target manufacturing cost is -D, $ and the 
estimated manufacturing cost is -D2 
? target-manufacturing-cost 
? totaLmanq/acturing_cost))) 
(prototpye-testing-rule-3 (if (more rules)))) 
4.4.4 Object-Oriented Programming 
The object-oriented programming technique enables designers to model real world 
concepts as objects, which are collections of data grouped together in terms of 
similarities in their structure and behaviour (Sun Common Lisp 4.0 Object System, 
1990). By using this technique, design and manufacturing objects, such as machine 
tools, cutting tools, features, material features, and machining elements are organised 
into various classes, represented as hierarchies (Figure 4-5). 
The technique uses the concept of classes. Each class has a name and is divided into 
several sub-classes, which consist of a number of objects with a number of slots 
(attributes such as cutting speed, feed-rate, size, and tolerance). All classes can be 
divided into sub-divisions so that all components of the class are considered. An 
instance or a member of a class (i. e. machines, cutting tools, and materials) can be added 
to a sub-class to represent the available manufacturing resources of a company. 
Inheritance is an important characteristic of the object-oriented programming technique. 
It enables the designer to define a specific value in a higher class to be inherited to the 
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4.5 Design for Manufacturability 
4.5.1 Manufacturing Capacity Checking 
The aim of the manufacturing capacity checking is to produce the intended product 
consistent with the product design specification provided by the designer and to ensure 
that the product can be manufactured with the existing manufacturing facilities. This is 
shown in Figure 4-6. To achieve this, requirements associated with the available 
processes and capabilities, machine tools and dimensions, maximum production volume 
of the manufacturing cell should be clearly known. The developed system includes these 
requirements in the form of constraints, production rules and objects. 
WELCOME TO CE ENVIRONMENT 
at is the NAME of USER 7 
at is the DATE of DESIGN ? 
at is the NAME of PART ? 
at is the PRODUCTION. 
_QUANTITY 
of PART ? 
................................................................... >>>>>>THE UNITS FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AM S AND XIN.. 
AND FOR PART DIMENSIONS TNE UNIT IS MM<<<<< 
................................................................... 
What in the TARGET_PROCESS_COST of PART ? 
What is the TAROET_PROCESS_TIME of PART ? 
What is the XAX. LENOTH of PART ? 
.............. m .......................... m- .............. m. ;;.. >>> if you want to add a new machine to the following machine li 
please enter its name and specification.. 
ype *YES* or *No* for the availability of the machines<<<< 
................ -... ...... m. ...................................... 
hat is in class MACHINE. CONSTRAINTS 
ther then AUTOMATIC. DRILLING. ENOINE. LATHE, 
ADIAL. DRILL. XACH., 
OWER. FEED. DRILL. MACH., 
ULTIPLE. SPINDLE. 33RILL. MACH., 
ERTICAL. MACHINING. CENTER, 
INGLE. SPINDLE. BAR, 
ULTIPLE. SPINDLE. CHUCKING, 
ULTIPLE. SPINDLE. BAR, AUTOMATIC, 
ADDLE. TYPE, RAX. TYPE, CNC. LATHE, 
ORIZONTAL. SHAPER, VERTICAL. X. XACH., 
DRIZONTAL. X. XACH., CNC. XACH., 
ERTICAL. B. MACH., HORIZONTAL. B. MACH. ? 
- ................... m ........ .... --m- .... MMM 
>>>> Please angver -YES- or -NO- to the next question for the machines 
available in our manufacturing call.. 
rho unit for 
Jo 
tool life replacement coat is S/min ... 
mm ............ m ....... m .............. - .............. m ...... m ....... 
ror what unit's KACHTNE. AVAILABILITY vould you like to provide nev values ? 
Figure 4-6 Product Design Specification 
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4.5.1.1 Criteria for Manufacturing Capacity Checking 
The criteria considered for the manufacturing capacity checking are as follows: 
Production volume: 
Maximum production volume per shift, 
Minimum production volume per shift. 
Lenath: 
Maximum producible length that can be produced within the manufacturing cell, 
Minimum producible length that can be produced within the manufacturing cell. 
Width: 
Maximum producible width that can be produced within the manufacturing cell, 
Minimum producible width that can be produced within the manufacturing cell. 
Height: 
Maximum producible height that can be produced within the manufacturing cell, 
Minimum producible height that can be produced within the manufacturing cell. 
Diameter: 
Maximum producible hole diameter that can be produced within the manufacturing cell, 
Minimum producible hole diameter that can be produced within the manufacturing cell. 
Other requirements: 
Maximum horse power (HP) of Machine tools. 
4.5.1.2 Manufacturing Capacity Rules 
Manufacturing capacity checking rules were developed and based on the criteria set out 
in section 4.5.1.1. They were written in LISP (Tell and Ask language). Some of these 
rules and the flowchart, for checking the manufacturing capacity, are set out in Figure 4- 
7 and 4-8. 
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of the Part (PV)? 
Max. Production Volume MaPV)? 
Min. Production Volume MiPV)? 
mipv -> Pv? -< mapv 
Heigth of The Part(H)? 
Max. height of the Part( MaHP)? 
Min. height of the Part( MiHP)'? 




Length of The Part(LP)? 
Max. Length of the Part( MaLP) 
Min. Length of the Part( MiLP) 
MiLP => LP? -< MaLP 
Width of The Part(WP)? 
Max. Width of the Part( MaWP) 
Min. Width of the Part( MiWP) 
I 
MiWP => WP =, MaWP 
Hole Diameters of The Parl(HDP)? 
Max. Producible Hole Diameter( MaDja) 
Min, Producible Hole Diameter( MiDia) 
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4.5.2 Matetial Selection 
The material, for a part, has a great impact on the product cost, process selection, cutting 
tool selection and the determination of cutting parameters (depth of cut, feed-rate and 
cutting speed), tool life and cost. The product specification must include the material, 
from which the part will be produced. Material selection will depend on the application 
area in which the part is used. 
4.5.2.1 Criteria for Material Selection 
During the conceptual design of the product, the use of alternative materials can be 
taken into account subject to the specific criteria, such as user requirements, cost, 
weight, recyclability and mechanical properties, such as hardness, corrosion resistance 
and strength. Given the various criteria determined by the design team, the material for 
the part is selected. In this research work, criteria such as type, hardness, electrical 
conductivity and machinability, which were directly related to process selection and 
cutting tool selection, were used. 
4.5.2.2 Material Selection Rules 
Material Selection Rules were written in LISP (Tell and Ask language) based on the 
criteria described in section 4.5.2.1. Some of the rules are shown in Figure 4-9. 
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............................................................................................ >>>> PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ABOUT THE SELECTED MATERIAL PROPERTIES... 
MX UNIT ARE S FOR COST, NACHINABLITY VALUE BETWEEN 1-100, FOR TENSILE STRENGTH NIMM2, 
IM UNIT FOR THE REST IS METRIC AND, FOR AREA AND DI14ENSIONS ARE MM2 AIM MM, AND FOR WEIGHT IT I 
3 XG.... 
PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA FOR MATERIAL SELECTION FOR THE CYLINDER HEAD. 
THE CHOICE OF MATERIAL FOR THE CYLINDER HEAD IS GENERALLY RESTRICTED TO GRAY CAST IRON 
AND ALUXINIUN ALLOYS.. CAST IRON IS CHEAPER THAN ALUMINIUN ALLOYS.. ALUMINUX HAS THE HALF 
THE VEIGHT OF EQUIVALENT CAST-IRON HEAD AND ITS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IS THREE TIME BETTER 
THAN CAST IRON.. THE CORROSION RESISTANCE OF ALUXINIUX ALLOYS IS NOT SO GOOD AS CAST 
IRON'S. ALUXINIUX IS SOFTER THAN CAST IRON, THEREFORE MORE CARE NEEDED DURING MAINTENANCE.. <<(( 
........................................................................................... 
is in class ALLOY-STEELS ? 
is in class CAST-IRONS ? 
is in class STAINLESS-STEEL ? 
what unit's CLASS-HARDNESS would vou like to provide new values ? 
Figure 4-9 Material Selection (Heisler, 1985) 
4.5.3 Manufacturing Process Selection, Optimisation and TimelCost Estimation 
Manufacturing process selection, optimisation and time/cost estimation are the 
important elements in design for manufacture. Process selection requires the 
consideration of topological and geometrical attributes of the form features, which are to 
be manufactured. These attributes have to be cognisant with the constraints in the 
available processes of a manufacturing cell. The optimisation of the processes depends 
on a set of criteria such as process time/cost and the selected processes for making the 
component. This is discussed further in chapter 5. 
4.5.4 Cutting Tool Selection 
The selection of the cutting tools for the part is generally carried out after the 
manufacturing processes have been selected. The cutting tool selection requires 
information from different domains (material selection, process selection, the design 
model, and the geometrical and topological attributes of its features). Also, it needs the 
available cutting tools and their constraints to be included in the knowledge base to 
ensure the utilisation of the cutting tools available in the manufacturing cell. The 
developed system enables the designers to add new cutting tools to the knowledge base. 
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4.5.4.1 Criteria for Cutting Tool Selection 
In order to select cutting tools the specification of the selected material, the part and 
features information and available cutting tools should be known. A number of criteria 
for the cutting tool selection were considered as follows: 
Workpiece: 
* Type of material, 
9 Material hardness. 
Feature: 
o Feature type, 
9 Diameter for holes, 
o Length, 
9 Round of comers for slots, 
o Width, 
e Height of feature. 
Cutting tools: 
e Cost of cutting tools, 
e Diameter of cutting tools, 
9 Type of cutting tools, 
* Tool material. 
4.5.4.2 Cutting Tool Selection Rules 
Production rules for the cutting tool selection were written in LISP (Tell and Ask 
language) based on the criteria described in section 4.5.4.1. Some of the rules and 
flowchart of cutting tool selection for holes are shown in Figure 4-10 and 4-11. 
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((d-rule-1 
(if (? through. holes is in through. holes) 
(the diameters of ? through. holes is ? diameters) 
(Naterial. constraints is in material. constraints) 
(the hardness of Naterial. constraints is ? hardness) 
(lisp (<= ? hardness 225)) 
(? three-flute-core-drill is 
in 
three-flute-core-drill) 
(the diameter of ? three-flute-core-drill is ? diameter) 
(the cost-1 of ? three-flute-core-drill is ? cost-1) 
(lisp O= ? diameters ? diameter)) 
then 
(the selected. cutting. tools 
of 






THE RESULTS OF CUTTING TOOL SELECTION 
FEATURE 
"D d: "D mm 
DRILLING TOOL d TYPE COST 
"D "D mm HSS "D $ 







(if (? block-slot is in block-slot) 
(the width of %lock-slot is Mdth) 
(the length of ? block-slot is ? length) 
(the radius of ? block-slot is ? radius) 
(? material. constraints is in material. constraints) 
(the hardness of ? material. constraints is ? hardness) 
(lisp (<= ? hardness 225)) 
(? end. millinq. cutter is in end. millinq. cutter) 
ýfhe diameter -ýf 
: thp cin't 1 of 
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User Tools 











Part Wterial Hardness (PMH)? 
Select the tool subject 
to: 
AT: yes Suggestions to 
TL => De P, user 
TD=> Dia 






Figure 4-11 The Flowchart ol'Cutting Tool Selection for Holes 
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4.5.5 Machine Selection 
Machine selection requires various issues to be addressed. The available machine tools 
and their constraints should be represented, in the system, in order to determine whether 
or not the available machines can produce the intended component o the product design 
specification. 
Generally, the available machine tools in the manufacturing cell are known. The 
machine tools to be used for manufacturing component are included in the PDS. The 
developed system contains most of the machine tools. It allows the designer to add new 
machine tools with their attributes. 
4.5.5.1 Criteria for Machine Selection 
A number of criteria for machine selection were considered. Some of the criteria were 
included in the manufacturing capacity checking, as explained in section 4.5.1.1. For 
example, the maximum and minimum producible dimensions, in the manufacturing cell, 
represent the capacity of the machine tools. The criteria are as follows: 
" Availability, 
" Maximum and minimum producible dimensions, 
" Achievable tolerance and surface finishes, 
" Producible shapes, 
" Productive Hour Cost, 
9 Horse power of the machine tools. 
4.5.6 Prototype Testing of the Intended Part 
When all analyses of the intended component are completed, prototype testing is carried 
out, subject to the criteria given by the user. Prototype testing allows the designer to 
ensure that the total process time and cost of the part are consistent with the targeted one 
defined in the PDS. At the end of the prototype testing, the designer will have the 
complete results and have an idea of the feasibility and ability to manufacture the 
intended part. 
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4.5.6.1 Criteria for Prototype Testing 
Since prototype testing is subject to the estimated process time/cost of the part and the 
user requirements, the criteria for prototype testing were considered as follows: 
The target process cost, 
The target process time, 
Estimated process cost, 
Estimated process time. 
4.5.6.2 Rules for Prototype Testing 
The production rules for the prototype testing were written in LISP (Tell and Ask 
language), based on the criteria described, are set out in section 4.5.6.1. Some of the 
rules and flowchart of the prototype testing are shown in Figure 4-12 and 4-13. 
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((rule-1 





(? total-m-cost-control = ok) 
then 




(lisp (unitmsg 'part 'total-cost))))) 
(rule-2 














PROTOTYPE T STING 
E ESTIMATED MANUFACTURING COST OF PART IS HIGHER THAN THE PROPOSED TARGET 
NUFACTURING COST.. THE TARGET MANUFACTURING COST IS AND THE ESTIMATED 
NUFACTURING COST IS 
? target-process-cost 
? total. manufacturing. cost)))) 
(rule-3 
(if (the total. manufacturing. cost of part is ? total. manufacturir-ici, ci-i. ýt'- 




PROTOTYPE T STING 
ESTIMATED MANUFACTURING COST OF PART IS LOWER THAN THE PROPOSED TARGET 
FACTURING COST.. THE TARGET MANUFACTURING COST IS AND THE ESTIMATED 
FACTURING COST ' $.. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Figure 4-12 PrototYpe Testing Rules 
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Start 
Target Process Cost 
(TaP) 
Target Process Time 
User Input 
Calculate Total 
- Rule-Based System 
Process Time - OOP &- Feature-Based Cost 
Total Process Cost Estimation 
of The Part (TPC) 
Figure 4-13 The Flowchart for Prototype Testing 
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4.6 Problem-Solving Techniques in The System 
A prototype knowledge-based system was developed to facilitate problem solving. This 
system encompassed information such as the features ofa part, the Cost Ofa Cutting tool. 
A set of solving techniques and reasoning heuristics were incorporated into the systern, 
to diagnose any queries raised by the users to propose a solution. Obýject-oriented 
programming, production rules and the combination of these techniques were also used 
for problem solving in the developed system (Figure 4-14). 
Figure 4-14 Problem Solution Techniques Used in the Developed System 
4.6.1 Object- Oriented Programming via Methods 
As mentioned in section 4.4.4, knowledge bases consist of obýjects. These objects can 
carry problem-solving behaviours in the form of a LISP function stored in tile I 
TOTAL-COST slot of the PART obýject as shown in section 4.4.3. The behaviOUr 01' a 
function of the method (which includes the LISP function) is stored inside tile objects of 
the knowledge-based system. 
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The LISP functions, in the method slots, accomplish the given tasks such as the 




(let ((cost-values (get. values 'Part 'total-in-cost))) 
(applýy #'+ cost-values))))) 
(inheritance method) 
(valueclass (# [Unit: method keedataopesl)) 
(dqftiult nil)) 
The flexibility of the methods provides the ability to create powerful rule applications 
with the combination of other problem solving techniques. In addition, special LISP 
commands activate methods in the rule class, as shown in the I)rotot. il)e-testiiiq-i-lilt, s In 
section 4.4.3. 
4.6.2 Production Rules 
Production rules are also used for reasoning. Several rules take the expert froni an 
intermediate conclusion to a more precise conclusion. In the proposed system, several 
rule classes have been developed and connected to each other, such that the conclusion 
of one rule is included in the prernise of another rule. This is called chafflin". When rule 
chaining starts, conclusions of one rule class match the premises of another rule class. 
Chaining is used either in a forward or backward direction. 
4.6.2.1 Forward chaining 
Forward chaining tries to find implications of new information. It generally starts with 
new data input, by the user, or a different domain of a knowledge base. Therefore, it is 
called event-driven or data driven reasoning. 
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The system scans the rules, whose premises include the new fact. If the premises of a 
rule class are true, the conclusions of the rule class will be asserted in turn and become 
new information. The system then searches for the rule that possesses this new 
information, as a premise, and checks if all premises of this rule are true. This process 
continues until no rules are found with the matching premises. 
4.6.2.2 Backward chaining 
Backward chaining tries to verify a given fact or hypothesis. As the backward chaining 
starts with the goal of proving something, it is called goal-driven. The system scans the 
rules whose conclusions match a given fact to be proven. The fact is found verified if all 
the premises of the rule class in question can be verified in turn. 
4.6.3 Combination of the Problem-Solving Techniques 
In this research work, the OOP and production rules (with forward and backward 
chaining) were integrated and used in the system effectively. Using one technique is not 
sufficient to carry out the design tasks in a reasonable time, and rules classes may 
become very long and complex. Thus, maintenance, editing and updating is not an easy 
task for the designer. A reasoning technique may be good for certain applications. Each 
technique has its own advantages. For instance, the methods are very effective and fast 
for calculations, and can be activated in rule classes. Backward chaining is very 
effective to obtain input from the user via user-dialogues. 
4.7 The Design Consistency Approach 
Different design tasks, which include material selection, manufacturability analysis, 
process selection and optimisation, require that a huge amount of information be 
accessed and shared in the knowledge base, so that the various tasks can be carried out. 
This requires that the information transferred from one area to another is consistent 
(Gadient et al. 1997). 
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This also necessitates the addition of new information to the knowledge base, in order to 
accomplish specific tasks. As shown in Figure 4-15, several agents represent various 
design analyses. Each agent has a task to carry out and requires a common knowledge 
base to access the necessary information. 
e re ow.. - zsign QAgteunt lanufac 
Agent 
(Capacity 
Consistency - ncy N CONSTRAINT-BASED COT Z Agent e nt g 
i t t Agen
Knowledge 
C4 B ase M 
Rules 
ost Time/Cost 




Age n t A en Col CONSTRAINT-BASED 
fting Too -ýachine 
Agent 
)7 
Figure 4.15 Overall Design Consistency in the System 
An agent is an entity capable of solving locally generated problems through 
communication with other agents (Choi and Park, 1997). Agents have responsibilities 
for solving a given task in a design problem, such as process selection and/or capacity 
checking. Agents include a limited amount of program for dealing with a given sub-task, 
so that the task can be executed faster and at less cost. Each agent should interact with 
one another and exchange information between other agents, in order to accomplish the 
individual task. 
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4.7.1 Consistent Information Flow in the System 
In order to ensure consistency in the constraint network, any new information from users 
or agents is propagated by the constraint-based system, which checks whether or not the 
new information causes constraint violation. Agents share information, while consistent 
information flow is achieved in the system. This is shown in Figure 4-16. 
INPUT 
Figure 4-16 Information Flow between Different Aspects of Product's Life Cycle 
An agent has to access design input from the knowledge base in order to complete its 
task. If the design input violates any constraints of the agent, it will be detected by the 
consistency agent. A message will be then sent to a method (of a slot) carrying a small 
program that is a function of LISP and is responsible for conflict resolution. Alternative 
solutions will be provided to users, by a menu, from which a design agent has to make 
selections. The system may ask the user to write the necessary information at the user- 
prompt. 
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4.7.2 Conflict Resolution 
New information that does not violate the agent's constraints, is included in the 
knowledge base, so it can be utilised by other agents whenever required. The user 
interface immediately informs the user of conflicts. For instance, in the system, the 
manufacturing capacity agent contains constraints related to the production capacity. If 
the production quantity, defined by the user, is not between the constraints, the user will- 
be informed by the user interface. A number of alternative solutions for sorting this 
problem will be displayed. The user will have to select from the suggested alternatives 
or type an answer at the prompt window, as shown in Figure 4-17. The production 
quantity required by the user will be consistent information, in the system, if it does not 
violate the constraints of the manufacturing capacity agent. Using this system, consistent 
information flow between different tasks of product's life cycle is achieved without 
costly design iterations usually occurred due to design conflicts. 
E VALUE YOU HAVE ENTERED 13 NOT WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL. PLEASE E 
ER NEW VALUE FOR THE LENGTH OF PART: 99 
pe any character to proceed. 
pe any character to proceed. 
[rHE LENGTH OF PART 13 99 mm AND IT 13 SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
I WHOSE MAXMANUFACTURABLE. LENGTH 13 BETWEEN 10 MM AND 100 mm... 
any character to proceed. 
[THE LENGTH OF PART 13 100 mrn AND IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
I WHOSE MAXMANUFACTURABLE. LEHGTH 13 BETWEEN 10mm AND 100 mm... 
any character to proceed. 
E HEIGTH OF PART 13 20 nun AND ITS 13 SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING. CELL 
OSE MAXMANUFACTURABLE. HEIGTH IS BETWEEN 10 mm AND 150 Mm... 
any character to proceed. 
P-3-THE MANUFACTURING CELL CANNOT MEET THE QUANTITY 90 ECONOMICALLY.. 
: PRODUCTION QUANTITY SHOULD BE BETWEEN 100 AND 1000.. PLEASE CHANGE IT 
GO ON TO THE NEXT ANALYSIS AT THE PROM PT.. -t-oc4-c 
E PRODUCTION QUANTITY YOU HAVE REQUIRED 13 NOT WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF MANUFACTURING 
LL. PLEASE ENTER NEW VALUE FOR THE PRODUCTION QUANTITY: I 
Figure 4-17 Conflict Resolution 
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4.7.3 Consistency Monitoying in the System 
As part of the design consistency approach, the system enables the designer to monitor 
inconsistencies. This provides designers with visual displays of violation of the 
constraint. In the developed system, design variables are restricted by sets of constraints, 
which are represented in terms of rules, frames, and intervals. KEE (Knowledge 
Engineering Environment) offers various types of images and pictures that change their 
attributes (colours, shapes and texts) subject to the values to be monitored and checked 
by the designers. However, this does not give enough information about the 
inconsistencies. 
An explanation system is also necessary to inform the designers of reasons for the 
detected inconsistencies. This is shown on the design consistency control panel. The 
"Typescript Window" is used for this purpose. When the system detects inconsistencies, 
it is shown on the panel. Then the reasons for the conflict are given in text form in the 
Typescript Window. 
4.8 The User Interface 
In order to provide good interaction between the system and the designer or the system 
user, a user-friendly design environment was developed. The development of the user 
interface was an important element of this research work. KEE, as an expert tool kit, 
provides good facilities for developing an interactive user interface. Since the user 
interface provides users with access to the system, it should meet the user requirements. 
This was described by Beffais, 1996. 
The developed user interface is shown in Figure 4-18. It comprised of three major 
elements. The first element is the Concurrent Engineering Menu, which includes a DFM 
button which activates a multiple-choice menu for carrying out design tasks such as 
process selection, cutting tool selection and cost/time estimations. It also includes 
buttons for loading necessary files, starting the system and resetting the databases. In 
addition, the user interface contains a help menu. By using a mouse, the menus and 
buttons can be easily activated. 
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The second part of the user interface is the Design Consistency Control panel on which 
various active images are placed and linked to the design variables. The active images 
change their attributes, such as text and colour, to show the design inconsistencies. Any 
changes made to the variables are reflected in the images linked to them. 
As the third element of the user interface, the Typescript Window provides the designers 
with the text displays on the reasons for conflicts, results of the analyses carried out, 
suggestions for the resolution of the conflict and a prompt where at the designer must 







A novel intelligent constraint-based design environment for supporting concurrent 
product and process development has been described in detail, in this chapter, to achieve 
successful product designs. The developed system described in this chapter, contained 
the following features: 
9 Use of the feature-based representation technique for modelling and representation 
of parts and features to provide effective communication within the design team and 
simplify process planning by the consideration of available processes for parts. The 
CAD solid modelling, Pro/Engineer used to generate 3-D models of the intended part, to 
retrieve topological and geometrical attributes for carrying out different design analyses 
(i. e. process selection and manufacturability analysis). 
* Efficient representation of design and manufacturing knowledge by the use of 
various knowledge representation techniques such as LISP, OOP, production rules, 
frames and constraints to provide flexible, updateable and effective organisation of the 
knowledge necessary for design analyses. 
e The integration of the knowledge representation techniques and creation of multiple 
rule classes to make the developed system flexible and run quickly and easily accessible. 
* The accomplishment of various analyses (manufacturing capacity checking, material 
selection, manufacturing process selection, optimisation and time/cost estimation, 
cutting tool selection, machine tools selection and prototype testing), which enabled the 
final decisions on the design quickly. 
9 Implementation of sets of problem solving techniques and reasoning heuristics to 
provide answers to queries presented by the users. The use of OOP, production rules 
with forward and backward chaining and combination of these techniques for problem 
solving. Integration of the problem solving techniques to reduce the size of rule classes, 
to create more powerful rule applications, made the system flexible and run more 
efficiently. 
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* The utilisation of production rules with forward chaining for search facilities and 
conflict resolution. The production rules with backward chaining used for user input, 
and OOP for conflict resolution and calculation. The combination of these techniques to 
enable design tasks to be accomplished in a reasonable time by reducing rule sizes and 
runs the system faster. 
9 An agent-based design consistency approach for ensuring information transferred for 
one area to another was consistent. It included an explanation system for reasons for 
conflicts and linked to the constraint-based system. Consistency in the constraint 
network achieved by the consistency agent responsible for dealing with conflicts. 
Consideration of various critical tasks (overall co-ordination, control, consistency, and 
data integrity) without costly-design iterations caused by conflicts. 
* Providing the designers with the ability to monitor inconsistencies via the user 
interface. KEE objects and images attached to variables whose values to be monitored 
by the users to enable visual displays of violation of constraints and explanations for 
conflicts. 
9A user-friendly interface for providing the designers with an interactive design 
environment. It comprised of three major elements; concurrent engineering menu for 
design analyses and conflict resolution, design consistency control panel for monitoring 
inconsistencies and typescript window for text displays on the reasons for conflicts. 
As a result, the developed prototype system has the combination of the abovefeatures, 
which had not been incorporated into the previously-developed systems, provided a 
unique approach to support concurrent product development. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5 COST ESTIMATION, PROCESS SELECTION AND 
OPTIMISATION 
5.1 Overview 
This chapter proposes a model for process selection and optimisation of mechanical 
components. The proposed methodology encompasses a form feature database, designer 
requirements, manufacturing processes and constraints, an evaluation and optimisation 
module and a user interface. The selection of possible manufacturing processes for a 
part and their evaluation and oPtimisation of those processes are subjected to the 
designer constraints. The process will also involve optimum cutting parameters and the 
calculation of process time and cost. A rule-based algorithm was used for process 
selection and optimisation. 
5.2 Introduction 
Concurrent engineering is a philosophy, which aims to address the consideration of 
different product life cycle issues in the early stages of the design process, in order to 
analyse the factors affecting manufacturing processes. Recently, concurrent engineering 
has placed greater emphasis on the automation and optimisation of manufacturing 
processes, as it has a major effect on product cost. There has been little research effort 
carried out on manufacturing cost estimation in the early stages of the design process 
(Ou-Yang and Lin (1997). It was pointed out that over 70% of the total product cost was 
incurred at the design stage (Huthwaite (1989), Ou-Yang and Lin (1997)). 
Existing methodologies and tools for cost estimation, process selection and optimisation 
are unable to provide cost information directly to the designers (Asiedu and Gu (1998)). 
There are many constraints related to part features, feature-process relations, machine 
tools, cutting tools, cost and time in concurrent product development process. Every 
aspect of the product life cycle has an impact on process cost. 
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Therefore, the constraints of the life cycle issues also have to be involved in process 
evaluation and optimisation process, in order to reach a cost-effective design. Process 
planning aims to produce parts in accordance with the design specification with the 
highest possible quality, whilst at the same time taking into account economic 
considerations. After an optimal process plan is generated, it has to be improved in 
accordance with the given criteria. Process optimisation needs to be carried out at 
several levels of detail. At the highest level, the selection of processes, machine tools, 
cutting tools, etc. can be carried out. At a more detailed level, the selection of feasible 
cutting parameters such as feed-rate, cutting speed and depth of cut should be 
considered. In addition, process time and cost of processes, tools and set-up times are 
calculated in this level. 
5.3 The Proposed Approach to Process Selection and Optimisation 
The proposed model comprised a form feature database; design requirements, 
manufacturing processes and constraints; an evaluation and optimisation module, and a 
user interface as shown in Figure 5-1. 
Figure 5-1 The Proposed Model for Process Selection and Optindsation 
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The designer communicates with each module via the user interface. His/her 
requirements (i. e. process time and cost, tool cost, set-up time and cost) can be entered, 
in the system as a set of constraints. For example, he/she can specify, to the system, that 
process cost, time and tool cost must not exceed the predefined values. The form feature 
database includes various types of form features, which are likely to be features of the 
part. The system retrieves manufacturing form features and parameters, from the feature 
database, in order to choose the feasible processes. The processes and constraints 
module contains manufacturing information (i. e. feature type, material, length and 
diameter ratio, cutting tool specifications, process availability, machines, accessibility, 
tolerance, surface finishes, optimum cutting parameters, cost and time). This module 
also includes representation of available processes and constraints, in order to evaluate 
and optimise the manufacturing processes of a part. Based on the manufacturing 
constraints, the system analyses the form features of the part, then selects the feasible 
processes, and calculates the process time and cost. For example, if a form feature in a 
part has - tight tolerances, special surface finish and a complex shape, it should be 
machined at first on a machining centre using a special cutting tool. Then a grinding or 
reaming process might be used to meet the required tolerance and surface finish. Finally 
the system, using an algorithm, evaluates the selected processes according to criteria, 
provided from the design specification. It then calculates the total process time and cost 
of each form feature. If all the process combinations are found to be unacceptable, then 
the system initiates a dialogue with the user on possible modifications to the design. 
This process will be repeated until a set of process combinations, which satisfy the user 
requirements, is reached. 
5.3.1 Process Selection 
Process selection requires a number of criteria to be considered for each form feature. 
Some of the criteria are shown below: 
1. Specific customer requirements: 
" Maximum process time and cost, 
" maximum tool cost. 
2. Part: 
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" Type: rotational or non-rotational. 
" Quantity: small, medium-lot size and mass. 
3. Manufacturing cell capacity: 
a Maximum length, diameter, weight and tolerances. 
4. Standardisation: 
0 Cutting tools, tolerances and processes. 
5. Feature type: 
" Holes: through holes, blind holes, and slots, etc. 
" Slots: comer radius to be same over slot, slot bottom to be parallel to the part 
bottom, tool radius to be same as comer radius. 
6. Material: 
0 hardness and machine-ability. 
7. Sequences: 
40 rough machining of faces, slots and pockets; 
drilling holes; 
counter boring and counter sinking of holes; 
threading of holes and reaming holes; 
" chamfering and filleting of holes; 
" finish machining of slots, steps, pockets; 
" finish machining of faces; 
" chamfering and filleting of comer. 
8. Length and diameter ratio: 
0 8/1 for twist drilling, 511 for boring, and 20/1 for EDM. 
9. Availability of machines, processes and cutting tools: 
9 YES/NO from user. 
10. Tolerance: 
e broaching ±0.025 mm. and boring ±0.04 mm. 
11. Surface finishes: 
e drilling 1.6-6.3gm and reaming 0.8-3.2 gm. 
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A flowchart for process selection for form features of the component and some of' the 
results for the selection of the possible machining processes are shown in Figure 5-2 and 
5-3. These possible processes will be evaluated in order to select most feasible processes 
for the component, based on the optimisation approach shown in Figure 5-4. 
Form features 
Feature attributes 
Type, depth, dimensions, 
tolerances and surface 
finish Available nrocesses and 
ca [)a bi ie 
'Shape, 
IllaxiIIIIIIII and millifilum 
produclihIc dilliclisiolls'OF 
sill I'lacc finish. 
------ ----- ---- ----------- 
I-Inough hole 
Figure 5-2 Flowchart for Process Selection 
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p- ........ No No N,, 
, d- 
c 
IKEE Typescript Window 
e any character to proceed 
.......................................... ........................... 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
FEATURES POSSIBLE PROCESSES 
*[Unit: SLOT-1 MANUFACTURE007] MILLING 
.............. 
EDM 
Iýjpe any character to proceed 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
FEATURES POSSIBLE PROCESSES 
.......... 
*(Unit: SLOT 2 MANUFACTURE007] MILLING 
.......... ; ............ = ................................................. 
EDN 
Type any character to proceed. 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
Figure 5-3 Results for the Selection of Possible Processes 
5.3.2 Rules for Process Selection 
Process selection rules were written, based on tile criteria for process selection. The 
feature-based approach was used for process selection. This approach enabled designers 
to select feasible machining processes for components by eliminating inaC111111110 
processes, which were not feasible and capable of producing tile features of' tile 
component. Each form feature can be produced by certain machining processes, 
depending on sorne constraints such as tolerances and surface finishes. Some of' the 
rules written in LISP language are shown as follows. 
(slot_end_miIIing_rule_J 
(if (. "what is in block-slot) 
(the length of ? what is ? Iength) 
(the width of Avhat is "width) 
(the depth of ? what is Vepth) 
(th e '. "what is 'finish. allowance) finish. allowance of 
the lowertolerance of'. 1what is 'lowertolerance) 
(the uppe r. tole rance of ? what is "uppertolerance) 
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(the sulftice_finish of ? what is ? suýýacejinish) 
(lisp(<= 'lower. tolerance -0.005)) "dimensions are nun 
(lisp(>= ? upper. tolerance 0.005)) "dilnensions are inin " 
(lisp (>= . 
"siirfäce_fitzish 0.8» "utiit isuin" 
then 
(the volume of ? what is (lisp (- (* (* 'ýIength ? width) "depth) 
(* (* (- ? length ? finish. allowance) (- ? width ? finish. allowance)) ? depth 
(lisp (format t 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 





(the first. process. selection of'? what is ok) 
(the possible. process-I of. "what is milling) 
(the possible. process-2 of "what is EDM))) 
(slotendmilling_rulej 
(ýf (. "what is in block-slot) 
(not (the first. process. selection (ýf? what is ok)) 
(the length of'? vvhat is ? Iength) 
(the width of'? what is ? width) 
(the depth of ? what is . 
1depth) 
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(thefinish. allowance of "what is ? finish. allowance) 
( the lower. tolerance of "what is . 
7lovver. tolerance) 
(the uppertolerance of N, hat is ? upper. tolerance) 
(the surface-finish of ? vvhat is ? su ýftice_fiinish) 
then 
(the volume of ? what is (Iisp (- (* (* "Iength . 1width) ? depth) 
(* (- Ilength ? finish. alloivance) (- "width 'ýIinish. allovvance)) 
"depth Ijinish. allowance))))) 
(the possible. process-1 of'? vvhat is milling) 
(the secondary. process qf ? what is grinding))) 
5.3.3 Process Evaluation 
The material, to be used to produce the part, has all important effect on the selection of' 
the machining parameters such as tool material, cutting speed, feed I-ate, and tool 
geornetry. These machining parameters can be obtained frorn various machinery 
handbooks (i. e. Machining Data Handbook, 1980) and cutting tool manufacturers (lata 
sheets and databases. The cost data, used in the estimation of' direct labour cost was 
obtained from a car manufacturer in East Midland. 1111'01-111atiOn about set-Lip times for 
various machine tools, cutting tools cost data, operations and manufacturing 
technologies was available in various handbooks Such as tile AM Cost Estlinator/Cost 
Estimation Database (Ostwaid, 1988), tool manufacturers' Catalogues and 111aChInCry 
handbooks. They were also used to consider the parameters and specification of' 
machining tools (i. e. set-up times, time to stop and start machines, cutting tools, and 
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Figure 5-4 The Optimisation Approach 
Process optimisation was defined as the reduction of the total process 11111c and Cost 
based on process variables (i. e. cutting speed, feed-rate, cutting force, power, and t7l Z- 
surface finish constraints) (Chang and Wysk, 1985). A table was generated to collsidcr 
form features, select possible processes for each feature and the critcria for tile 
optirnisation and evaluation of the processes. 
Using this table, constraints for processes of each form feature, based oil their input 
about process time, cost and tool cost could be considered. The form features ol'the part, 
possible processes and constraints are shown in Table 5-1. Tile system carried out 
process time and cost calculations. Each form feature was matched with a number of' 
processes that could be used to produce it. This is shown in Table 1. For example, 1'or 
feature-I there were three possible processes, process-1, process-3 and process-11. The 
generation of this table helped to consider possible processes, for each l'orm feature, so 
that the evaluation of the cornbination of all processes for tile component could be 
carried out, by assigning one process only to each feature in turn. 'Fills provided tile 
designer with the ability to evaluate hundreds of process combinations for tile part. 
However, this process might take a lot of time to find avallable and feasible processes 
for each feature. Therefore, in order to find feasible processes ill reasollable amount of' 
tirne, the processes that were not feasible, had to he excluded from the table. 'File rule- 
based algorithrn has been developed to deal with this problem, and will be presented III 
later sections. The system also enabled the designer to define maximum process cost 
and tirne for the part. This made the system very flexible to keep total process cost and 
time of the part to the predefined values. Then, tile System CVa1LIatcd tile set of' process 
combinations or possible processes, for machining the form features of the part, by 
comparing process costs and times, and the other varlables against the uscr 
requirements. Feasible processes were the ones, which met the user requirements. it was 
possible to select one of the feasible process combinations as a Solution Or further 
evaluation was possible. Specific constraints (i. e. process cost and time) could he altered 
to obtain a feasible solution to satisfy the user requirements. Maximum process 11111c and 
cost could be changed by the designer to obtain a fCasible set of process coillbi nat loll il' 
necessary. In addition, The user interface informed the user of' the results of' tile, proccss 
selection and optimisation (Figure 5-5). 
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Table 5-1 Process-Feature Table for Optimisation of'Machining Processes for the Part 
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5.3.4 Process Thne and Cost Estimation 
Process time was calculated using standard formulae. As the proposed approach was 
based on feature-based cost estimation and optirnisation of manufacturing processes, the 
following formula was used to estimate process time. 
Process time = 
Form feature volume 
Material removal rate 
Form feature volumes are calculated using standard formulae. Material removal rate 
differed from one process to another, depending oil tool diameter and type, typc of' 
material, and cutting parameters. Some of the manut'ZICtUrIng processes and material Z71 
removal rate are shown in Table 5-2. 




Drillin, a 2(1 a, 
Nj)k +21/ V, 'I'N/63030il (71 1)(2 / 4) I'N Td)-'1 4h 
Rough milling Fv / MRR F, V, /33,000 C/ vill"IPY W i,, I'n N IýCaturc volume 
Finish inilling Surf/V, Q F, V, /33,000 W al, l'n N l"Camic volume 
Grinding LTDia/(WiP)21'inVg TE I' Dia 11 l"Calme volume 
Table 5-2 Formula for Estimation of Process Related Concerns (Chang, 1990) 
Definitions: 
maximurn drilling depth T,: total stock removed trom the diameter. /. VI: feed-rate N: spindle rjun k-: index loi numhei of 
drilling cycles D: diameter Dt: tool diameter Fv: feature volume 1: length of' hole to be drilled I),: machine efliciency /I: depth 
MRR: material removal rate F,: cutting force C: a constant determined by geometry of hole, tool material and pall Inalcrull V, 
cutting speed a,,: depth of cut, inch. y ty 0: coefficients IV. - width of'cutler it: number of teeth L length of (he pai i grind Iý lorque 
Dia: original diameter Wi: width ol'the grinding wheel P: traverse for each work revolution in fraction of' wheel %vidill /,: 1111CL-d 0I 
wheel per pass Vg: workpiece peripheral velocity Surl': f'caturc surl'acc Q: overlapping factor, cutting depth for cucumicienual- 
milling and width of cut for face milling 
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In order to reduce process time, material removal rate (MRR) should be inaxiinised 
subject to; 
T, Tl,,,,,, (Too] life) 
f f,,,,, (Feed-rate) 
V Vniax (Speed) 
W= W,,,,, (Depth of cut) 
Cutting parameters such as feed-rate, spindle speed and depth of cut had to be optiIIIIIIIi. 
The consideration of selected material attributes such as hardness, niachinability, 
compressive strength and electrical conductivity has a major effect oil clitting 
parameters. 
Having chosen suitable cutting tools, that meet the material requirements, MRR I'or any 
processes can be estimated by using the related formulas. Then tile process time, for 
manufacturing the form features of the part, can be calculated. Process cost estijjjýjtlon 
was carried out using the estimated process time. Productive Hour Cost (direct k1hour 
cost), which was f 24.32 per hour was obtained from a company in East Midland in 
order to estimate process costs. Using the company's clata, total process cost was 
calculated as follows: 
Total process cost = Lot - time * Direct Labour Cost (PlJC) 
Lot-time was based on the quantity of part or a form feature. The lotal cost can I)c 
formulated as follows: 
.., 
[(Lot - tirric * PI IC) + Tool Cost + SetupCostj Total cost = MaterialCost + (3) 
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Set-up times for various machine tools, included in the machining handbook were LISCd 
to estimate set-up costs to reach a more accurate cost estimation (Bralla, 1986; 
Machining Data Handbook, 1980, and AM Cost Estimator, 1988). Figure 5-6 shows 
some results for time/cost estimation of the possible machining processes for tile 
features of a component. 
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Figure 5-6 Time/Cost Estimation of the Possible Processes 
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5.3.5 The Process Optimisation Scenario 
Manufacturing processes should be optirmsed following a detailed 111anUl'acturability 
analysis of the manufacturing cell capability, production quantity, available processes 
and their constraints, feature types, dimensions and tolerances. The rLile-bascd algorithin 
for optimisation of manufacturing processes is presented below. It consists of' two main 
steps; process selection, and optirnisation. Steps 1-4 Involve the selection of feasible 
processes for each form feature based on material, lot-size, tolerance, surface finish, and 
feature tYpe. The next step contains suitable cutting tool selection, machine tools 
selection, selection of optirnum cutting parameters, calculations of process variables 
such as material removal rate (MRR), lot time, set-tip cost, and tool cost. In addition, tile 
comparison of selected processes based on the process variables was carried out. Fqgure 
5-7 shows the various steps and tasks involved in tile process optirnisation. 
I. Select a material from the database 
2. Obtain lot-size of part or features 
3. Obtain a form feature from the part 
4. Select feasible processes for the feature satisfying re(JUircments ol' the part 
(tolerance, surface finish, feature type, etc. ) 
5. Select one of the possible processes 
6. Select the largest possible diameter, shortest length, and available and cost effective 
cutting tools for the selected process 
7. Select available machine tools and fixtures 
8. Select optirriurn cutting parameters-, depth of cut, cutting speed, feed-rate and 
cooling conditions. 
9. Calculate the feature volurne, MRR, lot-tinic, tool cost for the lot-size, set-Up Cost 
for the process. 
10. Calculate total cost and time ofthe process 
11. If there are possible processes left to be analysed go to 5 else go to 12 
12. Compare the possible processes for each form feature with each other and clinlinatc 
the processes which has higher tool, process and set-Lip cost and time value than 
others 
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13. If there is only one process for the form feature consider it to be the most feasible 
process else ask user to select one process from the list 
14. If there are form features left to be analysed go to 3 else 15 
15. Calculate final process cost of the part 
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Figure 5-7 Various Steps Involved In The Manufacturing Process Optimisation 
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5.3.6 Rules for Tim elCost Estimation aii d Process Optim isation 
The production rules for time/cost estimation and process optiniisation were written in 
the LISP language. This was based on a number ol'criteria as shown below: 
" Production volume, 
" Type of features, 
" Volume of features to be removed, 
" Possible processes of the part, 
" MRR (recommended rnaterial removal rate) of the possible processes, 
" Productive Hour Cost (PHC) of the processes, 
" Tool life replacernent cost ofthe processes, 
" Set-up times of the machine tools, 
" Estimated process tirne of the features of the part, 
" Estimated process cost of the features of the part. 
These criteria were included, in the system, in tile form of' production rules IIICILI(11110 
constraints and methods. Some of these rules are shown in Figure 5-8. In the rule 
classes, various techniques were used for the formulation of problems and solutions as 
shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-9 Techniques Used for Problem Formulation and Solution 
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5.4 Conclusion 
A new model for the evaluation and optimisation of manufacturing processes has been 
demonstrated in detail in this chapter. The systern comprised of a forrn feature database, 
designer requirements, manufacturing processes and constraints, an evaluation and 
optimisation module. and a user interface. The novel model, which was (Icscrihed in 
detail in this chapter, contained the following features: 
0 Providing designers with facilitation for the selection of manufacturing processes f'or 
parts, evaluation and optimisation of those processes, by the consideration of' 
manufacturing requirements and user constraints, in tile early stages of the desion 
process. 
*Economical use of available manufacturing facilities through effective LI 
representation of knowledge associated with available processes, capabilities, cutting 
tools and machine tools. The use of the state-of-the-art techniqucs for knowledge 
representation and problem solving such as OOP, production rules and fi-anics, which 
have higher performance and flexibility. 
o The feature-based approach used for model building, which provided designcrs with 
the capability of carrying out systernatic process selection and optimisation of flic form 
feature of parts and calculation of process tirnes/costs. 
0 Allowing designers to restrict the maximum allowable process time and cost of a 
part in terms of constraints, which check whether or not the intended design satisfied (lie 
manufacturing and user constraints. 
0A rule-based algorithm linked to tile actual system for tile estimation and 
optirnisation of manufacturing processes, which enabled rapid selection of' t'Cislhlc 
machining processes, suýject to criteria such as tolerance and surface finishes, which 
might eliminate processes, which were not feasible, not available or Incapahle of 
making features of a part. 
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0 Allowing each form feature to be produced by certain machInIng processes, 
depending on criteria such as availability of processes, feature type, depth and diameter 
ratio, tolerances, surface finishes, and accessibility to reduce thC COIIIpLItatIOII tIIIIC ýffld 
provide designers with quick results. 
0 Allowing designer to change constraints (i. e. process cost and time) to ob(alli It 
feasible solution unless any process combinations, which satisfied the user 
requirements. 
0 The selection and evaluation of possible processes for machining the I'Orm features 
of the part by comparing process cost and time, and the othcr variables against the 
predefined requirements. 
0A feature-process table was used for the consideration ofconstraints for processes of 
each form feature, which was hased On their IIIPLIt Oil I)I-OCCSS tlillles, COSts, al)(I tool 
costs. 
0 process cost model for the manufacturing processes described in dcutil in order to 
optimise the selected processes subject to criteria (time and cost). 
0 Providing designers with the complete results of process selection and optimisation 
via the user interface. 
As a result, this model included a combination qf the above. /eatureN, which had not 
been applied by previous research and provided a unique approach. 16r the evalualion 
and optimisation of manufacturing processes. 
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CHAPTER 6 
6 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEVELOPED PROTOTYPE 
CONSTRAINT-BASED DESIGN SYSTEM 
6.1 Overview 
This chapter presents the implementation of tile developed prototype system for desiOn 
for manufacture. The concurrent design ofa component was carried out to 11histratc (lie 
actual working of the constraint-based design environment. It assisted in the design of a 
product, which can be manufactured with the existing manufacturing facilities and 
satisfies various life cycle requirements, which were represented ill the form of 
constraints in the knowledge base. 
It was shown in the design analyses, how the developed system helped designers deal 
with conflicts arising from different design areas, (I'll-OUgh tile design Consistency 
management for avoiding costly design iterations, which could increase product lead 
tirne and cost. Also, the developed process optimisation module, which provided 
designers with the ability to estimate process cost and time, and select the most feasible 
.1 
to the estimated process time and cost, machining processes for the component sub . ect I 
and the predefined constraints is presented ill this chapter. In addition, it was 
demonstrated that the developed systern provided designers with feedback oil various 
design analyses including material selection, manufacturing capacity checking. 
rnanufacturability analysis, process selection, cuttillo tool selection, machine selection, 
tirne/cost estimation and finally prototype testing. 
6.2 Choice of Domain 
Concurrent product and process design of a cylinder head was the domain selected for I 
implementing the proposed constraint-based design systern for aLltOnlOtlVe CollipolICII(S. 
Cylinder heads are important automotive components that are used for housing different L- 
parts and act as a heat sink. These parts can be made from cast 11-011 and alL111111111.1111 
alloys. 
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General characteristics of the components, made from cast iron, were determined M 
order to ensure their manufacturability with the existing inanul', Icturing facilities. Some 
examples of the general characteristics of components were, 
- Finish allowance of the features, to be machined, for the casting was 3 inin. 
Maximum dimensions of the components (See Appendix 1). 
Maximum and minimum diameters of the holes (See Appendix 1). 
'icturah II It yo I' (lie These characteristics had an important impact on the manul'. 
components and had to be consistent with the capability ofthe avulahlc inachine. s. As a 
result, the components could be manufactured at the lowest possible machining cost. 
6.3 The User Interface of The Developed Design Environment 
The developed design environment was built on a Spark Sun WorkstatIM) LISHIp tile 
general capabilities of a knowledge-base system, KEE (Knowledge Enginecrint, 
Environment. The user interface is shown in Figure 4-18. The user interacts with tile 
design environment via keyboard input or fl-0111 Options Oil a IflLIltIpIC Choice 111CIILI, 
using a special mouse. As explained in chapter 4, the Liser Interface consisted or three 
main regions. The region entitled Concurrent Engineering Menu enabled designers to 
load necessary files autornatically and carry out various design tasks easily. The region 
entitled Design Consistency Control Panel includes various intelligent linages showing 
inconsistencies, which arise from different design areas, to the designer. The region, 
"Typescript Window" provides the designers with feedback on reasons for conflicts, 
analyses results, suggestions for conflict resolution, and a prompt where at tile (IcsiOncr 
has to type answers and queries. The designer's primary task of interaction with tile 
developed system is by creating components, establishing constraints and enterino to the 
knowled e-base and modifying the design of a component sub ect to the SLI(T(TcStIOnS 9 
given by the systern. 
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6.4 Demonstration of The Intelligent Constraint-Based Design Environment 
The developed systern was evaluated through the concurrent design of it cylinder licad. 
An example of how the constraint-based design environment could be Used tO prOVIdc 
feedback to designers about various design tasks and conflicts existed between then) are 
presented in this section. The activities of the concurrent product dcvelopment were 
described and examples of how conflicts arose from different design doniallis and how 
the developed system assisted the designer in solving those conflicts are presented. 
6.4.1 Creating a Part Design 
A 3-D solid model of the actual component was gencrated on a CAD system (Ili this 
case study, Pro/Engineer). This is shown in Figure 6-1. The component In Flourc 6-1 
was at an intermediate stage, where the actual shape of' the component was determined. 
However, whether the component could be economically producible with tile avallahle 
manufacturing facilities has not yet been considered. This means that the developed 
t7 . tzlocs ol' constraint-based design environment enabled the 
designer to Interact with all s I- 
the design process. The designer began the product design process by enterill', tile 
topological and geometrical attributes of the design model into tile system. The 
attributes of the component were autornatically created Ili the knowledoe-base and 
shown in the user interface. Agents were given direct access to these attributes In tile 
knowledge-base whenever necessary. This provided the designers with tile ability to 
make modifications on the component's attributes, subject to suggestions which were 
provided by the system. Therefore, consistency between the part specification and tile 
available manufacturing facilities could be achieved. There were certain steps for 
carrying Out these tasks and these are shown Ili Figure 6-2. The design specification, 
that included various requirements from different life cycle perspectives, had to be 
prepared in order to achieve concurrency between design domains. Given the desion 
specification and available Manufacturing facIlItICS, tile analySIS 01' tile COMpollent was 




Figure 6-1 A 3-1) Solid Model 
Figure 6-2 'rhe Flowchart for the Various Steps Involved in the Analyses Process 
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6.4.2 Product Design Specification and Available Manufacturing Facilities 
The product design specification (PDS) and the available manufacturing facilities had to 
be set out before the user started the design analyses process. The PDS Included the 
selected material and its specifications together with the design niodel with its 
geometrical and topological attributes and user requirements (IIIIIXIIIILIIII process Cost 
and time) in terms of constraints. The available manufacturing facilities contained shape 
capabilities, production capacity, processes, machines and cutting tools. The sysicill 
required that this information be provided by the user via the user interface, in ordcr to 
accomplish the required analyses (Figure 6-3). In this case S(Udy, the required 
information, that was prepared, was automatically stored in the database. Suh. ject to tile 
type of information, necessary objects or slots were created and added to the knowledge 
base. The Product Design Specification for the part and tile Manufacturing fýwllltleS IS 
shown in Appendix 1. During this process, intervals (attribute of' slots ill KEE) were 
used effectively for representing and reasoning on the design parameters. hItCrv; 1l Values 
were immediately propagated, via a set of constraints in order to dctect potential 
constraint violations before design analyses commenced. This provided tile designer 
with the capability of avoiding possible conflicts very early In the desion stage. Another 
attribute of slots in KEE is cardinality, which permitted specifying the number of výllucs 
of a slot. Figure 6-3 shows how the cardinality Could be used to restrict tile nuillher of 
values of the set-up time of an EDM process. The system informed the designer of' the 
cardinality violation and did not allow the addition of a second value to the slot sct-Lip In 
the EDM process. 
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is the SURFACEJINISH of SLOT_2 ?6 
is the LOCATION of SLOT_2 ? YX 
is the EDM. MATERIAL. REMOVAL. RATE of SLOT_2 ? 1000 
is the END. MILLI NG. MATE R IAL. REMOVAL. RATE of SLOT_2 ? 5000 
is the MACHINING. APPROACH of SLOT-2 ? 
is the ACCESSIBILITY of SLOT_2 ? 
is the DEPTH of SLOT_2 ? 
is in class BLOCK- SLOT ? 
is in class COUNTER. BORE. HOLES ? 
is in class BLIND. HOLES ? 
is in class PROCESS. CONSTRAINTS 
than INTER MAL. GRINDING, VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL, 
ULTRASONIC, LASERJET, 
kSIVE. JET, ABRASIVE. FLOW, 
. MILLING, END. MILLING, T_DRILLING :? 
----------------------- 
>>>> please provide the following information based on the above processes 
write the name of processes, and then enter the productive hour cost 
and setup time of the processes.. 
The units for productive hour cost and setup time are Lftnin and min.. <<< 
For what unit's PROD UCTIVEMOU R. COST would you like to provide new values ? EDM 
Mat is the PRODUCTIVE. HOUR. COST of EDM ? 0.2 
Adding more values to slot SETUP. TIME of EDM would violate its CARD INALITYMAX 
For what unit's PRODUCTIVEMOUR. COST would you like to provide new values ? ENDMILLING 
Figure 6-3 Product Design Specification of the Various Requirements ofthe Product's Life Cycle 
6.4.3 Manufacturing Capacity Checking 
Manufacturing capacity checking was the first step in commencing the design analyses. 
The information obtained from the user, via the user interface, was used to carry out this 
analysis. At this stage, in the system, the manufacturing capacity agent checked the 
available manufacturing capacity against the user requirements and the specification of 
the design model. As the manufacturing capacity wits defincd to he between 100 and 
1000 per shift, and the user requirement was 99 per shift, there wits an inconsistclicy 
between these two requirements. Warnings were given to the Liser, on the des'(111 41 11 
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6.4.3.1 Conflict Detection and Resolution 
When an agent in the system detected inconsistencies or when any constraints wcre 
violated such as the one, which existed between the user requirement and 
rn anufactu ring, the reasons for the inconsistencies were immediately generated Iii tile 
"Typescript Windows" of the user interface. Then suggestions were generated, by tile 
consistency agent, in order to enable the user to resolve the conflict (Figure 6-5). 
any character to proceed. 
WIDTH OF PART IS 120 mm AND IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
SE MAXIMUM MANUFACTURABLE. WIDT" 13 BETWEEN 10 mm AND 125 mm... 
any character to proceed. 
E LENGTH OF PART IS 120 mm AND IT IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL, 
SHOULD BE BETWEEN 10 mm AND 100 nim ... PLEASE CHANGE IT TO GO ON TO THE NEXT ANALYSIS AT 
E PROMPT... 
THE VALUE YOU HAVE ENTERED IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE MANUFACTURII-16 CEI L.. PL[-ASE 
ENTER NEW VALUE FOR THE LENGTH OF PART: I 
Figure 6-5 Conflict Resolution 
Then, the programme stopped running for a while and waited for in format loll (0 hC 
typed by the user at the prompt window. The new infOrniation was propagated again. 11' 
neither violations in the design consistency panel nor warnings were reportcd by tile 
system, the manufacturing capacity checking was complete. Finally, the results of the 
manufacturing capacity checking are displayed in the "Typescript Windows- I'or the 
user's information (Figure 6-6). 
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E WIDTH OF PART 13 120 mm AND IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
OSE MAXIMUM MANUFACTURABLE. WIDTH IS BETWEEN 10 mm AND 125 min... 
any character to proceed. 
----------- 
E LENGTH OF PART IS 120 min AND IT IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF THE MANUFACTURING Q LI, 
SHOULD BE BETWEEN 10 nin) AND 100 mm ... PLEASE CHANGE IT TO GO ON TO THE NEXT ANALYSIS AT 
E PROMPT... 
E VALUE YOU HAVE ENTERED IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL.. Pt FAsr I 
-ER NEW VALUE FOR THE LENGTH OF PART: 100 
pe any character to proceed. 
pe any character to proceed. 
E LENGTH OF PART IS 100 rnm AND IT IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL, 
SHOULD BE BE-nVEEN 10 mm AND 100 mm ... PLEASE CHANGE IT TO GO ON TO THE NEXT ANALYSIS Al 
E PROMPT... 
E VALUE YOU HAVE ENTERED IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL.. PLEASU 1. 
ER 14EW VALUE FOR THE LENGTH OF PART: 99 
pe any character to proceed. 
pe any character to proceed. 
[THE LENGTH OF PART IS 99 mm AND IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
I WHOSE MAX. MANUFACTURABLE. LENGTH 13 BETWEEN 10 mm AND 100 mm... 
Figure 6-6 Results of Manufacturing Capacity Checking 
6.4.4 Manufacturability Analysis 
When the manufacturing capacity checking was completed, the inanufacturahility 
analysis could be carried out. The rnanufacturabifity agent checked the type of' part 
(rotational or non-rotational), the dimensions, depth/diainetcr ratio (IM), and 
accessibility of the manufacturing form features. In the case Study, the diameter of' the 
holes was restricted to the limit between 8 and 80 min. In addition, depth/chanictcr ratio 
(1/d) was limited up to 8, and type of the part was classified as non-rotational. 11' any of' 
these constraints were violated, the user was warned mimcdiately. The user was then 
provided with suggestions on how to solve these conflicts. The system provided the user 
with a report of any changes that were made on the features via the -Typescript 
Windows" (Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7). 
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KEE Typescdpt Window 
I'ype any character to proceed 
mmTHE DIAMETER CHECKING OF *[Unit: T_HOLE-4 MANUFACTURE0071 IS OK.... 
rype any character to proceed 
MMTHE DIAMETER CHECKING OF #[Unit THOLE-3 MANUFACTURE007) IS OK 
I! ype any character to proceed 
m>>>THE DIAMETER CHECKING OF #[Unit THOLE-2 IWIUFACTURELIL171] IS OK 
rype ajiy character to proceed 
>ý>>ý>THE DIAMETER CHECKING OF #[Unit T_HOLE_1 MANUFACTURE007] IS Of. 
rype any character to proceed 
>>>>>PRODUCTION QUANTITY IS MEDIUM-LOT SIZE. IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL (: AI)A1_: I'Ii 
rype any character to proceed 
>>>>>THE PRODUCT TYPE IS ENTERED AND IT WILL BE ANALYSED. 
e any character to proceed 
Type any character to proceed 
Type any character to proceed 
Type any character to proceed 
Type any character to proceed 
Press the Go! button to delete vieTTport 
ISend. Mes3aqe value: NIL 
Figure 6-7 Manufacturability Analysis 
The new value entered by the user was propagated through the constraint-network to 
ensure that no constraints, of the design domains, were violated in the system. The 
nianufacturability analysis was completed when no constraint violations were reported 
by the consistency agent. I 
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6.4.5 Process Selection 
Process selection was carried out subject to the completion of' the manufacturing 
capacity checking and manufacturability analysis. The system selected tile possible 
processes, for the features of the component subject to the criteria, which were Included 
in the process selection rules. This was explained in Chapter 5. The availahle machining 
processes that were capable of producing the form features were selected. These 
processes were evaluated and optirnised in the process optimisation stage In ordcr to 
choose the most feasible processes. The results of the process selection were shown ill 
the "Typescript Windows". Here the features of the component and tile possible 
processes for the features were listed in a table. This is shown in Figure 6-8. The leature 
volumes, which give the amount of the material to be removed From tile component was 
initially calculated. Then process time and cost were estimated. 
an", ch'r act, f, -ý pý,, ýýi 
............................................................................ THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
.;;; ; ................................................................... 
POSSIBLE PROCESSES 
. ... ..... ..... ..... * ................ ; '[Uni't ... 




rype any character to proceed 




[Uni't"SLOT 2'MANUFA'CTUREOO'7'1 MILLING 
................. ...... ............... 
............................................................................ 
EON 
rype any character to proceed 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
.................................................................. 
TURE POSSIBLE PROCESSES 










rype any character to prweei 
------------ TIIE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 
-------------------- 
FEATURE POSSIBLE PROCESSES 
................. = ......................................................... 
t[Unit. T_HOLE_2 MANUFACTURE0071 DRILLING 
............. v .................................... == ....................... 
EDM 
MILLING 
Figure 6-8 Process Selection 
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6.4.6 Cutting Tool Selection 
When the process selection for the form features of the part was conipletc, the cumill-I 
tools to produce the form features were selected. In this case study, tile User prOV1dCd 
information on the available cutting tools as mentioned in section 6.2. L Given tile 
selected material with its hardness, the type and dimensions oftlic forin features and tile 
selected feasible process for the component features, the cutting 
tool selection agent 
11 t7' 
carried out the selection of the cutting tools and displayed the fL1ll-1-CSUltS [1-0111 tile 
cutting tool selection process. This is shown In Figure 6-9. 
THE RESULTS OF C UTT ING TOOL SELECTION 
==================. =. ===================== ... ==-====. = ................................... 
EATURE 
--=====. =========================. = ........ = ....... = ... =. = ................................. 
[Unit: T_HOLE_4 MANUFACTURE007] d: 10 mm 
.......... ========== ........ 
RILLING TOOL d TYPE COST 
[Unit: DRILLING-TOOL_1 MANUFACTUP10071 IA 
yfe any character to picrped 




[Unit: T_HOLE_3 MANUFACTURE0071 d: 10 mm 
=== ............ = ....... ..................................................................... 
RILLING TOOL d TYPE COST 
[Unit: DRILLING-TOOL_l MANUFACTURE10071 10 mm HS5 .1 
ý'Fp any ch. afartef to pic, eed 
THE RESULTS OF CUTTING TOOL SELECTION 
................ 
EATURE 
............ = ................. 
[Unit: T_HOLE_2 MANUFACTURE0071 d: 10 
RILLING TOOL d TYPE COST 
jUnit: DRILLINGTOOL-l MANUFACTURE0071 10 mm HSS F4 
Yp e: In ýf , -- trt,:, pfocPe 
THE FXSULTS OF CUTrING TOUL SELECTION 
hTUFZ 
Figure 6-9 CuttingTool Selection 
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6.4.7 Machine Tool Selection 
The machine tools were chosen depending on their availability and theii the cutting tool 
selection was made. In this case study, it was assumed that a machining centre was 
available. The machining centre included could accomplish various proccsses such as 
drilling, milling, tapping and threading. The available machine tool, which was 
selected, was displayed in the user interface (Figurc 6- 10). 
Figure 6-10 A Diagram Show's the Available Machine Tools 
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6.4.8 Process TimelCost Estimation and Optimisation 
Process time/cost estimation and optli-nisation is one the most important elements ()I' the 
design analysis. It gives the designers an idea of' the estiniated process time and cost of' 
the component. This enables the designer to determine whether or not the designed 
component can satisfy the pre-defined requirements. The optirnisation of' (lie 1)1-occsscs 
for the part was also carried out together with the process (inic/cost estimation. The 
process selection and optimisation agent calculated process tinic/cost of' the features 01' 
the component, and selected the most feasible processes suh. lect to dic pi-c-deflned 
criteria. 
6.4.8.1 Process Optimisation 
Design optimisation is the key to concurrent product 1111d process design. It Was Cal-I-ICd Z, Z7 
out at all levels of the design process. III this section, how tile developed system coilld 
deal with the optlinisation of the machining processes for tile part's featurcs Is 
explained. The optimisation process included various steps (Figure 6-11 ). When the 
designer chose process optimisation frorn the "Concurrent lingniiecring MCIILI- tile 
optimisation agent immediately started to analyse form I'Cawres, select possible 
processes for each feature and the criteria for tile optinilsation and evillL1,111011 of tile 
processes. To do this a table was generated by the agent (Table 6-1 ). The table colliallied 
constraints for processes of each feature, subject to their input abOUt process time, Cost 
and tool cost. Agent carried out process time and cost calculations for possible processes 
of the form features. Each form feature was matched with it number of' processes that 
could be used to produce it. For T Hole I there were three possible processes, Drilhill, 
EDM and Milling. For Slot I there were two possible processes, EDM and Millino as 
shown in Figure 6-8. The generation ot' this table helped to determine possible 
processes, for each form feature in order to Carry Out tile evaluation 01' tile collihinallOll 
of all processes for the component by assigning one process only to cach featUl-C In (urn. 
This helped the designer to evaluate hundreds of process combinations [or the part. 
However, this process may take a lot of time to find avallable and feasible processes for 
each feature. Therefore, in order to find feasible processes in reasonable aniotint oftinic, 
the processes, which were not feasible, had to be omitted froin (lie (able. The rule-based 
algorithm was developed to deal with this problem. 
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The system also provided the designer with the ability of defining 111aXIIIILIIII process 
cost and time for the part. This provided the system with flexibility to kcep total process 
cost and time of the part to the predefined values. Then, the system evaluated (lie 
possible processes, for machining the form features of the part, by comparing process 
costs and times, and the other variables against the uscr requirements. Feasible 
processes were considered to be the ones satisfying the user requirements. it was 
possible to select one of the feasible process combinations as it solution or further 
evaluation was possible. The predefined constraints Could be chan-ed to obtain a 
feasible solution to satisfy the given requirements. MaXIIIILIIII process time and Cost 
could be re-defined by the designer to obtain it feasible set of process combination it' 
necessary. The results of the process selection and optinfisation was shown In Fl"Urc 6- 
12. 
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Figure 6-11 Steps in Process Optimisation 
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THE RESULTS OF PROCESSES EVALUATION AND COST-TIME FIGURES 
.................................................................................................. 
FEATURE TIME(min/unit) TOTAL COST (C) / 100 unit 
*[Unit, T_HOLE_2 MANUFACTURE007] 
= ........................ = ........................................................................ 
MACHINING PROCESSES DRILLING 0,23 26.85 
===========. ==.. ==== ........................................................ 
EDM 0ý80 76 9S 
======================. ================================ ........................................... 
MILLING 0 16 21 06 
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............................. THE RESULTS OF PROCESSES EVALUATION AND COST-TI14E FIGURES 
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FEATURE TIME (min/unit) COST 100 unit 
........... ==== ................... 
#[Unit: SLOT 2 MANUFACTURE007] 
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MACHINING PROCESS EDM 3.12 264.87 
.............................. 
MILLING 0.16 58.66 
.................. ==-===. ==.. -. =.. =. == ... = ........ = ...... = ...... === ............. 
, ny charartýr t, proceed 
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any character to picceed 
any character to proceed 
any character to proceed 
THE RESULTS OF PROCESSES EVALUATION-AND COST-TIME FIGURES 
Figure 6-12 Process Time/Cost Calculation and Optimisation 
In the case of a hole with an aspect ratio O/d) which is greater than 20, (lie system 
selected a non-traditional machining techniques which is EDM. Despite the cost oI' this 
process is much higher than the other processes, it is the only I'Ci,,; Iblc process to C 
machine this particular feature as shown in Figure 6-13. In the casc of' ocncrýjt IIIo thc an, 1ý I- 
cooling holes in a gas turbine blade, the aspect ratio ofa hole is higgcr than 20. 
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TliE RESULTS OF PROCESSES EVALUATION AND COST-TIME FIOURES 
............................................................................... 
TIME(xinAmit) TOTAL COST (Q / 100 unit 
............................................................................... 
#[Unit: T_HOLE-2 XVWACTURED071 
-------------------------------- 





any character to proceed. 
any character to proceed. 
>>>> THE FEASIBLE PROCESS Or #[Urtit: T_HOLE_2 XAMFACTUREO071 IS EDX AND 
ITS COST IS r. 769.50.. 
any character to proceed. 
any character to proceed. 
a any character to proceed. 
Figure 6-13 Feasible Process Selection for An Air Cooling Holes 
6.4.9 Prototype Testing 
The prototype testing was carried out by the system after the process time and cost 
estimations and the selection and optimisation of the feasible processes of the 
component had been completed. The prototype agent calculated the process cost of all 
the features of the part, and compared it to the predefined process cost in the PDS. The 
results of this comparison were displayed in the Typescript Window and the design 
consistency control panel. Using the results of the prototype testing, the final decision 
on manufacturing the component could be made (Figure 6-14). 
Type any character to proceed. 
............................................................................ PROTOTYPE TESTING 
............................................................................ 
THE ESTIMA X&MACTURING COST OF PART IS LOWER THAN THE PROPOSED TARGET 
XMWACTURINO COST.. T! lE TARGET MAWACTURING COST IS L60 AIM THE ESTIMATED 
MANUFACTURING COST L50. 
............................................................................ 
Type ang character to proceed. 
Preag s COI button to delete vievport. 
value: NIL 
Figure 6-14 Prototype Testing 
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6.4.10 Agetits Cominuizication 
Communication is one of the most important issues in an agent-based environment. 
There were interdependencies between design activities represented by tile agents In file 
system. This required interactions and information sharing between these apents in order 
to carry out design analyses. To provide efficient information processing, aillolli4st 
agents in order to achieve their individual goals without any conflicts, the agelits silarcd 
an object-oriented knowledge base, which was easily accessible to each aocrit. Desion 
analyses were sequentially carried out by the agents. However, the consistency apent 
was active during the analyses, in order to efficiently deal with constraints violation. It 
provided the designer with the capability to detect, display and resolve conflicts and 
worked co-operatively with other agent in order to manage interdependencies hetwecil 
design tasks performed, so as to achieve a SUCCCSSI'Lli design that satisfied all tile 
constraints. 
6.4.11 Consistency Monitoring 
Consistency monitoring was another advantages ofthe developed system. It enabled the 
designer to monitor inconsistencies during the design analyscs. This hclpc(l desiglic, "s to 
understand what was really happening during the decision-niaking. The system provided 
the designers with consistency monitoring, via the design consistency pancl and III (lie 
Typescript Window, which were parts of the user Interface. The panel consisted of a 
number of active images linked to the slots, which included (lie value of ýj (IC'S1011 
variable (in this case, it was the production size), which had to he monitored. 
When the conflict between the maximum manufacturing capacity and tile predchilcd 
component's length as explained in section 6.2.2.1, was resolved, this WOLIM be ShOWn 
in the design consistency panel (Figure 6-15). The "Typescript Window,,, " enabled tile 
designers to monitor the inconsistencies. It provided thern with reasons in tile [orin ol' 
text. The systern also offered the designers with the ability to solve tile inconsistencies 
through the consistency agent during the analyses. The consistency agent provided tile 
designers with the suggestions as shown in Figure 6-6. Any changes made were 
immediately highlighted oil the consistency panel. No violations would be monitored 11' 
all the constraints were satisfied. 
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The developed intelligent prototype system has been evaluatcd in this chapter throuph 
the design of a cylinder head. The case study showed that this system had very good 
potential for supporting the aims of CE and could be used by (tic designers efficiently to 
achieve successful designs by avoiding design conflicts In tile early design stages. The 
conclusions taken frorn the case study demonstrated that tile system liad tile following 
major contributions to the area of CE: 
0 This system provided the designer with the concurrent considerat loll of' requirements 
of the different life cycle domains of the cylinder head in the carly design stages. This 
enabled a successful product design to be accomplished. 
0 Since the system allowed designers to define maximum process cost and time for tile 
component it can help manufacturers to make strategic decision-making when cost and 
time are relatively important. Also, rnanufacturcl-s Call det'llic then- own criteria subject 
to priorities such as time, cost and tolerance. 
0 The systern enabled designers to design the component in in interactive and User- 
friendly environn-ient and to optirmse it based Oil LlSel- I-CqUircinents, production cal)acity, 
tool rnanufacturability analysis, feasible process selection, machine tool allot cL1111% 
selection, optimum cutting parameter selection. 
It provided the optimum utilisation of the available 11111111.1faCtUrIng faClIltles, wlllClj 
Would lead to cost reduction. 
0 In order to make the final decision quickly, the designer was 1)1-()vl, (Ic(i with file 1,1111- 
results of the analyses of manufacturing, capacity checking, MallUfaCtIll-abilify 111alySIS. 
material selection, process selection, Cutting tool selection, machine selection, proccss 
cost/tirne estimation and optimisation. 
0 The consistency management system provided the cicsigner with the ability to (letect, 
monitor and resolve conflicts, which arose from different design areas. 
0 The systern provided the designer with exp I anat foils for tile reason for tile conflicts, 
and displayed alternatives from which the LISCr llýld to make selection to solve tile 
conflict. This ensured that the design was consistent \Vltll the J)roduct's lif cycle 
requirements. 
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Overall, it can be concluded that thefollowing was possible: 
1) Avoidance of design conflicts, which lead to costly-design iterations through an 
effective consistency management system, 
2) Providing the designer with results 0 various design analyses such as process f 
selection and optintisation and prototype testing to make. final decisions on design 
quickly, 
3) Enabling the maximum and economical use of the available manufticluring 
facilities to lower product cost via the feasible process selection and ophinisation. 
4) Since the developed system enables companies to define their own criteria such as 
time, cost and quality the use of the system can help them to make stralegic 
decision-making on launching new products. 
5) Optimisation of the design subject pre-dýfbted criteria and various design tasks 




The research work described in this thesis has three IM1.101- COMI-1111.111011S 10 
implementing the concurrent engineering philosophy: integration, optinlisatioll and 
design consistency. It was carried out to integrate various issues III a product's life CyCIC, 
in a more consistent manner and in the early stages of the design process, In order to 
enable designers to achieve successful product designs that satisfied all the I-C(ILII'I'CI)ICIIIS 
that arise from these life cycle issues. This provided (lie designers with (lie ability to 
optimise product designs subject to the predefined criteria by avoiding any conflicts Ill 
the design process. This was achieved only by the use of' state-of-the-art IT tools ill Ill 
integrated environment. 
The literature survey in Chapter 2 indicated that current models could not oI'I, cI, it 
complete solution to the integrated product development. This wits hCCaUSc 01* 
limitations on the consideration of requirements of various 111'C cycle donjilins, which 
had to be met by the designed product. This necessitated complex and t1inely 
interactions between various areas. For these rcasons, it new integrated study of tile 
concurrent engineering methodology for designing mechanical Components has bccII 
demonstrated in this thesis. A prototype constraint-bascd design environment has been 
developed for achieving such an integration leading to the Successful 1111plenjentation of
the concurrent design methodology in the design process. 
The achievements of this research work are as follows: 
1. A constraint-based design environment for concurrent design ol' components was 
developed by incorporating various life cycle requirements into the design proccss. 
2. The integration of important aspects ofthe desi,, Iii process SLICII as capacity cliccking" 
process selection, optirnisation and prototype testing were achieved. 
3. The process selection and optimisation of the intended components in terms of user 
requirements and process time were achieved. 
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4. Achievement of a higher level of consistency between the above design aspects 
through a conflict resolution systerri. 
5. The system enabled designers to design components in an Interachve and user- 
friendly environment and to optirmse it based on pre-defincd I-C(IL111'eMents, 
production capacity, manufacturability analysis, I'CasIbIc process selection, machine 
too] and cutting too] selection, optimum cutting parameter selection. 
6. The developed systern enabled companies to define their own criteria SLICII as (1111C, 
cost and quality, hence helping them to make strategic (Iccision-making on 
launching new products. 
7. Complete results of all design analyses in the early stagcs ol'the (lesigi, 1)1-()ccss. 
The major findings of this research work are SLI111111,11-iSed aS follows. 
7.1 An Intelligent Design Environment for Concurrent Product and Process 
Design 
A prototype system for Concurrent product and process design has been (Icvcl()I)c(l. 'I'llis 
system enabled designers to achieve successful product designs by colicuri-clit 
consideration of all downstream Issues related to tile product life Cycle In tile CýIrly 
design stages through the const rai n t- based system. The developed system dcalt with 
design conflicts between different life cycle dornains. It also provided process selection, 
time/cost estimation and optirnisation in order to hclp designers to deternillic tile 
feasibility of the intended component in the early stages of the design process. The 
research described in this thesis represents 111,1, jor contribut lolls to tile '11-ca of' Concurrent 
engineering. These can be sunii-narised in the following sections: 
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7.1.1 In tegration of The Life Cycle Issues Titrough Tit e Constraint- Based ýyslenl 
As concurrent engineering philosophy aims to incorporate all issues associated with the 
product's life cycle into the design phase in the early design stages, tile integi-ation ol" 
some of these issues such as PDS, material selection, manufacturing capability ýInd 
process selection has been deinonstrated in Chapter 3. Information froin different design 
areas was organised in the form of objects and constraints in order to carry OLIt Val-IOLIS 
design analyses. The developed systern contained the following featUIVS: 
1. The integration of various issues in a product's life cycle- part represciltal loll, 
product design specification, manufacturability analysis, process selection and 
optimisation, manufacturing capacity checking, process cost/tirne estimation, 
machine and cutting tool selection and prototype testing. The systcin enahled In 
designers to have a complete result of these tasks during the design proccss (ClIapter 
3 and 4). 
2. The systern included the requirements of the life cycle Issues 01' the 1)1-0(11ICt, In 111C 
form of objects and constraints. This provided an easy and effective organisation ol' 
design and manufacturing knowledge. Z: ) 
3. The integration of production rules with object-oricrited programming was achieved 
in the same rules classes to reduce the 111.1111ber Of rules, create more powerhil I-tile 
application and make the system flexible, and run inore efficiently. 
4. A user-friendly interface consisted of inenus for design analyses, a desion I- 
consistency panel for monitoring inconsistencies and a "Typcscript Window" I'or Lý 
providing the designer with complete results of the analyses and conflict rcsolution. 
5. This system could be extended easily to achieve the involvement of other activilles 
of product's life cycle into the design process. 
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7.1.2 Process Selection, TimelCost Estimation and Optimisation 
Since process selection, cost estimation and optimisation are important issues in product 
design, a methodology for the evaluation and optimisation of manufacturing processes 
was developed. The major contributions of this methodology are summarised as 
follows. 
1. It provided designers with the ability to design products concurrently, select 
manufacturing processes and evaluate and optimise them by the consideration of 
different product life cycle requirements and user constraints and avoiding design 
conflicts. 
2. The methodology enabled designers to carry out real-time cost estimation, generate 
feasible process plans, and deal with conflict situations using the constraint-based 
system. 
3. A rule-based algorithm for the estimation and optimisation of manufacturing 
processes was developed. The rule-based algorithm provided the evaluation of 
available processes for the features of parts in terms of user requirements and 
process time/cost (Chapter 5). 
4. Designers were provided with a complete report on results of the process selection, 
time/cost estimation and optimisation, in order to ensure the manufacturability of the 
intended part. 
The results drawn from the system were promising. Using this system, a significant 
reduction in the product cost and lead-time could be achieved. 
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7.1.3 Design Consistency 
In order to carry out the design tasks, by avoiding design conflicts betwcen the different 
design domains, a design consistency management module wits developed and linked to 
the system. From the design consistency point Of view, the illa-101- Colit 1-1 but I oils I'l-0111 tills 
research work are summarised as follows. 
1. An effective management of information exchange and decision making within 
agents (design areas) was developed. This was based on the constraints 
programming technique presented in (Section 4.7.1, pp. 92-94) 
2. This system enabled designers to consider various critical tasks (overall co- 
ordination, control, consistency, and data integrity). 
3. Design inconsistencies between (fifferent desi n domains were overcome by a t: l 9 
conflict resolution systern (Section 4.7.2, pp. 95, Section 4.7.3, pp. 96-97, Section 
6.2.9, pp. 134), which in turn reduced product development time. 
4. The designers could monitor design inconsistencies through it (Icsigil colisistency 
panel, which was part of the user interface. It Included 11MILIS 1'01- design ajjýjlySCS i111(i 
conflict resolution, active images for consistency monitoring and textural displaNis for 
the results of the analyses. 
7.2 Summary 
The developed systern enabled designers to colICLU'rently design successful products, in 
an interactive design environment, with the complete satisfaction oftlic VIHOLIS IypCS Of 
requirements arising from different aspects of the product's life cycle, I)y jivoi(lino I- 
design inconsistencies that resulted in the design iterations leading to lon"er Icad-tillic 
and higher product cost. 
This system provided the designer with an interactive design environment where 
successful concurrent product designs were achieved with a high level (ý/' overall 
consistency by: 
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* Full integration of design and manufacturing activities via the proposed 
approach, 
e Avoiding design inconsistencies, which resulted in costly-design iterations 
through an effective consistency managementsystem, hence less product development 
time, 
e Providing the designer with the capahility (#'making. 1inal decisions on designs 
quickly via the results of various design analyses such as process selection and 
optimisation andprototype testing, 
e Enahling the manufacturers to produce products with the maximum and 
economical utilisation of the manufacturing facilities availahle to reduce product cosl 
via thefeasihle process selection and optimisation. 
9 The developed system provided companies with the abili(v (#'dtfining their own 
criteria such as time, cost and quality, hence helping them to make strategic decision- 




This research work hits contributed to the implementation 01' COIICLII-I-Cilt engineering 
strategy from three perspectives: integration, optirnisation and design consistency. 
However, many interesting questions have been raised in this thesis. Further 1-cscarch Is 
required to extend concurrent engineering framework so that the involveillent of all 
issues related to the product's life cycle can be achieved, in order to design coinponents 
satisfying all the requirements of these issues. A broader framework could be developed 
through suitable extensions to this research. Future research t1hit IS 11CCCSSary in SCVCI-, l 
areas is summarised as follows. 
8.1 Integration 
Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach. It allyis to ncorp()ratc tile product, " 111, c 
cycle issues into the design phase, at an early design stage In order to reduce product 
cost and lead-time. In this research work, the integration of many of these issues has 
been achieved. However, there are other important domains that need to be llivolvcd in 
the design process, in order to bring the full benefits of' the implementation of tile 
concurrent engineering philosophy to the mantlfaCtUrCrS. For this reason, the other isstics 
such as assembly, disposability and recyclability need to be integrated to achieve it 
higher level of concurrency between different design areas. 
8.2 Information Modelling and Management 
Information related to the different design areas needs to he modelled in a [Orniat ihýll 
can be utilised for executing different design tasks. The tCCIIIII(ILICS used 1'01- 1111'01-111,1111011 
modelling in this research work had certain limitations. Firstly, complex designs were 
not easy to represent in the form ofconstraints. SCCOndly, a huge a11101-11111 Of 11'01-111allo" 
would be needed in the form of various types of modelling [CCIIIII(ILIC, So IS 10 
effectively use the information. 
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However, this may lead to data incompatibility between different design doinains. 
Therefore, it is necessary to implement standard data exchange protocols (STEP). The 
solution in constraint-based intelligent systerns is reached by the satisfaction of" all (lie 
constraints associated with a problem. The procedure for this is sequential, nainely cacli 
design task has to be carried out. This can be seen its it boring process. Therefore, tile 
multi-agent approach needs to be fully adapted for the existing sysicill to achieve tile 
efficient management of information exchange and decision-making activities and carry 
out design tasks concurrently. 
8.3 Process Selection and Optimisation 
There are many issues related to process selection and optinusation that have to hc 
exploited. These issues should be included in the design process in order to ýJcljicvc the 
successful Implementation of the concurrent product development. Further research 
effort is required in areas such as sequencing, too] path analyses and schcdulliitý, in ordcr 
to achieve the involvement of requirernents of these areas in the design process. 
8.4 Quantification of Achievable Benefits 
Although, a case study has demonstrated that real benefits can be scen in tile (Icvcl()I)c(l 
system, it is necessary to test the system on a wider range of' industrial pi-oducls. 'I'llIS 
could provide the basis for quantification benefits frOrn tile use 01' tile SYSIC111. 'I'lle caSC 
study carried out here has demonstrated that the system provided tile designer will] tile 
full report on the feasibility of manufacturing the intended component at the early 
design stages. This would help designers to determine whether tile part was 
econornically manufacturable. However, a full cost estimation exercise should he 
carried out which real costs supplied by industry, in order to quantify possible henchts 
frorn the system. Also, in order to reduce process costs the relevance of Group 
Technoloay (GT) as a technique for grouping similar parts should be investipaled. t) 11 
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8.5 Application 
The prototype system developed in this research work Could be used WS ýt (ICCISIOI) 
support tool for concurrent product development, which Would assist designers and 
process planners in designing products at lower cost with shorter lead-11111C and with .1 
higher customer satisfaction. The systern has been developed to be it useful C011CUITC11t 
decision support system with due regard to industrial expectations, use ind 
acceptability. However, further testing for different type ofcomplex products In Vill'IOLIS 
industrial sectors should be carried out to identify the full benefits and the problems (A' 
using the prototype system for possible future improvement. The difficulty III Obillining 
correct and accurate data from industry was a problem, which does not allow tile re, 11 
potential benefits of the developed system to be reallsed. Group TCC1111010gy (GF) CoUld 
be implemented for classifying similar products in order to lower l)I-0dUCtIOII Cost ; lIld 
shorten process time. 
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APPENDIX 1 
PRODUCT DESIGN SPECIFICATION, 
1. An Example of A Manufacturing Cell 
Capability: 
Max production capacity: 1000 per shift 
Min production capacity: 100 per shift 
Max manufacturable height: 150 min 
Min manufacturable height (h): 10 nini 
Max manufacturable length (1): 100 nim 
Min manufacturable length: 10 mm 
Max manufacturable width (w): 125 irim 
Min. manufacturable width: 10 nim 
Holes: 08- 80 mm 
Available Processes: 
Drilling, EDM, Milling and Grinding. 
Material Removal Rates of The Available Processes: EDM = 1000 niniVinin for holes 
and slots, Drilling = 3500 rnm 3111, in; Milling = 4500 inni'/niin for slots and faces, and 
for holes similar to drilling. 
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Cost: 
Target process cost: 50 pound (required by the designer) 
Set-up times: 
Set-ups: EDM=30 min; Drilling=20 rnin; Milling=20 min 
2. Part 
QuantitV: 
Lot-size: 90 per shift 
Material: 
Type: Grey cast iron (3.5 % C, 2.25 % Silicon, 0.65 % Manganese) 
Hardness: 200 BHN 
Dimensions: 
h: 20 mm 
1: 120 min 
w: 120 mm 
Features: 




1: 20 mm 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 rnm 
+0.16 rnrn 
surface finish: 6 pm 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 mm 
x-from the datum: 15 nirn 
y-from the daturn: 15 mm 
z-form the datum: -20 rnm 
location: face_1 (xy) 
Hole-2: 
d: l0mm 
1: 20 mm 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 nim 
+0.16 mm 
surface finish: 6 pm 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 mm 
x-from the datum: 105 nim 
y-from the datum: 15 mm 
z-from the datum: -20 rnm 
location: face_ I (xy) 
Hole-3: 
d: 10 mm 
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L 20 mm 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 rnm 
+0.16 rnm 
surface finish: 6 ltm 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 mm 
x-from the datum: 105 mrn 
y-from the datum: 105 mm 
z-from the datum: -20 rnm 
location: face-I (xy) 
Hole-4: 
d: 10 rnm 
1: 20 mm 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 nirn 
+0.16 mrn 
surface finish: 6 pin 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 rm-n 
x-from the datum: 15 rnm 
y-frorn the datum: 105 rnm 
z-from the datum: -20 mm 
location: face_l (xy) 
3. Slots: 
Slot-1: 
d: 30 mm 
1: 25 mm 
177 
radius (R): 5 mm 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 mm 
+0.16 mm 
surface finish: 6 pm 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 mm 
x-from the datum: 25 nirn 
y-from the daturn: 30 mm 
z-from the datum: -20 rnrn 
location: face_l (xy) 
Slot-2: 
d: 30 rnm 
1: 25 mm 
radius (R): 5 nirn 
dimensional tolerance: -0.1 mni 
+0.16 nim 
surface finish: 6 ýtin 
accessibility: yes 
finish allowance: 3 mm 
x-from the daturn: 70 mrn 
y-fr/m the daturn: 60 min 
z-from the daturn: -20 rnrn 
location: face_1 (xy) 
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A prototype constraint-based system for the 
automation and optimization of machining processes 
A Gayretli and HS Abdalla* 
Department of INIechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, De MontfOrt University, Leiccstcr, IJK 
Abstract: This paper presents an Intelligent design system that enables designers to consider 11 tile 
early stages of the design process all issues associated with the product life cycle. The cýiiltialloii ýmd 
optimization of machining processes are among the most iMpOrtant aspects 01' l1ICsC INSLICS. I*eLjLIII'llI1_1 
the involvement of various types of information from tile different aspects of' the product life c%cle. 
The representation of this inforination in efficient formal is very important l'Or C, 11-1-0111-1 Out diffCI-Cilt 
desian tasks. In order effectively to marlaue information excliangc within differcill dcsj, _, jI illid 
manufacturing domains. it is necessary to provide an efficient and tiniely conlill Lill ic., t ioll Ilemork 
Therefore, various critical tasks such Lis O%crall coordination, control. coiisisten it, I faia C% it ( 
integritý have to be considered in order to avoid costly design iterations. I'llis reseill-cli ý11-jicjc jjýls 
focused on the de%elopment of it prototype system for Inachining procc, "'s ol-)Illlll/illl()Il. 
Tile system uses it combination of both Inatheillaticill Inethods ; Illd 
techniques Lind provides designers With tile CýalLlal]'Oll and Ol)IIII)i/atIOII Of IciPilhit: illilC111111111-1 
processes in it consistent manner at the earlý stages of tile deslu'll process. As it resull, tIIlc\j1cclCd 
and costly design Iterations. which result In wast'lue of it ý! reat illiloillit of ellu'lliecrill'-, 11111C ýIlld 
effort. and in I Ionger lead time. can be avoided. 
The development process has passed thrOU'U'll f0Ur Illa_101- Still-IC. S F'H-Stl. ýý J11 IIIICIII!! Clll COW, 11, ýlllll- 
based design system for concurrent product and process HICILI(IIIII-1 it Illitch iII 
optimization module, has been developed. Secondly. tile product 1'ealureS, l_)I_oCCSSes, tilll C ; Illkl 
requirements have been represented in the 1,01-111ilt of constraints, frallies, ohlects and prodlictiOll 
rules in order to be utilized to accomplish dil'Ferent design tasks. Thirdly, rules for tile wlectloll Aild 
optimization of' Ceasible processes for Complex features have been \, kl-lttcll, and fillallý, Lill 1111,011IIA- 
tion manauement system. with a conflict resolution Il1eChaI1ISIII. hits I)CCII dC%elol)CLl to iICIIIC%C 
Consistencv in int , ormation exchange and decision-niaking activities between tile difl' &,, i! 2n 
areas. 
Keywords: concurrent engineering, process Optimization. cost estimation, constraints. knowledge- 
based systems. feature-based design, object -orien ted programming. design consistencv. conflict 
resolution 
I INTRODUCTION 
The product development cycle encompasses several 
aspects, including marketing, conceptual design. detail 
design. process selection and quality control. In each of 
these areas there is an opportunity for manufacturers to 
gain competitive advantages by the outperforming 
others. 
The MS iia. s re(eired on 9 Deccoiber 19()S and ivas accepted alier 
reuision jor publication on II Fcbruarv I c), )t). 
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The CUrrent trend forces companies to ]OW- 
cost and high-quality products In order to mallitaill 
1, their competitiveness al tile highest possible leNcl. This 
can be achieved by the best Use 01' 
reSOUrces such as machine tools, cutting toois. lahour 
and processes to minimize the amount )I' nine spent 
adding cost. This results III an etTective ýmd 1', ist re- 
SPOIISe to In, 11-ket retIl-Ilrements. Concurrent ýMUinecring 
IS ý1 SVSteIMItiC IppI-OJCh 10 the jilteý-IrItC(L C011CUITC111 
development ot'a prOdUCt MI(I Its J-CIýItCd ICtI%It1CS SUCII 
as process selection. toohng and time, cost esli, 11,11101, it, 
order to meet CLIStomer requiremenis. It is therefore 
llcc"SSýII'N' tO achic"C tile conctirrCill 111%okcrilcm ()I, 
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various life cycle perspectives in the product develop- 
ment process. 
Concurrent engineering allows the design team to 
consider the factors afflecting product cost, lead time, 
manufacturability and selection and evaluation of rna- 
chining processes. Since researchers have given little 
attention to manufacturing cost estimation and opti- 
mization, this recent research work has concentrated oil 
optimization of machining processes as it plays an 
important role in cost reduction [1]. It has been re- 
ported that almost 70 per cent of total product cost is 
based on decisions made at the early stage of the design 
process [2]. 
The various requirements associated with the per- 
spectives of the design process such as part f'eatUres, 
I'C. it Lire -process relations, machine tools, cutting tools, 
cost and tirne have to be taken into coiisideration ill 
concurrent product development to satisfy the market 
expectation. These requirements also have a direct in-l- 
pact oil tile cost effectiveness of' the design. 
Representation of' these reqUireinetits is very inipor- 
taiit for effeCtiVC use during the designi process so as to 
prevent designers /Illa 11 UfIlCt Lll'i 1111 plariiiers froin heing, 
em-niged in a time consuniiing iteratioll Process alld 
anal accomplish niany tasks such ýIS 111,1111.11', lCtUrahllli. ý - 
ysis. process selectioii mid process time and cost estillia- 
tion. Constraint-based SVStelIlS M'C LISC1111 tools thM 11'e 
used to model and handle designi reqUirenients. ll(m- 
ever. complex designs cannot be casliv represelited ill 
tile forin of' constraints and variables. These systems 
Should also off'er flexibility to enable desil-mers to ifflach 
ticw databases to the system. Ill addition. the%, niw)t 
Include an informatioii management system for limi- 
dliiig any design conflicts oi- constraint ýiokltl()ll. 
Ali efficient and timely communication network sys- 
tern should be provided within different design and 
nianufacturina areas so that effective management of 
those constraints can be achieved. Various critical tasks 
Such as overall coordination, control, consistency, and 
data intearity have to be considered in order to prevent 
costly design iterations. This necessitates establishing 
local area networks (LANs) within the organization to 
achieve the integration of' different desigii areas in a 
consistent manner. Such integration needs a strategy 
for conflict resolution and reaching a consensus deci- 
sion based oil the perspectives of' all relatcd domains. 
Several authors have carried Out research work in the 
area of information modellina and manauerrient, ill- 
ClUdIng Abdalla [31, O'Grady et al. [41, Noble [51, 
Karacali and Bell [6], Balasubramaniarl iind Norne [71 
and Lander and Corkill [8]. 
There is no doubt that a concurrent product develop- 
ment approach improves prodLlCtiVitý' ind helps to 
design products that offer high qLlahtý'ý reliability and 
less cost. It also reduces design iterations. hence leadimy 
to shorter product lead times. Recent research work has 
týecii carried out ill tile area ot'develoning methods mid 
tools [or the estimation and optimization of' mantil'ac- 
Wring costs [9 14]. A 111.1mber ol'p,, ipci-s have examined 
feature-based models 1'()ctjsiii,,, oil machinin-, -, I'Ornl I'ci- 
tures [11,151. Research work ill acti%ity-hased cost esti- 
illation ol' components call be f'ound ill the \o. ork of' 
Shaikh and flansotla 116], Das ct al. 117,181, l. tiong 
and Speddiiq7, [191 and 11ham and Oologu 1201. 
N/lanul'acturability analysis is mother important I', -ic- 
tOr III tile drive to reduce product costs. A number of' 
methods were developed to cnahle designers and manti- 
l'acturing P1111111CI-S to address this detailed anaMls f2l 
231. Existing approaches to process ekaluallon and 
optimization are vellcrallv 11111ited to I'Casihilitý Cul- 
Liatioll and optillw"Itioll o1* particular geolliell, lo: spec- 
ifications and avillable process conihinations mid 
capabilitic. s. The best use ol' available alm-nati%c pio- 
cesses and Concurrent consideration 01, 
liv analysis and process evaluation and optillil/, mlOll 
have not yet hecil hilly exploited. 
S111CC aillol. 11111,01' liffol-IlIdIlOll CXchMI1-'C \k][11111 
dilTerent design are; i,, ýmd decision-makin2 acl k ilic', m-c 
illo, OlVed ill the (ICS1211 I)I-OCC', S, it P, CNSCII[iýll 10 LIOC101) 
Jýj 11ý1,, Cll ]ell( SXr,, ICIII IIIcjjI(jilj,! ýl collilict 
resolution mechallism to deal will ; 111\ 
,"1,1-0111 dilTel-clit dommil. " ()I' lhe producl 111, C C%k arlsillý . 
Ac. 
Therdorc, tile Cocus ill iliv, rescm, ch %\()i-k i's oil achic%- 
illu such optimization. illic!! mIloll 1111d consislello, '% 
2 pRop()", qýl) (*()NS'1'1?. klN'I'-Itýk, --i'lý'l) S)S I VNI 
FOR ('()N(VRRFNT I'RoI)('('*I' 
DI. NFLOPMEN'l 
The proposed 111odcl coll-sists of a Computer aldc(I 
design WAD) solid modelling systcm. u., )cr micil'acc, 
desioll f-cf-wescil Iat loll. C()Il. slslellcv mallill-lel'. C011stralill- 
hased svstem, process ol)lillllz., Itioll and iiianul'. ic- 
turahihiv analysis, and various knm%lcdgc sources (Flo 
1). All of' these elements interact with one miotlicr, 
SLII)jcct to the type of' illf'Orillalion that Is required. It 
provides the designer %%ith a flexll)lc access to any lc%cl 
of' the design process. 
Tile IN-OCedl-ire for designing a component %la (Ill. -, 
Svstelii requires the designer to llltcrýlct vvitli ýl CAD 
system to gencrate a component and its features. ['he 
Product 1111,01-11latioll ohlailicd from this ýyslelll is 
passed to the knowledge-base s\, stcni (K BS) % ia t lie user 
interfacc. '['lie KBS include,, a numba of rllicý fol' 
executing sc%cral ui,, ks, constraints and l"Col-Illatioll 
ahout V, 11-10LIS aspect,, of' the design process. The user 
ClItel-S Illf'ol-111ý1(l'oll ýl., j.. soCjiltCLI "jill 111ý111LII, ICIL11-111! 1 IV- 
sources and capabilities, together wid, otlicl- MVýIs of' 
the de. -sign process. as a set of' colistraints. Based oil tile 
information III-mided from tile designer and ()tile! C\- 
pel-lisc, Ile cll-j-ics oIII \ýll-jous tasks. It hegiws 
. 11%lcit\ý And tilcil \kith 111C 111'ýIct Lin [ILI C, I 
" il In \Icý- !,: I-, r , ,ý,. I:: .I 
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features and dimensions of the component. It continues 
with tile selection of processes, machines and cutting 
tools, and then goes on to evaluate process time and 
cost. Tile system provides the designer with 111 eVah-M- 
tion of all the decisions associated with part design by 
USin"I the rules developed in the knOWIedge-base system. 
It uses information associated with the manUfLICtUr- 
ing, of form features, machine too] and cutting tool 
data, material data, criteria and goals to generate feasii- 
ble process plans. The system (lives reconiniendations 
on a design that cannot be manufactured with tile 
available manufacturing resources. Also. it allows effec- 
tive conflict resolution strategy for design mconsisten- 
cies arisim-, from different areas of' the design proces"'. 
and provides the designer with a User-friendly interface. 
including Visual and WXWI'ýIl results 1'1"0111 tile dllillý, SIS. 
The elements of the proposed system are explained as 
follows. 
2.1 Constraint-based system 
Constraints exist III tel"llis of' relalionshirs hemcell dI I'- 
1'erclit requirements 01' the Product durIng Its 11,1, C 11,111C. 
which hake an important efTect oil the product cost 
time and cfualltý. The constraint-bascd sysicni Is :I tool 
for representimi and handling thesc and 
can be formulated as sets of' constraints. Con. strainl.,, 
are LI. SCCI to model the requirements ýIssocmlcd m(h 
VM_iOLIS lil'C CVCle i. SSLICS 1'01' ClTCCtIVC UsC [Ile 
process. It includes Constraints of' dit'lerclit 
product ]Ile cycle perspectives and design 
tou'ether With a Constraint propagat I on module 1,01, ell- 
- sign consisicilcy \Nitlli the constra Ill ncmoi-L surim, de, Zý III 
When a Value is assi"lled to a Variable ol, the CoIIIPo- 
lient, the constraints propagation module checks [lie 
assigned value to see if' it violates any constraints. A 
valid SOILItiOll is reached by the SMIsl', iction of' all 
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Constraints. Whell a Constraint Violation exists, the user 
is inf'Ormed of' the violation and given a wm-nin, -,, 
t'ollowed by some alternative suggestions 1'rom which 
he'she fia., to make a selection. Ill the s\stem. coil- 
Stl'ililltS 11*C f'oI'IIILIkItCC1 IS I-1.11CS, \,, 16ý11-11CS. ýýI[I)Cs and 
dollialli. 
Tile proposed model covers most aspects of' (Icsign 
Mid IM111111', lCtL11-111,11 C0 1SH"MI)tS, ýkllidl 111CILIdC III-OCCS.  
Constraints, machine constraillis, limicrial colisli-allit"'. 
loolillu, cons[ rallits, Part Constraints, Illaterlai 11m)(iIIIII2, 
COIlStI'iIiIItS 111(1 tOICIZ111CL: Mid NLII-1', ICC fillkh COIISI[Faillk. 
Tile constraint-hased system is als'o linked to I consis- 
tencv mallauel", ellsurill" coll'si-siclit III l'orilla I loll CX- ,, -I 
cliallv, (ý In the Constraint network. 
CollsistencN 
The COll. "istclicv Iliallwel Im. " the respoil"ihililý I'm. 
the dcclsloll-lllakillý, P1*0cC1, S MId kfcýlllllu ý%illi 
C011111cl situations, and pl-midillu, the tl, )Cl- \6111 . 
111"lilica- 
lion ol, decisions made on d'. 111vil. \\ hell 11 delect" 
conflicts, are 10 the Ll"'er \\[III rell"'oll" 
1'01' the ColllliCl. A SMIJI)IC Sll-; IIC--'\ [01- C01111IL'I" 
iý', ; IppIlCd I)v 111C Sý, ýlelll ill order it) ell., 111-C 
collslslcllcý ill the llemoll, ; 111(1 offl- 
pill. The coll'sli. "Iellc%, lium, WC1, klkc 
ilecc, s,,; 11, \ actioll" the plohicill') M tmillL, S0111C 
1,110ge'sliOlls And 14) ohSCl-%C the deslu'll \ 10htlOll" \ ul the 
H. Ser Interface. 
2.3 Design represenialion 
Hie knowIcd, -, c-1)A,, c wolkii 1\1 I (KII'm1k. 
dý, c 
Fimi-onnicill, do'clorcd h\ IntellICOIT. ) 
11ý1:, been u-scd (() ICI)I. CClll Jild Illodcl (11c product 111, C 
Cycle aild 111C illo(K: 1. Milldill'-, Hic 
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and %ýell-organized way is essential in order to 
provide an effective interaction between the various 
design tasks such as design. manufacturing and tool- 
ina. 
An object-oriented representation technique. frames, 
constraints and production rules have been Used for 
the ot-aanization of knowledLc. This consists of 
classes, objects. units, rules in(] or methods with al- 
tributes inherited to . 111 Subclasses. The flexibility of' 
these techniques enables designers to niodity the exist- 
ing objects or classes and add ne" units mid at- 
tributes. 
2.4 Process optimization and rnanufacturabilitý 
analysis 
Tills modUle has a rLde-based algorithm for analysinU 
tile COlIIPOIICIIt ýIlld its I'CýItLINS Ill 01-(Iel* to Select I)I-0- 
ccsses. machines and tools. Tile selected processes are 
then evaluated. The process tinles and costs ol' the 
components are estimated in order to ensure (lie 
LI1', tCtLII-, IhilItý 01' tile COIIIPOIICII(. The SýStClll 
procc. "'Nel, MILI SequencC, and calculate" tile Ina- 
Chil"11111-1 Cost 01' tile 1)1-0(111CI. ilICILKH111-1 111MCI-Ell. 1()()I- 
machinillu. owrilead and lahour 11' the 
tal, (-rcled proccss costs and HIlles M, C [lot redched, Illell 
the -, ýslcm should he un%en advice t'rom the desiuncr 
to make Thl', lll'()CC, '). S W111 C0111111LIC Lill- 
Ill a co"t C1,1, CCII%c product I's Obtallied. "]'lie rest of 
this paper discusses 1,111111cl. detalls 01, I)()%\ tile pl, occS. "
I'Clectioll and OplillliZZIWII 1110(ILIIC I'MIC1101P,. 
2.5 t'ser interflice 
, ro pro,, idc the user mth an Interactive design cim- 
I-0111"llent. ý[ User-friendly interfl-ice has been deýelopcd 
as an important part of' the expert system in ordcr to 
enable the user to use the sv. stcm casilv and effi- 
cicntly. KEE fe. ItUres SLICh ýIS I'llenLIS Mid 111MIUCS ý%CI'C 
used to create the User Interf. ice so that the user- 
defined vaiucs can be obtained to accomplish clesign 
tasks. To enable the user to monitor constraint vi o la- 
tions and value chaiwes, active inizu-, es are also 1*11CL)I'- 
porated ill the user interface. Activating, methods in 
slots by the use of' it moUSC Was IIIZldc possible by 
Using the method actuators included in the user Intel, - 
flice. In addition, the LISel- enables users to 
intcract with the CAD solid modelling system (Pro 
Enuineer) to acnerate three-dimensional solid models, 
add I'CýIUINS ZInd 1110(lil", features and their attributes. 
The User communicates with the system using a super- 
Pitnel. InClUding, 11MILIS. active imaues Lind method 
actuator. and results from the s%, stem are clisplayCd In 
the Lisp listener. KEE output windmN and týrescrjrl 
xlndo\ý. 
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3 PROPOSED NIODEL FOR PROCESS 
Sl. "Ll"CTION AND OPTIMIZAHON 
As Call he Seen I'l-oill hu. '. [lie ploposed model Coll- 
sists Of a f0rill fc, 11111-C dillabase. dc"lu'llel. 
ilicill. s. Illachlillill-I coll"11-: 11111's. an 
evaluation and ol)(11111zý111011 Module mid ýl Il. "Cl. illier- 
I'llce. 1:.; Icll modilic of [lie propo"k-d 1111cract.. " 
\\, III) ()Ile ýIlwlllcl. 111C u. "Cl. 111(cl-l"Icc J)"I'Midcs llic dc- 
"]. 'llicr \%III) tile I() each Illodille, '111d lll'ý her 
I'01-111HIMCd SCI 01 COII"Il'ýllllls (I. C. 
proccýý-"' tillic and co"I. looi (: I)"(, "CI-111) ill"Ilt" '111d 
Cost), ý%lll hc tile 111pill to [lie sysicill. I (it C\; Illll)lc. 
proce"', 11111c" mid (()()I Cost CýIll he cow"llailled 
h. ý [Ile I)I'C(IC1111Cd \ýIIUC', I)I-MldCd h\ (Ile LlSel-. 
I'lle 1,01-111 I'c; IItII. c dm. llmsc \\, I. " 1)[1111 Io include \ar- 
Iýpcs ()1' 1,01111 I'c; ItIllc. I lie "Cicclion oI' (lie I'Casi- 
hle I)I'OCCSSe. S 1*01- tile COIIII)MICIII IS CAITied 01111 LISIIli-' 
tile 1,01.111 I'Catill. c.. ' and pill'allietcl", rclrlcýcd from (lie 
1,01-111 Icaturc datalla"e. 
)vLI11III', ICtLII'ilIl-' iIlI'oI-jIIýIIj()jI , (ICII P, t"ý pe, 
malcrial, IclwIII and diameter ratio. C11111111" (()()I spc- 
Cilicallons, proccýs I\alLIhIIiIN' Illachille acccssiblill 
proces's Sequences. (()lei-, Iilces , sul-flice 
fillislics, opti- 
1111.1111 Cllttlllý', IVI-ýIljjetep.,. COSI and time \%cre Included 
III the processes aild Coll"ll-allil" Illodule. Procc, "'Sc. ",
d1ld consir; 1int's kkere ai"m) repre.. "Cilled as 111crarchic.. " 
MId oh. jects III Illis module III Order to evaluale mid 
opillilize the Illachillinu, processes Cor a Component. 
The ""o'lleill corrics ow an almksis of' fealul-cs of tile 
compollent and then choo. "C" I lie I'C'Isillic limt: 1111111471 
processes 1,01. tile Component and C'llculate's proce. ss 
tillIeS Mld CO. SIS. SLlbýICCI 10 (Ile IIIAMIC, ICIL11111" COII- 
strallit. s. For example. a Component that has a 1,01-111 
feature with a light tolerance, spccial sulfýlcc 
, 111d CoIlllllCX SILII)e IIMý 11CCLI I IMICIM11112 CCII(IC tO 
be Illill"IL1111CILII-Cd bý 11, Sill, -, ý[ -SI)CCIJI CIIHIIIL' 1001. ]'lie required tolerance and 11111'sh Of tile 
feature Could be OhImiled l1v a reallilm-, ; Illd orindillUl 
tile %qCjjI. 111CIII(J1111-1 I 1-11IC-1-M-Sed 
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Fig. 3 NIJIILII', jCjLjj-jjjL' J')j'jjj I'CAILII'e: ý 
some criteria given in the design Sj)eCj'fiCItiOll. CilICLl- 
lates the total process time and cost ol' the component. 
11' 110 process combinations are found accepIA-)IC, (11c 
svstem 'Tenerates a dialogue including sugge. "tions oil 
the design, which the use has to t, ikc into cow,, idcr- 
ation. This process cin he continued Limil a ol 
Ceasible pi-occ.,, s combinations i-, obtamcd. 
3.1 Feature representation 
A Icaturc is a gciicric enti(v which P()ssc-,,, c,, lWodUct 
ilil'01-Illation and Which IIMý he LISCd 1'0I_ OF 
CoIlllllLllliC, ItIOII III (ICSi'211. IIUIn1It', ICtLII_iIl1_1 Mid k)tllcl' C11- 
oincering tasks such ýis assenihIN, I1MI1LIl', ICtlH_iII1_', pr0- 
cess selection, cost, tinic est Iniall loll and maintclillicc. 
The representation of' the fea(ures should be explicit in 




sis of' the form I'catures directly associated with certain 
machining processes has all important clTect on gencr- 
ating a detailed process plan. In this analysis, IM1111.1- 
faCtUring, Iorni features are the lynch pin ol, the 
generation and optimization of' machining processes 
and provide communication between designer and pro- 
cess planners to consider how then- decisions call affect 
the product and process design. The use of' manufac- 
turing torm features helps designers to simplify process 
planning without consideration of' component 111.11ILi- 
facture in 1.11111mited ways. Therefore, the IeatLlre-based 
representation technique has been used to represent 
the cornponent and features in greater detail so that 
the desi(Tner, process and assembly planners or in 
expert systern can use the same model to carry out 
various design tasks. Cost effective process plannin, 
call be achieved by the clefinition of' manut , acturillu, 
form features that are derivable from topological ýind 
-eometrical description of' the component. For exam- 
pie. a slot is a form f'cature defined by its paranicler" 
such : is name. diameter, depth. locailons. toierancoý 
J)I-OCCSS ', 111d SLII-f, ICC fillI. Sh. ILISCd Oil 111Cý, C 1%11-ýIIIICICI", 
thc 
tooh, C. 111 hc clloýcll. Thc 11101,11 C0111111oll 1,01-111 
IIIM1LI1'iICt1lI', Ih1C Oil lllýldllllt: ýIlld J (1II'CC-k1IIl1CI1- 
modcl oI, All CM-1111L, 11L%ld compo"cd ()I Such 
ýIrc sh(mll 111 1, 
iI, 
L", I '111d -1 HIC IIIOdC1 COHL1111', j)IOdHL1lOII ltllt: s ; lIld 
'thout 111C l, k)l. lll 
[Calilic" 
'111d llIýIchIIIIIl!, 
1hc,; e luic" Imlillpillaic llic hch, mour ol'(11C 
I'CýI(tlrc and procc". " (1; 11ý1 Much ill 11 
structured "aý ; 111(1 all 1,01-111; 11 Ill'Ide to reach 
;I 1'Ca. sih1c sokilloll. 
bilitic" (I. C. productlOll , I/C, dlMllc- 
Icr, lolcl-ýIllcc. ý, Ilrklcc hill"ll mid colill[ilicki 
JJIC %1,11)Lll', ICtkll 1111-1 I'Mill I'C: ItLll'CS ; 11'C I-Cj)lc- 
sclited 
b\ 
ti"Ing, ý111 ohiccl-orlelited tccli- 
Iliclue, as Ill 
3.2 Represent-ItiOll Of desil. ", . 11141 MMM I'Acl 
knoided-c 
Knowledge representation techniques Li,, cLl to rcprc,, cn( 
I- i, 
_,. -4 
1 "Ohd ill()(, Ci 




(name . -through_hole) 
(diameter: 10 mm) 
(depth: 40 mm) 
(depth1diumeterralio. - 4) 
(dimensional-tolerance. - A. 0001) 
(x-distance: 100 mm) 
(y_distance: 35 mm) 
(z_distance. 0 mm) 





(Ietýi: fh. 1.5 tripm 
(depth. - 40 nim) 
(positional tolerance: 10.0 1 
(x distance. 100 min) 
(IISI(MCC 0 MM) 
(radius 5 min) 
(njachinipýiý allim-tince 3 mm) 
(first procc. vs. nnlhqiý) 
(second process: grinding) ( ..... ................ 
)) (secOMI process nolle) 
Fi". Ohiect-Oriented representation of 1,01-111 ,61111-cs 
design and 111MILIfliCtUring knowleduc in this rescarch 
are described in detail its follows. 
3.2. /C 't/! srrai/lts 
In the design process, there exists a huge a111OUnt of 
information from dit ferent aspects of the product life 
cycle in the form of' desigm requirements, Which have 
to be met by the designed product, and those require- 
ments that can be represented as constraints. For in- 
stance, from a process planner's point of' view, the 
tolerance of a hole could be a constraint or a CLIS- 
tomer could constrain the product cost. Constraints 
represent certain limitations or restrictions oil design 
variables. Design and man Lifact u ring variables can be 
effectivclý, held in a slot or it rule Class, and can be 
kept between certain values defined as constraints. In 
this research. desian and manufacturina requirements 
are fOI-MUlated as a set of constraints in slots of' a 
unit and the production rules. 
The Various types of constrain used in this research 
1-1 AND IIS ABDALLA 
are as 1,01lows: 
(ýO C1011MIll (i. e. Illachille lool', cultim-, lool. ", malill- 
fllcturillý- callacils, 
(b) equations Imaterlial rcmosýd rmc (NIRR) (1101 
4)/',, V Or 8 --, - I/ - 80 1111111 
(C) production rulcs (// (fi, amn- i. s ho/c and Nuo'lic 
-- 0) Iho/ (procc'%. v i's th-iffill! ")) 
(d) logical Constraints (A) I-oll 11,11111 to dIC 
diallicler? ( YES or NO)) 
Desivn and manut', icturing varKibles m-c stored III the 
slot of' '111 object, Including %Aorking constraints. An 
example of' 110\\ manufacturim-, requirements iffe 1,01' 
mulated as Constraints is shown III the 1,011m%ing rules 
in Which a I01-111 I'CIILII-e hLIS its OWII VM-MbICS 
lei-, depill. lmker tolerallce, tipper (Acralico and 
1'. 1ce 
The lower tolerance ýanahle has its own Con- 
straint: (Ii. V)( -- - : 701ver 101cralliv 0.02'ý)), or the 
lower tolerance of' the feature must he cqual ()I- c\- 
cced the limit 0.0215 nim. F11-HII-C () SlIOWS 111C 110k\ 
Chart of' proccs. s selection f0l. blind holes: 
'7oc 111,111 Mccil ý ,I -'I 
z 11: 11 !B! ý( 11) '), I NIC1: 11 III, I, ) 
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(sloLend milling_ruk-I 
rif Cwhat is in block-slot) 
(the length of ? what is Nength) 
(the width of ? what is ? widih) 
(the depth of ? what is ? depth) 
(thefinish. allowance of ? what is ? fInish allowance) 
(the lower. tolerance of ? what is ? lower. tolerance) 
(the upper. tolerance of ? what is ? upper tolerance) 
(the surfacefinish of ? what is ? surface_fznish) 
(lisp (< = ? lower. tolerance -0.005)) 
(lisp(- ? upper. tolerance 0.005)) 
(lisp (> ? surface_ftnish 0.8) 
then 
(the voiume oj'. "whai is (lisp "length "width) . 'depth) 
(* (* (-. "'length ? Wnish. allowance) ? width ? Jinish. allowance)) : 'de,, ), h . 'finish. allowance, W)) 
disp (formal t 
11-% 
THE POSSIBLE PROCESSES TO BE EVALUATED 




(the first. process. selection of ? what is ok) 
(the possible. process I o; _f 
? what is milling) 
(the possible. process-2 of ? what is edm) 
(more rules))) 
(slot-end milfing-rule_2 
(if (7what is in block-slot) 




(the length of ? what is ? length) 
(the width of ? what is ? width) 
(the depth of ? what is ? depth) 
(the finish. allowance of ? what is ? fmish. allowance) 
(the lower. tolerance of ? what is ? lower. tolerance) 
(the upper. tolerance of ? what is ? upper. tolerance) 
(the surface_fimish of ? what is ? surface_finish) 
then 
A OAN'RE-l"Ll AND 11 S ABDAITA 
(the volume of ? what is (7isp (- (* (* "length ? wid1h) ? depth) 
(* (- 'length 'Jinish allowance) (- ? width ? finish. allowance)) 
? depth ? fimsh. allowance))))) 
(the possible. process_1 of. 1what is milling) 
(the secondary. process of? what is grinding) 
(m"re rules))) 
tBlind_ hole_ rule_ I 
ff (7what is in blindholes) 
(the diameters oj"what is Idiameterv) 
(the depth of-'whai is : 'depth) 
(the lowerjolerance of ? what is 'lower_tolerance) 
(the upperjolerance of? what is ? upperjolerance) 
(the surfacefinish of? what is ? surface_finish) 
(lisp (> = ? Iower_lolerance 0.025)) 
(7isp = ? uppeiý_Iolerance 0.15) 
(lisp = ? surface_finish 1.6) 
(. ) 
then 
(lisp (format t"*** *The possible process for -d is 
drilling, end_milling and edm.. " ? what)) 
(the volume of ? what is (7isp (* ir 4) 
(* 9diameters 'diameters)) ? depth))) 
(the first.. ProCass. selection of ? what 'S OK) 
-, ! 1,1: ý ý I'% :: ! I-r, \ "I ': ý !, v, !ý 
(the possible. process-I of ? what is drillinglcounterboring) 
(the possible. process 2 of ? what is milling) 
(the possible. process_3 of ? what is edm) 
( ... ... .... )))) 
?. 2.2 Irinu'. v 
F'rames as a knowledge repre,,, entation technique are 
used Cor storing interconnected inl'ormation about a 
design and an olýjcct. KnoMedge representation ol' 
stereotypical olýjccts cml he achieved ClTecti\clý bý us- 
im-, tile frailles Consisting ol, a lialne and a 111111111cl- ol' 
slots. Various types of \, altic Ii. e. numerical (12,24), 
101-liCal (ý'CS 01' 110), l)I'OCCdLII'ai (IllethOLIS) and SýMhOhC 
(steClfl Call be Used ill tile slot.,,. The frames ol' tile KIT, 
are verv t1exible so that inlaucs and active \aILIes to allý 
skis call he attached to monitor \; iluc cham. 2c. s. Facets 
as attrihnics Of slol! ' (i. (:. valuc itiliclilmit. -C roic. 
MaXiIIILIIII and CýH-LIIILIIIIV) d1l(M (IC, "CI'll)(ion 
()I, %ýIlucs of a slot and limt, llwý m-c p: r"'ý: d (1()%\Il tile 
hierarch The C\; Illllllc bel(m 'ditm, ', limt. :I j-'rokincl 
pecilicalioll C; 111 he repl-csClItcd in file Conn ()I' design S 
frames: 
Superclavs: ProduciSpecilication 
Subclavses: Part, Afanulticturing C,, /l Calyacitv. . IvailabicAlachine To(pis 
Properties: (part ývpe 
(value ((lambda (selO 
(with-keeia, (selq choice (prompt-use 'choice- multiple 
. -choices 
'(rotational non-rotational) 




(valueclass (4[Unit: method hedatatYpesj)) (dc/ýulf nil) 
(activei-ageoOl Unit. windoitpane-tn, ailabilit. l, -of-machine. constraints. 
manufactureOO7]) 
unique. values) (cardinalio,. min (1)) (cardinahýv. max f IM 
denglh 
. 31 
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3.2.3 Production rules 
Knowledge and facts about a problem domain can be 
represented as a rule of the form IF premises THEN 
conclusion. The production rules are very effective for 
storing design and manufacturing constraints in the 
production rules. The proposed model uses production 
rules its values of unit attributes (slots) to be manipLi- 
lated and inherited from higher classes to subclasses. 
The production rules included in slots enable it complex 
structured rules system to interact with different sets of' 
rules associated with different units. A combination of' 
these rules with methods, which are LISP functions 
stored as a value of' a slot, allows the rule system tO Rill 
fast and efficiently. As an example. in the protot. qw- 
testing-rule-1 shown below, total MaIlLIC. ICtUring cost is 
Calculated by using a LISP function as shown iii the 
rules set out below. 
The command U, V1TyV1S(; sends a nicssaue to the 
total cost method in the JR117 unit to IM-fol-111 t1le 
calculation of' the total process cost. The C, 11CL1h1tCd 
V, dUe Will be the rleýý \,, 1111C Of the 10fill MW1111t1Ct111-M1,, 
coV slot: 
(protatypr-testing-rule- I 
(if (the total-m-cost-control ofpart is ? total- m -cost-controb 
riotal- m-cost-control = ok) 
then 
(the total many ýacturing cost q - 
!fpart is qisp (unitmsg Part 'total-cost))))) 
(prototype-iesdng-rule-2 
3.2.4 01)ject-oriented prog, ramniin, ý,, 
The object-oriented programming tCCIIIII(ILIC enables de- 
signers to model real world concepts as objects which 
are collections of' data grouped togclher in terms of' 
similarities In their structure an(] beha%lour [241. By 
using this technique, design and nianul*actl. 11-111ý' ObjeCtS 
SLICII as machine tools, cutting tools, Cea(Lires, material 
Features and machining elements ire organized into 
various classes represented in hierarchies (Fig. 7). 
A class has a name and several subclasscs (consisting 
ol' a number of' oh. jects) witli a nuinher of' slots (at- 
tribUteS such as capacity, J)Okýer, CeCd I-ate, SIZC and 
tolerance). All classes can he hroken doNN n into sul)(1k, i- 
Slons so that all Components of' tile class are Considered. 
An ob'ect or a niernher oC a class (i. e. nucilinc, ", cutting, 
tools and IllatCrialS) Call hC added 10 A S1,111CLISS 10 
represent tile available Illanufacturim-, I-c"ource, ()I' a 
company. Inheritancc is an important clim-ziocrustic of' 
tile object-orientcd progranuninu, teclinique, It enýihlcs 
tile LiCS11-InCr to LICI*IIIC a SlICCHIC ýýIIIIC III A 111ý1! 11CI- CLIS'ý 
to he Inherited ])\, the lowc. "I CLIs" 01,111C liler; lrclvý 
3.3 Problem-solving, fechniques 
A model ol' file kno,, dedge Im.,, c v, hmh it) usc mi*orina- 
it()[] about difl, creill donlaill" lo out \i1flows 
analyses. However, tile proposcd "y"Icl 11 proh- 
teclinkilic. " ; 111(1 11CIII-i"11C. ", Ill OkIcl. 
to lind allswers 10 file h\ tile dc"WHIC1. 
Oh I CC 1-0 I'IC III CL 1)1'( )(h IC 110 11 I'l IIt. " All dt 11C 
fpart is ? total manufacturing cost o) fparr) (if (the total manufacturing cost o) 
! fpart is ? target manu 
- 
facturing_cost) (the target manu ýfactuhng cost o
qisp (> = ? total manufacturing cost q fpart ? target manu ficturingcost)) 
then 
Oisp (format t "-%77ie estimated manufacturing cost of part is higher than the proposed target 
manufacturing cost. The target manufacturing cost is -D 5 and the estimated manufacturing cost is -D 
. "total manu facturing_cost 




(ýf tmore rules)))) 
, AlcufiE 10,11) iii I rI 





pe, depth, diameter, lower and upper 
tolerance, an d surface finish 
Process capabilitiesý 
shape: blind_holes 
lower tolerance: -0.0 25 
upper tolerance: 0.15 
surf7ace-finish: 1.6 
Check if available no 
processes can produce W Stop and go to next rule 
the features I 
yes 
10- Inform user 
Calculate the feature 
volumes 
Feasible processes 




Fig. 6 Flow chart of process selection for a Mind hole 
combination of' these techniques are used for prohlern 
solving in the developed system. (total cost 
(value 
3.3.1 01ýject-oriented programming (OOP) 
((Iamhda (thisunit) 
As mentioned in the previous section, knowledge bases 
consist of' objects, which can carry prohlern-solving 
behaviour in the form of' it LISP Curiction stored in the 
total-cost slot of' the part object as shown in Section 
3.2.3. The behaviour or a lunction of' file method (which 
includes the LISP function) is stored inside objects ol'the 
knowledi-, e bases. Tile LISP l'unctions in the inethod slots 
accomplish the given tasks such as time, cost calculation, " 
oi' a component. This is sho%vn as l'oilows: 
(let ((cost-values (get. values ý)art 'total_ m _cost))) 
(appli, M'4 cost-values))))) 
(inheritance method) 
(valueciass f4 11 'nit: method keedatunpesl)) 
(default nih) 
'- ,c hi,, [: i %I ec, i i n- , ',. ,i 'I z Pýtrt H ý, 0) ý,, I %I,., !IiI 
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I wn I C(I III loll IIw 
Tile flexibility of' the methods enables the creation of' 
POV, C11111 Rile Ipl')IICItiOlIS With tile coll1hiMllioll of* 
other problem-solvin'! technIqUe. S. Also, special LISP 
commands acti%ate methods ill I-LI1C CIZISSCS, IS ShOW) ill 
tile ill the Previous Section. 
. 
3.3.2 Production ru/cs 
Production rules are alSO used for reasoning. Several 
rules take the expert Crom an intermediate conclusion to 
a more precise C011CILISIOn. III the proposed system, 
several rule classes have been developed and connected 
to each other, namely the Conclusion of' one rule IS 
included in the premise of' another rule. This is called 
chaining. When chaining commences, conclusions of' 
one rule class match premises of' another rule ClaSS. 
Chaining is used either in a COrward or backward 
direction. 
I Forward chaillill". Forwm-d chaininu, tries to 
find implications of ne%k infOrmation. It generally starts 
I'T'0111 tile illpUt Ot' 11C%lv CIMl 1'1'olll tile Ll, Cl' 01' 1'1'0111 ýl 
dil'fcrýmt doln'till 01, tile knowled'-'e hase. It l, " Called 
ý( I, 'ý ,, IN1 11 : A)O 
cvent-drivell or I lie 
scalls tile rules \Olosc prcfniscýs include tile llc\ý [acl. 11' 
; III the of' a I-tile class 'Irc (I-tic, the Condlisioll" 
()I' tile 1-111c class Will lie ; Isserted ill turn ýIlld becollic 
new i111,01-illation. The ýyslclll then scal-clics I'm tile [-tile 
that Possesses this IIcw illf'orillat loll ; Is a premi. sc, and 
checks to see if' ill] premises, of' this rule are truc. This 
PI'OCCSS C0116111LICS U11til 110 I-LIIC', MV I'Olllld Will) [Ile 
matching premises. 
Back ward clwilwlý,,,. Backward climilling, Iric", 
to Verify a given 1". 1cl ol. hypotlicsis. As Kickw; ird 
C11,11,11im, Willi Ilic L_, oal 01, provilIL-, sonicilling, it V, 
tcrilled goal-driwil. The SN"'mil scmis the rules Miosc 
Conclusions Inatch the I"Ict Io hc vailied. Flic 11"Ict I'S 
found to he Nci-ified il' all the premises ol' the i-tile 
in cluestion can he ýcrilicd III Wril. 
ailbillali( pit o/ 1/1" po )/)/t It 
Ili [fit,; rc-, c: irch \\ork, the collINIMI it'll 01' tile A)OýC- 
mentioned lechill(ItIC1, ý11-C LI., Cd III tile "allic 1111C claNse" 
cl III Iclif to 'I'C(: t]\Cl%'. I OIIC ICChI1 MIC I; il0l ýUl'fiC 
"A 
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carry out the design tasks in a reasonable time. There- 
fore, rule classes may become very long and complex. 
Thus, maintenance, editing and updating are not easy 
tasks for the designer. A reasoning technique may be 
good for a certain application. as each technique has its 
own advantages. For instance. these methods are very 
effective and fast for calculations. and can be activated 
in rule classes. Backward chaining is very eftective to 
obtain input from the user by using Liser dialogues. 
Forward chaining is very good for searching for 
specific information in the database. Thus these reason- 
ing systems were combined in the rule classes to reduce 
the size of rule classes. create more powerful rule 
applications and make the systern flexible and run more 
efficiently. 
3.4 Process selection and optimization 
Process planning, alms to produce components in accor- 
dance with the design specification in order to achieve 
the I)I'-'IleSt POSSIble LILMIlly. Howcýer. economic consid- 
erations should be taken I'lltO ýICCOLIIII. AftCl- MI 01-)MIMI 
process plan is generated. it has to be improved with 
respect to the given criteria. Procoss optimization needs 
to be carried out at sevcral detail levc1s. At the higliest 
lewl. processes, lllICIIIIle tools MId ýIISO the SCLILICIICI*fl" 
of operation., can be chosen. At a more detailed lewl. 
the selection of' leasihIc Cutting Parameters such as t'CC(l 
]-, IIC, CLIttlIlLI Sj)CCd and depth of cut , hould be carried 
U ser 
Interface 
01.1t. Also, process times and costs of processes, tools 
and set-Lips are calculated at this level. 
Crileria. 101- proct'S-v 
Process sclection requires a numher of' criteria to he 
Collsidered I, ()(- I'Casible process Selection 1,01- CýIch 1,01,111 
feature. Some crileria are shoxAll as 1,011(ms. 
(a) 1, eat Lll'C tN lic: blind hole, alld Slol; 
illaterial: Ind Inachillubilii. vý 
leiiý-ýtli alld ýll; ii)icici- S1 lew Iwis/ drillinýtz, 51 
-'0 
1 /m 
(d) Yf_S . \o 
(e) tolel*zlllcc: +0.0'ý and bewilm, ý 0.04- 
0) SulTAL: c drillill- 1.0 0.. ' alld 0. S 
AS an C\; Illll)le. sollic ()I' [lie alimc critcria arc coll- 
tailled ill rules 1,01- process sclectioll ý1', ,, Ilo\kfl ill 
3.1. " 1,01 procc"s "Clectioll 1,01- it Mind 1101C. Further 
()I' 
HIC 






()It I.,. (I tlc,, t 
. 
(Tillilall''ll 
Flic Illaicl-i'll to hc 11., cd 1,01 HIL. com pollen I Ila. ') ý111 
1111pollaill C11 . ccl (m 111L, "(, ICL: 11()Il 01 111C 
pa r; l Ilicter') "lich ýI. s (ool m; llcllaL cl IIIIII!, "Pccd, I'Ccd 
ra(c aild lool khallictcr. lllc,, c 111; IcIll 11111 !, IMI'dillclers 
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have to be left out of the table. A rule-based algorithm 
was developed to deal with this problem. and is presented 
litter. The system also allows the users to define the 
maximum allowable cost and time for the candidate 
processes of a feature. This makes the systern very flexible 
in keeping the total process cost and time of' the part or 
a single form feature to the predefined values. 
Then, the system evaluates the set of process combina- 
tions or possible processes for the form features of' the 
component by comparing process cost and time and the 
other variables against the user's requirements. Fensible 
processes will be those that meet the user's requirements. 
One of the feasible process combinations is selected its 
a Solution, or further evaluation can be carried Out. 
Specific constraints (i. e. process cost and time) can be 
changed to obtain a feasible Solution unless any process 
combinations satisfy user rCLILlircmetits. Changing the 
constraints also enables it process combination to lie 
obtained if necessary. In addition, the user interface 
informs the user of' results Of tile process selection. 
ý3.4-3 
Process tilne alid cost c. stimatioii 
The Calculation Of' Process tinic and cost is Carried out 
ulna sumdard ronnuIac. As the pnINwal app"wh LNCS 
t'CatUI-C-ha. SCd Cost CýIinl, 16011 and 0111inliZatiOn 01' Ina- 
Kning pnvesses, be Blowing formubw "vw used roi 
Me estintation or process We and act: 
rorm 1enture volume Process time =-- --- (I) 
matmial removal rate 
The %, olurne ofthe form features \, ka. s clicuLlied 1)ý us, no 
standard l'o rniukic. N/Literial removal rates chanL, 
"C Crolli 
One process to another, Suh. ject to certain Crilef-iii (I. e. 1001 
diameter and tý'PC. type 01' [Mlteriill Mid CLIttIng, PýIrMllc- 
ters). Material removal rates 01, , Ollie filach III III L, 
processes Lire show'n in Tahle 2. 
Reductions in process tinieýcost I'CCIL[il'e I1WXiI11iZdtiOII 
ol' the material removal rate (NMRR) depending oil the 
following parameters: tý 
T, = T,,,, (tool litc) 




_, (deptli of cut 
CLIttilIg parameters (i. e. cutting tool diameter, feed rale. 
spindle speed and dellill of' cul ) should Im%c ImIxililuill 
values to maximize Ilic MRR. Also, cultim-, tool sciccii0ii 
has to be taken into account. 
In ýiddilioii, propci-iic.,, of 
(Ile SCICCted 11MICI-1,11.111CII IS M, lclllfllhlllly ýIlld 
clectrical collducli\, 11ý, allect (lie cullillp, parlilletcl. ". 
MRR fol" 111V processc. s is calculated usiii-, -, the related fol'IIIIII'le aller silit'll)IC cultim-, tool" lia\c beell "Clecled 
in order to nicet matcri; il rccluirement. s. I he esnimitcd 
process time cost for producing the 1,01,111 feýllllrcs i.,, (11cli 
Calculated. The ý '11LICS ol, the productive houl. co. "t PI 1( I'01- VM-iOLIS Ill'OCCSSC. N I'l-0111 the Cost Cý,, Iillmlloll 
llaýe hCell used to calculmc CO"I". 
1,01,11 proccs. 'N Cost is L-: 11culmcd I-)\ willg PI W \allic", 
as 1,0 11 o 
1)1. occ,., s Cost lol 
I. ol tillic has it) lic calcuLlicd ', Ill)lcc. l I'l IIIC ýJlllllllllý ol 
par( or 
1,01-111 I'Caturcs. A list ol, ', ()IIIC ol ilic N J( , %; Iliic,, 
t ISS, ll ) 1,01- proccsscs liicl([(Illl! l "Cl -111, Co"I " 1ý, SII(M 11 
klachilliflu, celill-C I ". 5 
DI-III C()Illltcl. hol-C I. C: 1111 1 1,04 
I'ace, "Ide. 'dol. 
1,01-111, 
elid 1 1. -10 
Drillim-, iil; tclllllc set-up 
Fool life mid replacellicill 
FDNI 121.0 
Clicillical Illachillill, 9.67 
Milling Illachille sel-lip 1 -1.10 
Table 2 Formulae COr estimation ol' proccss rclated concern 1311 
Processes Machining time Spindle po%kel Fool life Matelial renlo\al 1,11C I mm I. CýIIUIC %O111111C 
Drilling 2(1,,,,, 1 ', )k + 21,1 TV 03 010ij (TtI)f ' 4)/N 111)' -4/1 
ROLIOI milling Fr IMRR 11000/1 F, I" -, - c CJ(LIrC \oIllille 
Finish milling Surt, 1"S2 F1 V1 33 0001/ 11 %"Itillic 
Grinding 1, T'Dia (I Vi 1 1/, TC I Tr/ IM IP I C; IIIII OILInle 
Non-conventional 
EDM /-I, MRR 41) cin ý III I CmIlle "Illille 
Elect rocliernica I machining Fv %IRR Max. 1000 : 111' 111 1 Caturc olunic 
Laser beam machining Fr MRR A\CI-3L! C 0.4 ClIC 11' I-CýIllllc Aulne 
Definitions: I 
:, = maximum 
drilling deptli: T, -- total stock removed Crom (lie diamcm /: F, Iced rate ,V ýpliidlc lolalloll; ll ýpcctl 
(1 111111). 
ký index Ior the nuinher of'drilling cycles: Dý diameter: Dt = lool diameter: h, t'CýIIIIIC NOIL1111C. ! ICn, _, III '11 [lie 
hole to (111HOCL I/_ - 111; tchine 
elbciencvý It = depth: NIRR = materia I remova I rate: F,. = cutting Im cc, C-I conýtant dc(cinimed 1, \ II ic ! ICO IIle( I\ A, III C Iit) I C. too IIIIaICII; [ I 'Ind 
part material: 1, = cutting speedý a,, = depth ol' cut Jim: :,, Y, coelficielit. N, 11 %kidill ol Cutler: it - IIIIIIII)CI ol [Celli: lenoill ol (Ile p; III 
grind , 
T= torque: Dia = original diameter: JI'l - Width 01' 111C 1-11-indlill-' MICCL P lra\crýc I'm c; ich \, toik tewhition in I'laction ol 
Micel \%idIII 
inCecd of' Micel per pass: 
- I \%mkpiccc peripheral %C10CM: SLIII' IC: ItUIC tj t\eIkIjIp1IIL Lictol. '1111111L, dopill m c: IcI1I111cIClII1ýiI 
millimi and %kidth 01' ClIt f01- 111cc rilillim-'. 
I MRR is ýubjcct to clial-acterisLic, )I, nIzIlclial. " (t. \IýC. halkmcý,. 1: 011011C11\11%. ý-10 
in, in \Iccm iýn., r, ý, i'ý :1 ýý :ýA 
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Feature 
Design Agent Manufacturing 
Agent Capacity Agen 
istcncy 
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%, -., ikgcn CONS TR A TNT-R A 10ent 
Agent 
Fio. 9 0%crall des n-III collslslcllcý ill the "\Slclll 
Borill" and t'acing, 1116 
SuNce g6nding 1125 
Vertical internal guinding I 10 
HoMonw! milling LMH&g. NWW9 1110 
Chemical machining 11.41) 
Travc1ling wirc electrical discharoe 12.05 
III acII ill i lig, 
Dic casting 1157 
Injection moulding, II M7 
Usim-, tile above fi"Llf-CS, tile t0t, 11 COSt iS fol-IIIII[Med IS 
1,011ows: 
Total cost = material cost 
Y, [Oot time x PFIC) + tool cost 
set-up cost] (3) 
Set-LIP times for variOLIS machine tools are auilahle 
III machining handbooks and were used to estimate 
set-up costs to obtain it more accurate cost estimation 
[25.26,28]. 
3.5 Information management and design consistency 
DilTerent design tasks (i. e. material selection. I'llailLif lic- 
turability analysis, process selection and optimization) 
need a huoe aniount of' hil'ormation to be accessed and tý 
shared in tile knowledý-, e base so that they can be 
carried out. This also necessitates the addition of' new 
hil'ormation to the knowledge base used to carry out 
such tasks. As seen 1rorn Fig. 9, several a gents repre- 
, ýenting the lil'e cycle asrects 01' IIIC rrOdUCI llaVC thCII- 
own lasks to carrý out. Fhcý h; i\k, a coillmoii i, iiok%1- 
\oellts as ml elltl(\ ark, ý-. ok lilt' 
locAk 
'WIICI-ýItCd IWONCIIIs C011111111111CA11011 \\ fill olIlCI 
agents 1291. Flic\, liýi\c responsibilities I'm- I 
given la, )k ill a desil-m pi-OhICIII SlICII X', JVOCCSS ', CICLA1011 
and capacily checkim-,. At-mits should Include I Imuted 
ý111101.1111 Of jW01-'f-; IIII [01 (ICýllillll MIII IIIC suhlx,, ký,, 
III OF(ler to CXCCLIIC ; Icll 1; v'k I'llsicr ýInd at Ics" Cost. 
thev \vIII bc cIc; l(cd or Illodificd Micil 
ncces, urý. Agents should mtcrýtcfl \,, ilh one anollicr mid 
exchalit-, c 1111,01111,11ioll if) ()[-(let. to ; Ik.: CoIIlplIsII HICII m\11 
tas, k. Ill order to ellsill-C N In the coll"'nallit 
network. any nc\\ Information from tisers of, al, cill's 11) 
propagated hý the consiraim-hýiscd sYstem. ['III,, checks 
to See WIlCtllCl' Of- Ilk)[ IIIC TICW III COI 11M I loll CILISCS 
Constraint ý, Iohlloll. , \, -, cllts share 1111,01*111alloll. \\Ililc 
cOllsislelit In 1,0 1.111a I loll llo\% is acilleved ill the syslefil. 
This i's shown Ill Fig. 10. 
Ail agent 11-Is to acccss the desig", illl)ut front Ilic 
knowledge base ill order to accomplish its task. A 
(JeSiUll IIII)LIt thill. VIOILItCS dily COI1SII-MlItS 01' file ýIgClfl 
will be dctccicd hy the consisienc\ agent. A mcsaý! c 
will then be scilt to a filethod carrvim-, a s'llmll 
willch is a function 01, LISP respollsibic 1,01- Conflict 
resolution. Alternatives will be presented to the uscrs hý 
it menu froill \vIlich a desli-ml ýI i has to be scleclcd. 
Alternativek, the system llmý ask the Liser to \kritc 
IliS, Ilel- ý111SWC1' ý 1 the LISCI- 1)1'01111-)l hý IIeCCSSM- 
explanations. The new fill Co 1-filat loll does 1101 ýIokllc file 
constraints of the al-mit and Is included ill the knowl- 
edve base lit order to 
be utilized 
h\ other ; wmif,, 
WIICIIC\, el, 1'eclull-ed. The uscl. interface informs the user 
01, Conflicts Inillic(Ilitei". For IllsimiL. C. Ill 111k: 




iAý IN' FIT IANI)IISABI )A 1,1- \ 
Fig. 10 InfOrmation Ilow hemckm chl'ICICIII ýISJ)CO. S Of HIC I)I-MIUCI IOC CNCIC 
the mariLl 
f*, ICt Uring capacity 
ai-Tent contaills constraints 
Oil the Production Capacity. 11' a production clllalltl(. ý 
defined by the user is riot between file constraints, Ilic 
User Will be informed by the User 1111CIT, CC ýIllkl ýI 
111.1mber of' alternative SOILItIO11S for sorting out 1111.11 
problem vvill he displayed. 
The user Will lia%e to , elect from the sug-ucstcd 
alternative or type an answer at the prompt wiiidoýý xs 
shown ill Fig. 11. The production quanlitN I-CLIIIII-C(I h. ý 
the LISCr Will be C011SISICIlt 1111'0111IM1011 ill the Svsleln it' 
it does riot violate the constraints of' the 111MI Llf'; lCt U 1-11111 
capaci(v agent. 13ý LIS1111-T this SVStel1l. C011SISICIII 1111'01'- 
mation flow hemeen different tasks of' the pr()dLlCt Ille 
cvclc is achieved without costly design iterMlOlIS CMISed 
by conflicts ill the design process. 
-3.5ý / Consistency monitoring, in thc sv, stcm 
As part ol' the design consistency approach. the system 
enables tile designer to monitor inconsistencies in tile 
system. This provides the designers with ýisual displaýs 
ol' constraint violation. In tile developed system. design 
variables are restricted by sets of' constraints, which are 
represented in terms of' rules, f'rames and intervals. 
The knowledize enalneerinL,, environment (KFE) of- 
1'ers various types of' Image that can be used to cliange 
their attributes (colours. shapes and texts) subject to the 
alarm values to be highlighted and watched by the 
, 
iVe enough informa- designers. However, this does not LI 
tion about inconsistencies. An explanation system is 
incorporated in the system to inform the designers of' 
reasons for tile violated constraints shown oil tile de- 
sign consistency control pariel. The typescript "indow 
is used for this purpose. When the s\steni detects all\ 
inconsistency. it is shown oil the pariel, and then rea- 
sons I'Or the conflict are uiven in textural format in the 
t\pescript windo", (Fig. 1-1). 
1! , ji, in \lc,: ti Ln--, r. ý ýi ". ý i' 1! 3 
3.6 1 Iser interf3ce 
III order to prov ILIC 1-1(ýod llllcrýlcfwil I)ct\\Ccll 111o., 
lent and tile Ilsel'. ;I C11\ 11,011111elil 
wir, dcýelopcd. The (IC\Clt)l)lllcllt oI' the user 111(cl-l"Icc 
\US C. IITICLI Mill IlSill!! KIT 10011,11 Mid OHM- 
pro-2i'mimicS. KFF, iiS ; III c\pcrt tool kit hii" 
11L. 
specilicill loll oI, tile user inlert . i1cc \ooils 11111mil: o dchlicd 
hy 13crr; iis 1301. Pic dc\cIopcd tiser inicriAcc 1,, shmvil 
111 11 and colls].. "Is ol, 1111-cc millor elcincilts. I he 
first element i" the Concurrent cw-, IIIccI-IIlP limill. III- 
cludim-, it dc"lu'll 1,01. Ilia till 1,11cl ure IN Nh hillioll %\Illcll 
iicil\ ilteS it multiple cholce Inclill 1,01, CAI I\ IW! out dc. "11-111 
tasks such ; I,, process Selection. cullim-, lool "Clection 
Mid cost tillic C. "timilliolls. It Aso 111cludc. " hillioll" I, or 
loildim-, liccessill-\ I'lies and tile S\", Iclll illid 
reseltim" tile datilhil"es. III addltlollý there is it [tell) 
IIICIILl f0l' tile LISCI-. B\ it 111MISC, tile 111CMIS Aild 
bulfoll. " Call he casilv ilcmated. I'lic "Ccoliol pill-I ol, file 
LISCI- illtCl-l', ICC IS tile (ICSiUll COII', I, ', ICIIC\ (: 01111'01 I)illlcl oil 
\VlliCII Vill'IOLIS ilCtIVC 1111,1,1'CS II'C I)LICC(I IIILI Iinkcd to 
tile dCSILII variables. The acti'vc Inilu'es chaný! c 111cil. 
CS SLICII AS ICX1 illid C010111 slloý\ the dc"Iý! li attrihtit - to 
Inconsistencies. Allv chilm-, cs 111, ldc to the \ill-lilbles ill'C 
rellected oil the Images linked to them. I lie third cle- 
ment of tile user interface is the t\pescript ý\iiidoý\ 
which provides the designers %ýilli lc\lural displays of 
tile reasons for tile Conflicts. results 01, tile allillysis 
C! II-I-iCLI 01.11, SUL1, LICStiolls fol- tile I-C., OlLltlOll 01' tile Coll- 
filct and prompts 1,01, illisloVel", illid queries. 
3.7 Process optimizatimi scomrio 
'File optillll/ý111011 ol llllcllllll[lýi I)FOCC. "ýCS "llould bc 
CIII'lled Out al'ter a number ()I, de. "Wil ImONeý, (I. e. 
Ceil Capahlht%ý I. calure [vIles. dilliell. sloll. 1, 
, 111d tolerallco') suhlecl to production 'lliall(It\, 
I\ Ici ! ý! , "', 
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VALUE YOU HAVE ENTERED 13 NOT WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE MANUFACTURING CELL.. PLEA3E E 
I NEW VALUE FOR THE LENGTH OF PART: 99 
any character to proceed. 
any character to proceed. 
[THE LENGTH OF PART 13 99 mm AND IT 13 SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
I WHOSE MAX. MANUFACTURAB LE. LENGTH IS BETWEEN 10 mm AND 100 mm... 
any character to proceed. 
[THE LENGTH OF PART IS 100 mm AND IT 13 SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING CELL 
I WHOSE MAKMANUFACTURABLE LENGTH IS BETWEEN 10 mm AND 100 mm... 
any character to pruceed. 
HEIGTH OF PART 13 20 mm AND IT IS SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURING. CELL 
SE MAX. MANUFACTURABLE HEIGHT IS BETWEEN 10 mm AND 150 mm... 
any character to pruceed. 
>>>>THE MANUFACTURING CELL CANNOT MEET THE QUANTITY 90 ECONOMICALLY... 
HE PRODUCTION QUANTITY SHOULD BE BEWEEN 100 AND 1000.. PLEASE CHANGE IT 
0 GO ON To THE NEXT ANALYSIS AT THE PROMPT.. ý<<<< 
PRODUCTION GUANTITY YOU HAVE REGUIRED IS NOT WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF MANUFACTURING 
... 
PLEASE ENTER NEW VALUE FOR THE PRODUCTION GUANTITY: I 
Fig. II Collilict Icsolutioll 
proces. scs and their constraints). The rule-based al- 
gorithm Cor the e%alUatiOn and OptirniZatiOn 01' the 
machining processes consists of' two major steps: nia- 
chining process selection I'Or the component and the 
optimization of' these processes. Steps I to 4 select the 
Ceasible processes for each form f'eature according to 
material. lot size. tolerance, surtace finish and leature 
t,, pe. The other steps include the accomplishment of' 
v arious tasks (i. e. selection of suitable cutting, tools, 
machine tools and optimum CLItting parameters. and 
Calculations of proces.; variables Such as N/IRR. lot 
tIMC, Set-LIP cost and toot cost). Comparison of' the 
selected 1easible proceises subject to the process vai - 
ables is also carried out. The different steps and tasks 
involved in the process optimization process are shown 
in detail in Fig. 14: 
I. Select a material from the database. 
Get the lot size of part or features. 
3. Get a form feature from tile part. 
4. Select feasible processes for the feature, satisfying 
requirements of the part (tolerance, surface finish, 
feature type. etc. ). 
Take one of the possible processes. 
6. Select tile biggest possible diameter. shortest fength 
and a%ailable and ý: heapest cumm-, toois Cor the 
selected process. 
7. Select wallahle machine tools anti lixt, ires. 
Select OptillILIM CLItlill, " ParallIOCI-S: (ICI)III 01' Clit, 
cuttill" spec(L Ceed rate and cooling Condit 
9. Calculate feature %OILIFIle NIRR, lot time, too[ cost 
for the lot size and set-Lip cost fur tile process. 
10. Calculate total cost and time of tile process. 
11.11' there are possible processes left to be analysed, 
12. Go to 5 or else go to 13. 
13, Compare the possible processes for ench form Ica- 
ture with cach other and eliminate the processes 
that llaVe lll_l'IICI- [001, Process MICI SCt-Llp Cost And 
time values than others. 
14. It' there is only one process for tile form feature. 
consider it to be the most teasible process or else 
ask tile User to select one process from tile I'k)llo%\- 
ina list: 
(a) 11' there arc I orm I'CItLll'CS lCft to be analysed. 
(b) Go to 3 or else 17. 
(c) Calculate the Imal process cost of tile parl. 
(d) 1111,01-111 tile user. 
(C) End. 
File design ofa : y1indc, ilcl(_i 11,1S I)CCII Cýall. laled llý tile 
do%eioped svstcm as In FiL,. 4. The drýmn 
1. - 1: 1. w 1-11ol, -1 ý': ý 1,111 
3 
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j Production size, cagacfty_ Form part length 





Capacity no T checking 
yes 
and Manu cturing 
sl Dimensions constraints 
no Manufacturabil5it 
ýis i  analysis 




Selection of possible processeýý--- 
Cutting tools 
Cutting tool selection database 
- -- 4 Machine tools 
toois 
1 
Selection ofmachine database 
Machinery 
Selection of optimum cutting handbooks 
parameters 
Calculation of feature volume. LRu 
11 e- ba sed MRR, time/cost 
syste  , , t m ralculation of total process cost 
of each feature 
Fig. 14 Various steps involved in machining process opti- 
mization 
from the system showed that drilling and end milling 
were the most cost effective processes for the two 
features (Fig. 15). 
4 CONCLUSION'S 
A prototype constraint-based system for the eValUation 
and optimization of machining processes is dernon- 
strated in this article. The proposed system consisted of 
a form f'eature database. desiener requirements. ma- 
chining processes and constraints. an evaluation and 
optimization module and a user interface. 
; ", )L 11h[O %ICýll ! -.! ILNý \I. -1 
:ý"! 1,3 
The integration of various issues of the product life 
cycle in a more consistent manner at the early dcsign 
stages has been seen as one of' tile major achievements 
in this work. This integrated systern enables users to 
design a product that satisfies most of' tile requirements 
arising from the life cycle issues at lo%v cost, less lead time 
and higher quality. This call only be achle%ed through 
the use of' the state-of-the-art of a f'LIIIV integrated IT 
systern. Available systenis cannot offer a complete solu- 
tion to tile integrated product development owing to the 
limitations on consideration of' requirements of' %arious 
life cycle domains, which necessitates complex and tlmelý 
interactions between these various domains. The inte- 
grated prototype constraint-based system presented in 
this article has taken care of most of' the prohicnis 
mentioned earlier, and thus Iacilitates successful IIIII-)Ie- 
mentation oCconcurrent product and process design. Tile 
svstern eiiýible,, desiiiiei-scoiicLii-i-eiitIN' to deSiUll SUCCCSSfUl 
products ill an interactive design enNironnient with 
complete product and process design satisfaction. The 
integration ot'various issucs of product life cýcle such ý1-, 
part representation. 111-OdUCt deSiUlll SI)CCIfiCýM011, MaIII-1- 
CaCtUrabilitN Mlalý'SOS, J)rocess selection and Optilill/atioll. 
I'llallill'aCtUring capacity cliecking. process co, ýt time c. sll- 
Mallon. InaChillCalld CLIM111-1 tool ýCICCIiOll illhl 111-010INI)c 
tcstill- has been achieved. 
Information from diffel-clit de"11-111 areas %%, IS Orumnl/ýCd 
III thel'Orillot'ObJects. knoMedge 
hase III Order to achlcýc e1'fCct1'%C use of the lIf`C C\Clc 
1111'01-111,01011 10 Cal-rV Out VarIOLIN &Ni-fll allalySCS. Fhe 
Includeo(herlit'ecvcle 
requirements. 
A rLI1C-baSCd SySICIII has been dcýeloped to access tile 
life cvcle ill 1,01-111a t loll ill t lie k no\% ledLc hase. and to cari-, 
Out d CSi2ll JnaI VSiS SLIC II a'S HIC CN aI Llat 10 [1 01'1'01'111 t'CItLII'CS 
)c " and the optimization of the selccted feasible pr( cs, es 
based oil the gnivcii requirements (i. e. production %O11.1111C. 
lot time. tool cost and process cost and time). The 
integration of production rules %ith ohyct-oriented 
programming was established in the rule classes in order 
to reduce the size of' rule classes. create more po%%erful 
rule application and make the systern more flexible and 
efficient. 
A user-h-iendly interface, which consists of nienuLs for 
desWn analysis and a design consistency panel for nion- 
itoring inconsistencies, has been developed For Pro\ IdinLy 
designers with complete results of tile analysis. consis- 
tency monitoring and conflict resolution. Since the dcýel- 
oped systern is very flexible. the imolvernent of' other 
acti\ Ries of' the product ljf`e cycle can easilvP be incorpo- 
rated in the design process. The process selection and 
optimization module, which is the major part of tile 
developed system. provides designers with the design of' 
products conctirrentiv, selection of' machining processes 
and evaluation and optinlization of' those processes. 
The process , election and optimization module enables 
the designers to carry out real-linie cost estimation and 
, ieneratlon ot't`easibie process plans. alld d-Il \\ 'ill 
jh') " 1ý I ýN I Cý:, II 'I' 
" 
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any character to proceed 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ >>>)T7M PRODUCTION OUANTTTY Is 102 AND IT IS SUITABLE T10 BE PRODUCED BY 
HE CELL WHOSE CAPACITY BETWEEN 100 AND 1000.. <<<( 
........................................................................ 
a any character to proceed 
................... a=====. =W. z--= ... =.. = ... =--==ý==- ...... xmý ........ -=. - HEICTR or PART IS 122 AND IT IS NOT W171ITN THE CAPABnTTY or THE MANUFACTURTNG CT. I. L, 
SHOULD BE BMWEN 10 A14D 100 . PLEASE CHA14GE IT IM GO ON TO THE NEXT ANALYSIS 
THE RESULTS OF CUTTING TOOL SELECTION 
(Mt: HOLE_l MA14UFACTURE0071 d: 10 Mm 
RIWHG TOOL d TYPE COST 
W: DRILL_1 MANUFACTURE0071 Srmn H33 ss 
DIAMETER OF *jUnit: NO LE_l MANUFACTURE0071 IS WlTHIN I HE UMIT (I AND 6D nun.. 
any character to proceed. 
........... ng RESULTS or 
................................. 
FEATURE 
$(Unitý HOLE_l MAN"hCTURE0071 
............... ............. 






PROCESSES EVALUATION AND COST-TIME FIGURES 
............................................ 
TTKE(min/unit) rOST(S) 
.......... ........... ................... 
0 0290 0 0121 
................................................. 
0 9012 6 0935 
................................................. 
0 0266 0 0129 
................................................. 
)))) IM FEASIBLE PROCESS OF *[Unit HOLE_l MANUFACTURE0071 IS DRILLING AND 
ITS COST IS Oý012305494736942107 S.. 
.............................................................................................. TBE RESULTS OF PROCESSES EVALUATION AND COST-TIME FIGURES 
.............................................................................................. 
FEATURE TIME (min/unit) COST($) 
.............................. ............................................................... 
*(Unit: SLOT-1 MANUFACTURE0071 
.............................................................................................. 
MACHINIHO PROCESS EON 7499/272 17 3036 
.................................................................................... ....... 
MILLING 221ýý7142ý 9760 2qkQ 
- --- - ------------------------- - -------- ............. ... 
Lisp> (assert nil 'ikanufactur-ing coqt rules) 
>>>> 111E FEASIBLI 
ITS COST IS 
InE ESTIMATED MANUFAL-I'URINU COST OF PAKV IS LOWER THAN '121E PROPOISED TARGET 
endmes! ýaqe value 
JiANUFACTURING COST. THE TARGET MANUFACTURING COST IS 7S AND THE ESTIMATED 
ACTURING COST 3.57926M26563824 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Fig. 15 Sample of' system results 
situations using a constramt-based sýstem at the early 
design stages. It also encompasses a rule-based algorithm 
for estimation and optimization of machining processes. 
The rule-based algorithm provides the evaluation of' 
available processes for the features of parts in terms of 
('7" 
user requirements and process time cost. The desi-i-Iners 
are provided with a complete report oil the results 01' file 
process selection, time cost estimation and optimization 
in order to ensure the t'easibility of' the part. Since the 
results dram, 'n 1'rom the svsicrn are promising. usin,, -, this 
13092'1ý, C McchE 1999 : ':, 'C fillt: l \]I: Lil i : Itý %, )i -- 
', Pail 
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system a significant reduction in the product cost and 
lead time could be achieved. The desiQn consistency 
management module was developed and incorporated in 
the svstem in order to detect anv deslen conflicts amon, -, 
the different design domains. This system enables design- 
ers in general to consider various critical tasks (overall 
coordination. control. consistenc-, - and data integritv). 
Desiun inconsistencies bet%veen different design domains 
are solved by a conflict resolution system. 
This research %vork has contributed to implementing 
the concurrent engineering strategv from four perspec- 
tives: integration. optimization. information manage- 
ment and deslLyn conslstencý. Further research is 
currently being undertaken to develop the system further 
and make it more comprehensive. 
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Abstract 
This research work aims to develop an intelligent constraint-based system that enables desillners to consider at the early stages of the 
design process all activities associated with product's life Cycle. One Of tile Most important aspects of these activities is the evaluation and 
optimisation or manufacturing processes that require various type of information from tile different aspects of produci*s life cycle. This 
research article discusses the Zievelopment of I prototype system for manuf`acturiný- process optimisation tisin-a a combination of both 
mathematical methods and constr. iint-proý. -! riiiim, ii,,, tecliniques. 
This approach enables dCSiL'IIeI_S to evaluate and optimisc feasible 
manufacturing processes in a consistent manner as early as possible during the design process. This helps in IVOidi1lU' unexpected desi. In iterations that wastage a great amount (if* time and effort. leadina, to lonuer Icad-firne. Tile development process has passed through tile 
five major stages: Firstly. all intelligent constraint-based desian ; vstern for concurrent PrOdUCt MId process design has been developed. 
Secondly. a manufacturing process optimisation 111OLILIlC haS be"Un Constructed. Thirdly. tile PrOdUCt features. processes. cost. time and 
constraints to be usLd for carrying out various design lasks has been represented in the formal orconstraints. frames. obýjects. and rules. 
Fourthly. tile process optirnisation and eVIIII. Ition rules for tlie-sclcctioil of* feasible processes r0r complex features. and finally. tile 
information management System that ensures consistency in information exchangeand decision making, activities have been devcl'oped. 
c 1909 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. , \If rights reserved. 
Kc, pvord. s: Feature-hased desiý'tl: 0i'llct-oriented programmin-g. Concurrent en-gincerin-un Process optimisation: Cost estimation: Constraints: Kno%%ledge-based systems 
1. introduction 
Concurrent engineering as a philosophy aims to address 
the consideration of different life cycle issues of a product 
at early stages of the design process in order to analyse the 
factors affýcting manufacturing processes. Recently, con- 
current encapneering has placed greater emphasis on the 
automation and optimisation of manufacturing processes 
due to its major effect on product cost. Huthwaite [1] 
stated that typical product cost includes 50% materials. 
5% product development, 30% overheads and 15% la- 
bour. He also mentioned that almost 70% of total product 
cost is considered at the early stage of the design process. 
There are many constraints related to part features, fea- 
ture-process relations, machine tools, cutting tools, cost 
and time in concurrent product development. 
Corresponding authors. E-mail: agavretliOlhotmail. com. ha(ii 
dmu. ac. uk 
The other aspects of the product life cycle have an 
impact on process cost. Therefore, the constraints of the 
product's life cycle issues also have to be involved in 
process evaluation and optimisation process to reach 
a cost-effective design in the early stages of the design 
phase. Representing these constraints in an efficient fo r- 
mat is very important to evaluate and optimise the design 
effectively and to prevent users from being engaged in 
time-consuming iterations process. To achieve an effec- 
tive management of those constraints, efficient and timely 
communication network system should be provided 
within different design and manufacturing areas. This 
requires the critical consideration of various tasks such 
as overall coordination, control, consistency, and data 
integrity to prevent costly design iterations. This can be 
achieved through the integration of different design areas 
through establishing LANs within the organisation in 
a consistent manner. Such integration should include 
a strategy for conflict resolution to avoid disagreements 
within & different activities or areas. Research work in 
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AN INTELLIGENT DESIGN ENVIRONMENT FOR CONCURRENT PRODUCT 
AND PROCESS DESIGN 
A. Gayretli*, H. S. Abdalla and J. A. G. Knight 
Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, 
De Montfort University, 
Leicester, LE I 913K UK 
ABSTRACT 
An intelligent constraint-based system for concurrent 
product development, which enables designers to 
consider at the early design stages all downstream 
activities of the product's life cycle has been 
presented in this research article. These activities 
(i. e. product design specification, and material 
selection, manufacturing process selection and 
optimisation, timetcost estimation, and machine tool 
selection) must be integrated in order to achieve a 
successful product design. The involvement of 
various requirements arising from the different life 
cycle perspectives has to be incorporated into the 
design phase. This requires the consideration of 
complex interactions, decision-making activities, 
and data sharing which can result in inconsistencies 
between these life cycle domains. Thus, the 
representation of these requirements in efficient 
format is very essential for carrying out different 
design tasks in a consistent manner. Various 
knowledge representation techniques such as 
constraints, production rules, and object-oriented 
programming have been used for modelling of 
different requirements of the life cycle perspectives. 
The developed system enables designers to evaluate 
and optimise the design subject to the predefined 
criteria. An information management module with a 
conflict resolution mechanism has been developed 
and linked to the system so that effective 
management of information exchange and decision 
making activities within different design and 
manufacturing areas can be achieved. The system 
also provides designers with the consideration of 
various critical tasks (i. e. overall co-ordination, 
control, consistency, and data integrity) between 
different design domains to avoid inconsistencies 
that can cause costly design iterations. 
KEYWORDS 
Concurrent engineering, Process optimisation, 
Constraints, Cost estimation, Knowledge-based 
systems, Feature-based design, Information 
Management. 
WMODUCTION 
Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to 
the integrated, concurrent development of a product 
and its related processes to meet customer 
requirements. it is therefore necessary to achieve the 
concurrent involvement of various life-cycle 
perspectives into the product development process. 
Different information from different departments of 
an organisation should be clearly known and well 
represented in an efficient way allowing the design 
team to look into the design from various 
perspectives. Such variety of information involved 
into the design process needs an effective 
management in order to provide the design team 
with effective and timely communication during the 
design process. This means the design team can 
receive the right information at the right time, as 
well as can avoid conflicts within the design team. In 
order to avoid disagreements within the team a 
conflict resolution strategy should be developed. It 
should provide the designer with feedback on design 
violations, and decisions made on the design, 
justifications of the decisions, and explanations of 
the actions to be taken. Constraint-based systems are 
the tools for the management of life-cycle 
information to ensure the design output consistent 
with the design specification, and prevent the design 
team from conflicts. There are many requirements 
related to part features, feature-process relations, 
machine tools, cutting tools, cost and time in 
concurrent product development. These have to be 
taken into consideration to reach a cost-effective 
design in the early stages of design phase. The 
current trend pushes companies to produce low cost 
and high quality products to keep their 
competitiveness to the highest possible level. This 
can be achieved by the best use of manufacturing 
resources uch as machine tools, cutting tools, labour 
and processes to minimise the amount of time spent 
adding cost. In order to achieve this, manufacturing 
resources, capabilities, the design model and its 
Parameters must be represented and modelled in a 
way that various design analyses can be carried out. 
A concurrent engineering approach allows the 
designers to consider the factors affecting product 
* To whom correspondence should be made. 
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A KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM FOR MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
OPTIMISATION 
Gayretll A and Abdalla HS 
Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, 
De Montfort University, 
Leicester, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Yhis research article ainu to develop a 
prototype system for manufacturing process 
optimisation using constraint-programming 
technique. Yhis approach enables designers to 
evaluate and optimise feasible manufacturing 
processes of a design in the early stages of 
design process. Ais helps to avoid unexpected 
design iterations that cause wastage of a great 
amount of engineering time and effort, hence 
longer lead- time. The development process has 
passed through the following stages: firstly, 
development of a broad model for process 
evaluation and optimisation; secondly, 
modelling of product features, processes, cost, 
time and constraints; thirdly, building an expert 
system with a user interface that covers design 
and manufacturing knowledge. ne expert 
system helps designer evaluate a number of 
processes for a part feature and calculate 
process time and cost in terms of designer 
requirements. 
KEYWORDS 
Process Optimisation, Cost Estimation, 
Knowledge-based Systems, Feature-based 
Design, Concurrent engineering. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concurrent engineering aims at addressing the 
different life cycle issues of a product in the 
early stages of design process. Instead of 
iterative product development process, 
considerations such as manufacturability, 
assembly, recyclability and maintenance are 
early incorporated into the design phase. 
0 To mbom correspondence should be addressed. 
Recently, concurrent engineering has placed a 
greater emphasis on the automation and 
optimisation of manufacturing processes due to 
its major effect on product cost. Huthwaite 
(1989) stated that typical product cost includes 
50% materials, 5% product development, 30% 
overheads and 15% labour. He also mentioned 
that 70% of total product is considered in the 
early stage of design. There are many 
constraints related to part features, feature. 
process relations, machine tools, cutting tools, 
cost and time in concurrent product 
development. These constraints have to be taken 
into consideration to reach a cost-effective 
design in the early stages of design phase. 
Representing these constraints in efficient 
format and a way is very important to evaluate 
and optimise design effectively and prevent 
designer from time-consuming iterations. T13is 
helps to improve product quality and reduce the 
number of redesigns, therefore leading to 
shorter lead-time at design stage. Previously, 
work has been carried out in developing 
methods and tools for the estimation and 
optimisation of manufacturing cost (Thurston 
and Carnahan (1993), Dewshurst and Boothroyd 
(1988)). A model has been developed by 
focusing on-machining form features such as 
hole, slot, flat surface, chamfer, cylinder and 
rectangular block (Fen et al., 1996). The 
activities such as drilling, milling, handling, set- 
ups and tool change for the component can be 
evaluated and optimised (Das et al., 1995, 
Luong and Spedding, 1995, Das et al., 1994, 
Shaikh and Hansotia, 1992). Taiber (1994) has 
classified manufacturing cost optimisation of 
Prismatic components as follows: 
1. Tool cost 
2. IýIachine tool cost 
419 
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A FEATURE-BASED PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR THE EVALUATION AND 
OPTIMISATION OF MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
Gayretli A, BSc., MSc., and Abdalla H S, BEng., Msc., PhD 
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De Montfort University, 
Leicester, UK. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this research work is to develop an intelligent design environment that enables designers to 
incorporate all product and process related activities into the design phase at early stages of the design 
process. One of the most important aspects of these activities is evaluation and optimisation of 
manufacturing processes. This research article focuses on developing a prototype system for 
manufacturing process optimisation using a combination of mathematical methods and constraint- 
programming techniques. This approach enables designers to evaluate and optimise feasible 
manufacturing processes as early as possible during the design session. This helps to avoid unexpected 
design iterations that cause wastage of a great amount of engineering time and effort, hence longer lead- 
time. The development process has passed through the following stages: firstly, the development of an 
intelligent design system for manufacturing process optimisation, secondly, representation of product 
features, processes, cost, time and constraints; thirdly, developing the process optimisation rules for the 
selection of feasible processes for form features, finally, a user interface that provides designer with 
feedback about process selection and evaluation. (D 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
KEYWORDS 
Concurrent Engineering, Process Optimisation, Cost Estimation, Knowledge-based Systems, Feature- 
based Design. 
INTRODUCTION 
Concurrent Engineering is a strategy aims to take into consideration the different life cycle issues of a 
product at early stages of the design process to analyse the factors affecting manufacturing processes. 
This analysis leads to the consideration of the automation and optimisation of manufacturing processes 
due to its major effect on the product cost. It has been reported that almost 70% of the product cost is 
considered at the early stages of design process. Therefore, many constraints related to part features, 
feature-process relations, machine tools have to be considered carefully to reach a cost-effective design. 
Representation of these constraints in efficient format is- very important to evaluate and optimise the 
design effectively and prevent designers from time-consuming iterations. This improves product quality 
and reduces re-engineering work, therefore leading to shorter lead-time. Research work has recently been 
devoted towards developing methods and tools for the estimation and optimisation of manufacturing cost 
(Tappeta and Renaud, 1997; Downlathahi and Ashok, 1997; Gayretli and Abdalla, 1998). Feature-based 
models that focus on machining form features such as hole, slot, flat surface, chamfer, cylinder and 
rectangular block have been investigated by Fen et al., 1996; Ou-Yang and Lin, 1997. 
0360-8352/99 - see front matter Q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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